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Tahvelarhitektuur multi-agent sensorsüsteemide jaoks

ENAR REILENT
ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates software architectures for multi-agent sensor systems. Multi-agent systems are considered both in the context of robotics and the context of personalized telecare systems. The goal of the work is to develop a software architecture which combines the desired properties of flexibility and developer-friendliness with efficiency and scalability.

The basic approach taken for building such architecture is to use the classical blackboard principles with the new flavor we call whiteboard and combine these with the RDF-based approach for knowledge representation. The desired combination of flexibility and efficiency is achieved by taking specific architectural choices suitable for the domain and introducing numerous detailed improvements to the basic approach.

In particular, we take a content-centric approach in the sense that the architecture is designed to support universal semantically described context information and formal reasoning for automated profile generation and data aggregation. The approach is implemented both in a multi-robot system and several home telecare systems.

We compare the efficiency of selected components to a variety of alternatives and consider several options for knowledge representation. We argue that the choices and optimizations presented are suitable for a wide range of application domains for multi-agent sensor systems.
KOKKUVÕTE

Doktoritöö teemaks on multi-agent sensorsüsteemid, mida käsitletakse nii robootika kui personaliseeritud telemeditsiini kontekstis. Töö eesmärgiks on luua selline tarkvara arhitektuur, kus süsteemi paindlikkus ja arendajasõbralikkus oleks kombineeritud efektiivsuse ja skalieruvusega.

Soovitud arhitektuuri loomise aluspõhimõtteks on kasutada klassikalist nn blackboard-arhitektuuri uues vaates, mida kutsume whiteboard arhitektuuriks ja kombineerida seda teadmiste esitamise RDF-põhise lähenemisega. Paindlikkuse ja efektiivsuse kombinatsioon saavutatakse vaadeldavate rakendusvaldkondadega sobivate spetsiifiliste arhitektuursete valikutega ja aluspõhimõttele mitmesuguste täienduste sisseviimisega.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This thesis concerns the software architecture of systems incorporating several
different sensor and monitoring systems and capable of taking autonomous action
when need arises.

The goal of our work is to develop a software architecture which combines the
desired properties of robustness, modularity and flexibility with efficiency and
scalability on the other hand. An important aspect of the systems is built-in
intelligence in the embedded devices themselves (robots, medical sensor systems,
etc.): the basic decisions about the necessary actions and the information to be
transferred are taken already at the device level, not just on the level of the central
server of the whole multi-agent system. We ground our approach on the use of
whiteboard and employ both the multi-robot and the personalized telecare systems
as the chief domains of our experimental implementations.

The thesis contributes to the area of whiteboard-focused architectures for multi-
agent sensor systems based on the articles added to the Appendix.

1.1. Motivation and the problem statement

When creating the systems that involve some independently running
components where several activities have to be performed in parallel, it is very
natural to use a multi-process architecture. Although it might be feasible and even
beneficiary - easier to optimize for performance - to use the monolithic approach,
the decomposition of the problem into separate sub-tasks and encapsulating these
to dedicated modules gives better maintainability. No less important is the
comprehensibility of the model to the developers in the first place.

However, based on the details of the planned system there are several
possibilities to create a multi-process architecture. Besides dividing the system
functionality among the processes one must decide how to make the processes
interact with each other. It is not a trivial issue, especially on the level of
implementation, as the communication mechanism adds new complexities and an
extra load. Depending on the posed requirements (e.g. security, speed, flexibility,
traceability) to the system and its parts there are numerous possible solutions for
the organization of synchronization and data passing between the processes, some
more and some less efficient.

An important issue to consider here is the kinds of data flows between the
processes. In case the multipoint to multipoint communications are common (the
data provided by one process is needed by several consumers and one consumer is
interested in the output of several data providers) as it happens, for example in the
sensor data acquisition and actuator controlling systems, then the blackboard
architecture would be a natural design choice. The classical blackboard systems
[1], [2], [3] originated as an architecture for problem solving: the problem is
written on the blackboard, the system runs and adds new data on the blackboard until it produces the solution.

The blackboard allows to avoid the message passing frameworks: the system can be set up with a shared medium – a global database – where all the system components upload and access all the data they need.

The basic idea of the blackboard [1] system is very simple, but the implementation details are rather not. There are three components to consider: the knowledge sources, the blackboard and the control mechanism: the scheduler. The knowledge sources (KSs) solve the given problem collaboratively by applying their expertise on the present state of the problem. KS do not interact directly with one another or know what other specific KSs are present in the system [2]. They add their contribution to the shared blackboard as well as get their input by reading it. The blackboard itself is just a storage. The scheduler is where the real complexity stems from, as it has to drive the whole system towards the solution. It has to manage issues like which KSs can be executed at the given state; if many competing executions possible, which is the most helpful; preventing deadlocks. This poses challenges to the implementation even if the tasks are understood in detail.

In the blackboard systems discussed later in this work we do not strictly follow the classical design ideas. To avoid confusion we will make a difference between the official blackboard and the similar concept we will call hereafter whiteboard.

In the scope of this work we will define the whiteboard to be a shared database for agents to be used as a communication channel. The whiteboard thus has dual functionality, both of which are important and require corresponding architectural choices.

As seen later, the blackboards and the whiteboards have slightly different purposes. Whiteboard is used as a name because it carries linguistically the same meaning and in a sense the whiteboard system under discussion is a lightweight version of the blackboard system. Another fact in favor of the term whiteboard is the circumstance that Wgandalf was mostly used as a base for building the whiteboards in the implemented systems. If generalized enough they can be taken as synonyms. It is also more appropriate to call processes agents instead of knowledge sources.

The whiteboard model poses several important questions which are tackled in the scope of this thesis.

First, there is the issue of a data model. The relational data model with a fixed schema is clearly a very straightforward way to build the whiteboard, but the poor extendability is the main shortcoming of the relational model [4], [5]. Hence we focus on RDF or RDF-like schemas and consider the aspects and suitable answers for data modelling in the distributed sensor/actuator systems. The efficiency of different data models is presented and compared in the experiments in the appendix of the thesis.

---

1 Wgandalf is the reincarnation of the Gandalf system where the W refers to white
One of the attractive benefits of using the whiteboard is the possibility to use reasoning engines using the whole set of data as input and writing output to the same whiteboard, similarly to the classical blackboard systems. We will consider and experiment with several options, bring out the benefits, problems and questions needing further work. The option of using reasoning engines is closely tied to the question of finding suitable data modelling principles.

The issue of underlying tools comes next. A wide range of available options (sockets, files, databases, shared memory, etc.) is described, measured and compared in the appendix.

Yet another issue is the design of the frontend, including data presentation and query languages, the prototypes of the API functions and access policies. The whiteboard should not be very restrictive, but should maintain order and avoid mistakes.

1.2. Contribution of the thesis

The thesis studies questions and options arising while designing architectures for multi-agent systems of intelligent sensors. The focus of research is on the details of using a whiteboard for intelligent communication between software agents on a device.

The design decisions of a whiteboard affect the way the agents are created and the final application is put together. The control functionalities still exist, even if not explicitly, and should be divided reasonably between the whiteboard and the agents.

Our main goal is to design architecture for the multi-agent sensor systems which would be:

- **robust**: (temporal) failures of some agents should not bring the system down,
- **modular and flexible**: it should be easy to add new types of sensor and reasoning/data processing agents with new types of data,
- **efficient**: the architecture should strive for enabling maximal possible efficiency, i.e. being more efficient than other robust and modular architectures.

The general idea of building multi-process systems with ambitious data sharing around the central whiteboard is shown to be promising. We allow the system to be built agent by agent, keeping the agents’ responsibilities clear and routing all workflows through the whiteboard.

The cornerstone of our solution is to employ enhanced RDF-style knowledge representation on the whiteboard, allowing good data interoperability, ontology-based formal reasoning and sufficient independence and flexibility for separate agents and software developers while achieving high efficiency at the same time.
The designed architecture is implemented and optimized on large combined hardware/software projects in two significantly different domains, demonstrating the feasibility of the approach in practice.

1.3. Thesis organization

The thesis starts with the general introduction, motivation and the contribution overviews above.

The next part of the thesis presents an overview of the whiteboard: the principles and the main differences between the classical blackboard and the whiteboard as described in the current work. The two large projects where our whiteboard architecture was designed and tested are presented next. The final chapters of this part give an overview of the related work in blackboard and similar systems, as well as multi-agent systems.

The third part of the thesis focuses on the details of whiteboard: architectural options, motivations and reasons of using one or another option. We will consider and explain our choices regarding the data model, the underlying communication model, the API details and processing the data with the reasoning engine.

The fourth part describes the requirements, details and differences of our solutions for the two different large research projects: the Roboswarm and the Telemonitoring project.

The conclusions chapter summarizes the advantages of the whiteboard architecture, our contributions in papers and gives suggestions for future work in the topic.

The two appendixes present our experimental results of measuring and comparing the performance of different alternative mechanisms for interprocess communications and data representations.

The rest of thesis consists of the eight selected publications from the full list of fourteen.
2. INTRODUCTION TO WHITEBOARD

The classical blackboard systems [1], [3] were proposed as architecture for problem solving. In the initial state the problem is written to the blackboard. After that the system will run until it produces the solution. The control mechanism has the key role, with the blackboard component itself having no significant importance. Opportunistic KSs are rather like procedures that can be called by the control mechanism to perform some certain action. There is no parallelism to avoid data access conflicts. To choose between KSs they are tested first. In the test a KS reports whether it has enough input data to run successfully or what are the missing items. It also predicts its outcome it should produce in the case of given a chance to execute. Sometimes the test management is implemented as a part of the KS and sometimes on the side of the control mechanism. However, we could still say that these control issues are basically the matters of blackboard design.

Keeping in mind the sensor data acquisition systems which run for a longer period of time and are not directly meant for problem solving, the blackboard system in its classical sense is not exactly what is needed. Rather we could think of the whiteboard as an environment that provides means for sustaining constantly running agents around a common medium. Agents are meant to run in parallel and without any special scheduler or testing mechanism. The whiteboard should be simply the framework for all agents for communicating with each other which enables the workflows. If someone writes a piece of knowledge to the whiteboard, it can be read by either one interested agent or by everybody or by no one – the data provider does not have to be concerned with the existence of possible consumers. By slightly elaborating this idea we can say that the agent itself can be the addressee or consumer of its own data. The whiteboard can be used just as a data storage. Therefore the whiteboard in the scope of this work has two primary roles:

- a communication channel between agents,
- a database

By saying a database here we do not mean classical database management systems with a database server, complex query handling and long term storage of large amounts of data. Our database is just a temporary storage for variables, parameters, configurations and results without guaranteeing ACID\(^2\). Parallels can be drawn to the so called NoSQL databases as discussed in [4], [5], and [6] but we do not share exactly the same goals. Here the idea of a database is also important because it stresses the effect of history. Communication and message passing by default do not include history. As an agent regularly writes some values (e.g. sensor readings) to the whiteboard and these are not immediately deleted, there will be a buildup of historical values available for using over and over again by other agents, until the values are deleted. All in all, we may say that an agent does

---

\(^2\) ACID - atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability
not have to get all its input by messages from the other agents, but it can search the database instead.

As stated before, the whiteboard agents should be rather seen as constantly running processes and not temporarily invoked KSs, even if their tasks can be the same. However, this is an opportunity, not the obligation. If the system’s design requires starting and stopping new agents during runtime, it should definitely be possible in the whiteboard system. The data on the whiteboard remains intact and available for further uses. Hence the whiteboard offers the possibility for the agents to keep their states in the public storage and in the case of being stopped (or crash) to continue from the last state when restarted.

By allowing only sequential execution of KSs the blackboard systems did not have to deal with conflict situations where several agents update a single value concurrently. Whiteboard’s agents run in parallel which is sensible from the application’s point of view. It must be noted that also in the case of whiteboard the previously mentioned complexities of synchronization cannot be overlooked. We do not have the control (scheduler) as such, which means that the conflicts have to be solved somewhere else – in the whiteboard’s implementation and in the whiteboard’s API design.

2.1. Example systems – a robot and a telemonitoring gateway

For getting a better understanding of the requirements for the whiteboard we can examine two real life case studies. Both of these examples are sensor data acquisition systems with actuators and built-in decision making. First there is the Roboswarm project where the whiteboard is used as the middleware for controlling a simple mobile robot with a small number of sensors. The second system is the middleware for the home telemonitoring gateway device. The general idea of the systems is exactly the same: get data from the sensor devices, deliver it to the decision making modules, analyze the data and probably drive some actuators. When we take a close look at the utilization of the whiteboards in these systems we can spot several differences.

In the Roboswarm project had a set of identical mobile robots (based on the iRobot Roomba) and a server. The robots were fairly simple in their design. The equipment included some sensor devices (e.g. bumpers, cliff sensors, sonars, wheel odometers, and magnetometer), some actuator devices (e.g. wheel motors, antenna multiplexer, LED indicators) and devices which are both sensors and actuators at the same time (RFID reader). On the logical level the wheels and bumpers are totally independent entities. However, on the physical level they must be handled together as they are connected through the same cable and protocol. There was also a network device (WiFi). The server hosted the user interface system and the task allocation mechanism.

Although a typical approach at that time would have been to use Player/Stage it was decided to go with the whiteboard model (implemented as a fast shared
memory data store). The agents were created based on the physical hardware devices because it was not realistic to share open connections among the processes. As noted, there could be many logical entities behind one connection, but as the devices were using serial or USB ports and had proprietary access libraries and initialization procedures, only one process interacted with one device. The sensor readings were sent to the whiteboard. All the commands were also sent to the whiteboard. The corresponding actuator agent picked them up from the whiteboard and delivered to the real device. If the devices used a bitwise protocol then a higher level representation was used in the whiteboard and the communicating agent performed the conversions.

The whiteboard itself could have two types of entries: regular and persistent. Regular entries disappeared by themselves after a while because the whiteboard was a circular buffer and old data got overwritten. That means no special garbage collection was needed. For optimization reasons some exceptions were needed and thus the persistent data entries did not follow the same pattern. The data entries were rather simple and short, following a set of common principles. The possibility to easily add new sensor devices and data types was highly important. There was not much need for complex data structures, but good performance (15 ms sensor polling time) and small footprint of code were crucial (Gumstix Verdex was the controller). The data model used throughout the system was RDF triples with additional meta-fields. Besides the robots and the server the RFID tags could also store up to six RDF-like entries 32 bytes each (see Paper 1). The whiteboard’s API was rather low-level due to the tradeoff between convenience and high performance, yet it had to be easy to comprehend.

The telemonitoring gateway project introduces a set of medical measurement devices to the home of a patient so that she can regularly check her health parameters and report these to hospital. According to [7], recent surveys reveal that elderly individuals prefer to remain in their accustomed living environment for as long as possible, even in the eventuality of increasing reliance upon assistance services and caregivers. Another target group is the patients with chronic diseases are subjects to monitoring activities of daily living (ADLs), vital signs and self-reporting [8]. For these kinds of use cases a gateway device is inevitable due to the fact that measurement devices have local USB or Bluetooth (Zigbee, 6Lowpan) connectivity and the data has to get to the hospital automatically. Manual transfer with paper and pen has certain drawbacks ([9]). In addition to the sensors (blood pressure monitor, ECG device, glucometer, scale, motion tracking accelerometers/gyroscopes etc.) there exist actuators for patient notification and guidance (display screen, loudspeakers). The gateway talks to the devices with their low-level proprietary protocols (still preferred by many manufacturers [7]) and forwards the measurements to the hospital system, but it does some local processing as well. Not all the data should be sent to the hospital (which can become a bottleneck if too many patients) and therefore the gateway does some computing locally, like aggregation, filtering, threshold checking and quick patient feedback. Some measurements are not taken from the devices but are input through
the UI by the patient as a self-reporting evaluation of pain level, stress, mood, breathlessness and tiredness [8], calories intake (for diabetes patient, extremely hard to automate, e.g. [10] uses crowdsourcing for photo analyses) etc. All sensors do not have to measure the patient: the environment can be monitored as well, like ambient temperature, noise level, and humidity. Sensors can be virtual [11] meaning that they combine outputs of other data sources.

The hardware used for running the gateway application is not a powerful PC but an embedded computer: set-top box (Papers 3, 4) or media display (8” Chumby), equipped with a network connector and all the necessary interfaces for sensor connectivity. There are projects that use a PC at the home setup [12] or use many computing devices [7] (a gateway plus a set-top box) which is a serious problem for cost efficiency. For the majority of cases the fast performance is not really important, because measurements are taken only a couple of times per day and having a reaction time in seconds is acceptable enough. For the home monitoring system the main focus is put to data structures and API. Compared to the robot’s case one measurement event of telemonitoring may contain more details (fields) and have a deeper structure. For example, a record of a blood glucose sample has to include the indication of when the measurement was taken: before or after the meal, and what meal it was (e.g. breakfast, snack). Parallel use of terminologies is possible – “blood pressure” entity should contain the name used in the hospital systems as well as the name from some global medical nomenclature. Ontologies have a more important role here and there should be readiness for supporting several of them simultaneously (e.g. as in HL7 v3 [13], [14]). The system has to cope with various kinds of data. Some measurements have one clear output (for example, weight of a person), some have one sample per second for a short period of time (as pulse and SpO2). The ECG measurement (Paper 6) event is a signal with one thousand samples per second (possibly more than one signal3). Another contrast with the robot’s case is the longevity of the data items. In Roboswarm the whiteboard records had typically meaning only for tens of milliseconds and at most for the duration of the task (tens of minutes). In medical monitoring some data must be available and interpretable tens of years later to check for long term trends which again advocates for good annotations.

As the system is neither well defined nor complete, the ideas of flexibility and extendibility are quite important. It must be as easy as possible to introduce new sensor devices for known parameters and add new types of sensors to measure new parameters. Patients with different diseases need different types of equipment and it should be possible to switch off all the unneeded functionalities without disturbing anything else. The ease of adding or removing devices is thus even more important than in the robot case. In general, the system can contain a lot more agents, both for device drivers and decision making. Thus the fine grained and easy to use API would prove to be useful.

3 If it is 12-lead or there can be extra signals, e.g. accelerometers
2.2. Generalization, presumptions, refining requirements

While trying to settle down the essence of the whiteboard in the scope of this work it becomes clear that it is a shared database for agents to be used as a communication channel. In addition to this functionality there are several key factors which need to be constrained. How exactly do we want the whiteboard to be designed – which responsibilities should be left to the agents and which to the whiteboard’s API? As seen from the example cases it depends on the problem domain. The expectations for the whiteboard’s functionality can be mismatching, for example fast performance and comfortable high-level API calls for data handling.

It is good to keep in mind that all of the target hardware platforms have had limited processing capabilities. Therefore the whiteboard’s design and implementation has to be lightweight enough for fitting onto embedded computers. We exclude microcontrollers without a proper OS. Linux (e.g. Busybox) environment is deemed necessary. But still, as it is an embedded system, there are typically no high level tools, programming languages or libraries available. Issues that are not noticed on the regular multicore PCs can become critical here, especially when time constraints are important for the application. We have to maintain balance between the footprint of the whiteboard’s code and the benefits granted for the agents.

We consider the whiteboard spanning one physical machine only, to the contrary of the principles of NoSql databases [4]. The mentioned sensor data collecting systems were not heavily distributed – lots of the processes run on the small number of machines. The processes running on one machine do much more interaction among themselves than with the processes residing on different machines, as noticed by [15]. The complete system spans over several machines (robots, servers) but the processes of the different machines do not share a whiteboard. Either they have their private instances or do not have a whiteboard at all. In the example applications we have had communication agents who picked up the send-worthy information from their local whiteboards and transmitted it to some other machine. Another possible choice would have been to build a whiteboard with inter-machine connectivity, as a usual database engine, but the performance considerations and lack of need decided the matter.

It would be nice to have the same data format in every level of the system, but it is not always achievable. As said, since most of the inter-agent traffic goes on inside one machine, we will concentrate on that case. For example, if the server is built by different parties and features its own data format, it does not automatically mean that the whiteboard on a sensor gateway has to use that format which typically is not compatible with the other requirements of the whiteboard. For example, large XML documents with redundant fields on the server are not the best option for storing high frequency sensor data on the gateway. Hence we use converters. The set of local agents should just prepare all the data needed to make coherent conversions possible in the future. Thus the whiteboard is free to use its
own data format. However, due to simplicity, clarity, and limited resources we allow only one format for all the agents, fixing it in the whiteboard’s API.

The specification of the system is not known beforehand: the system is in a constant state of evolution. The discussed measurement collecting systems had to be open to new sensors and new business logic. We have in mind the extensibility described by [16] – new knowledge sources can be developed and applied to the system not changing the existing system and without having to specify its existence in any other knowledge source. That means we want to restrict an agent as little as possible – hence we assume it to be a regular Linux process. The whiteboard should not be a complex framework that encapsulates the agents or uses special language to define the agent (as [17], [18]). The agents’ behaviors (reactive and goal-driven/deliberative, stateless and stateful) are up to themselves. The whiteboard just provides an API for easy and flexible data management. Whatever is that data format on the whiteboard, it should accept the data of the agents of new sensor devices with little effort, regardless of whether the new data is laconic or heavily annotated.

In short, we must keep in mind the list of requirements for the whiteboard in the context of sensor data acquisition applications:

- Suitable for embedded computers
- Located in one machine
- Single data format
- Flexible for new agents

2.3. Related work on blackboards and alternatives

As the background scenario, the idea of blackboard/whiteboard architecture and the basic set of requirements have been introduced, we will now take a broader viewpoint on the topic. Obviously there exist systems for controlling sensors and actuators. Several solutions have been created over time to manage data sharing in the multi-agent systems with similar purposes. The prevalent approach appears to be the utilization of message passing with the publisher-subscriber model between the agents while the shared blackboard can also be found in some systems. The very case of the robot’s middleware suits for illustrating the field.

The Player project is one substantial example. It offered a viable and strong option to consider at the time when the Roboswarm project searched for its foundation. The Player [19] functions as a device abstraction server which allows remote client programs to access sensors and actuators over the TCP sockets. The idea is to keep the server side simple and fast, and let the clients solve potential complexities. Distributed architecture is certainly a goal. This allows putting the control program off-board the robot, one robot can access other’s sensors, monitoring and logging application can gather the data from different machines over the Internet, etc. Thus sockets are inevitable.

There should be one instance of a Player server per single robot that manages all the available sensor and actuator devices. Any number of client programs can
be connected to the server and can send commands to the devices or subscribe for sensor data streams. The command protocol, as described in [20], is rather simple and limited\(^4\). Implementation of the Player makes heavy use of threads: every device is handled by a thread; there is one reader and one writer thread per every client connection, plus the main thread. If several clients command the same actuator simultaneously, the racing condition occurs [21] (all but the last one will be lost) and a client can receive data packages with a constant frequency while the package may contain output from sensors with different sampling rates (thus missing some values or receiving old values again). Device specific threads are called drivers and must be written and compiled into the Player when a new sensor is added to the system. There was no intended communication between drivers and the client side is also out of scope (a robot control program, which is a client for sensors and actuators can also be a driver in a Player server). In later versions, each driver has a single incoming message queue and can publish messages to the incoming queue of other drivers [22].

The Orca [23] middleware for robots focuses on component based architecture, thus turning sensor drivers into independent components (stand-alone processes) with well-defined interfaces. This supports better reusability of device drivers and control algorithm. The framework implements a proprietary transport mechanism, which eventually relies on TCP sockets.

The UPnP approach for robot middleware [24] increases the freedom even more and uses peer to peer communication between modules which can dynamically leave the system or come online.

In ROS [25] processes (called nodes) communicate messages peer to peer using both publish-subscribe model and services. ROS also provides a large infrastructure with numerous utilities, including a data store (Parameter Server).

The Carnegie Mellon Navigation (CARMEN) Toolkit [26] organizes major capabilities as separate modules. Modules are grouped into hierarchical layers and communicate with each other over a communication protocol called IPC5, developed at Carnegie Mellon University (using TCP sockets again).

Miro [27] is explicitly object-oriented robot middleware that uses the distributed object paradigm. It relies on the common object request broker architecture (CORBA) standard and its real-time C++ implementation TAO (The Ace Orb). Sensors and actuators will be naturally modeled as objects and clients use standard CORBA object protocols to interface to any object, either on a local or a remote machine. Event-based communication services based on the CORBA notification services are also available.

The intelligent robotic wheelchair project described in [28] solely relies on the blackboard communication model and is very similar to the Roboswarm’s approach in this respect. The agents communicate by manipulating information on

\(^4\) Some examples:
c<device_name><size><command> - sending a command to the device
dr<size><device_name><access> - requesting read or write access to a device

\(^5\) http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~IPC/
the blackboard and there is no global controller for the agents. Their system has, however, only four agents and all the sensors and devices are managed by one agent (also only one type of actuators exist, wheels’ motors).

The RoboFrame [29] framework uses blackboard besides message passing for large structures (e.g. map data which is occasionally updated by different agents). The regular messages are objects capable of serializing to and (deserializing from) a byte stream. More information about these middlewares and many more can be found in [30] and [31].

In the realm of telemedicine solutions there has been less focus on the internal architecture of the home gateway device which collects the sensor readings, preprocesses and eventually submits them to hospital. Still, the principal possibilities are the same as with the robot middlewares. However, it should be noted that some projects abandon the multi-agent approach completely, e.g. Home Client in [32] is built as a Windows application or [33] uses gaming platforms (Wii, Playstation 3, and Xbox 360) for interacting with the patient and gathering data where the applications were built as platform specific applications (also no USB or Bluetooth sensor connectivity). One explanation to the lack of motivation to split the applications to independently running modules is that the home gateway systems cannot be distributed similarly to the robot’s case. While it was usually possible and sometimes practiced to put some parts of the robot’s system (e.g. control process) off-board, i.e. on a server, then it is typically impossible to access the sensors at home directly from the hospital’s servers. Those telemonitoring solutions that comprise multiple modules use some sort of message passing. The project described in [34] uses D-Bus ([35], messaging bus system originating from Linux desktop environment KDE, later also in GNOME, relies on UNIX domain sockets) which gave them several advantages over the previously used Java-based solutions. Another health monitoring solution [36] claims that data acquisition modules receive data from providers via SOAP messages (e.g. web service-enabled sensor networks).

The basic idea of the blackboard communication model can be spotted in a large number of arbitrary applications, but is not always recognized as such. Indeed, we could think of a usual information system with a database and web interfaces (e.g. e-store, e-banking) as a blackboard system where endpoints do not exchange data directly but by editing and querying the database. However, using ordinary SQL databases for interprocess communication when other, often faster and lighter, possibilities exist is considered an anti-pattern in software engineering (see also Appendix 1). The original (or official) blackboard does not seem to be a popular research topic or a popular foundation for implementing systems. The [3] brings out several problem domains for which the blackboard solution is especially well suited: sensory interpretation, design and layout, process control, planning and scheduling, computer vision. The early famous blackboard exploitations were the speech understanding systems HEARSAY-II [37] and HASP project [38] for interpreting continuous sonar signals for detecting submarines. The BB1 [1] added
the second level of blackboard to the architecture, thus providing better control (next KS to be executed) in the latter two systems. More examples of blackboards can be found in [39] – a movie theatre administration system and [40] – system for forecasting the atmospheric transport of the radioactive noble gas radon based on measure wind and emission fields.

2.4. Related work on agents

The next issue that has to be elaborated is the concept of agents. The term agent is used extensively in literature and in this work. In the loose sense the agent is a synonym for a program or process that runs independently and fulfilling some task and that is how it should be taken generally. There are also the “official” agents known from the agent-oriented software design. Based on this paradigm ([15], [41], and [42]) the agents are fairly complex programs or even systems which are reactive and proactive at the same time, also possessing the ability to learn and improve with experience [43]. The biggest difference with the blackboard’s knowledge sources is that an agent is always autonomous whereas a blackboard has a scheduler. The proactiveness implies creating and adjusting plans to achieve the agent’s goals, reactiveness is the ability to respond to the stimuli and events from the environment. Finding the balance between proactiveness and reactiveness is a key issue [41]. The agents are also assumed to be social and negotiate with each other. However, no assumptions are made about the platform and agents of the same system can be written in different programming languages [44].

We use the term agents in the loose sense while speaking about the whiteboard design and the case studies (e.g. Roboswarm). Our lightweight agents, following the statement by [16] that simple parts will make up robust system, are not proactive. However, nothing actually prevented them to be. Although not being consistent with the official concept of agent they are more similar to the agents than to KS’. The closest classification by the [45] should be the response function agent, because our agents do not build or possess internal representation of the world/environment. Again, nothing deliberately prevents it.

Agents can be organized into various social structures [46] – flat, hierarchical, subagents, modular (each module is a multi-agent system). For facilitating message exchange between agents several middleware architectures have been proposed with slight differences, e.g. [46], [47], [48]. Communication plays major role in the world of agents mimicking the circumstance that most work in human organizations is done based on intelligence, communication, cooperation, and massive parallel processing [45]. However any kind of synchronization between agents inhibits autonomy [18] and there is a conflict between the goals of autonomous agents and the best interests of the group as a whole [49]. There are special languages for creating messages like KQML [17] and FIPA ACL [50] and even higher level data exchange languages which function in terms of commitments as presented by [18]. On the other hand, these languages do not
specify how the real communication should be implemented, as pointed out by [51].

In parallel to the genuine notion of autonomous agents some research in the field is actually drifting towards the ideas of the blackboard approach. The [52] advocates for separation of the code that implements some behavior from the code that tells the agent when to apply each behavior. There exists also the computational market topology (social structure) where all the agents have access to a common marketplace where information can be exchanged and negotiations take place [45] – resembling directly the blackboard architecture. Instead of being maximally autonomous and communicate directly, in many cases agents rely on supportive entities (middle agents) as brokers, auctioneers, facilitators, mediators, matchmakers, agent name servers, information extraction agents, web proxies, and agent management agents [43], [47]. The [46] adds a shared database, although claiming it to be not as common or necessary as the other ones. The [53] uses intermediate (interpreters) agents to solve the cases where two agents need to change data but work with different ontologies. The [48] uses blackboard inside an agent for belief structures.

It is also possible to observe other similarities between KSs and agents or encounter properties of multi-agent systems among the blackboards. For example, there is a natural tendency that KSs group into hierarchical (social) structures because KSs respond only to a particular class or classes of hypotheses reflected in the blackboard and information can be transferred from one level in the hierarchy to another only through processing by the knowledge sources, as discussed by [54] and [55]. The authors of [56] use a system (real-time strategy game AI) which includes both agents (units in the field) and KSs (control) where the agents are kept very simple but can appear in large numbers (400). The [57] calls their blackboard whiteboard and builds an extra layer of managers between the whiteboard and real KSs (called components), thus hiding the contents of the shared medium from the KS and making them feel more like agents. In [58] each KS agent registers interest in particular events that may be announced by other agents. When an event is announced, the broadcasting system (connector) invokes all of the procedures that have been registered for the event.

3. WHITEBOARD DESIGN DETAILS

When trying to implement the whiteboard according to the previously mentioned principles there are several choices to be made. There hardly exists a universal solution: if the optimizations are also considered, which the case is, then the details of the domain have an important role here. We must find out how the actual data items and their variability looks like and then choose the data model. This will have a great effect on the whiteboard’s implementation, on the query language and on the overall way how the agents access the data. Of course, the
inner structure can be hidden from the agents by the API, but only with extra stress on resources.

The next question is the choice of underlying tools. One possibility is to use third party libraries (D-bus, Sqlite, etc.) for realizing whiteboard’s functionality which reduces development work and can be very convenient. At the same time it brings along some useless stacks of calls and undesired effects on performance. Another solution would be using the mechanisms for inter-process communication that the OS provides (pipes, sockets, shared memory, etc.). Discarding libraries means that several low-level functionalities have to be implemented from scratch (locking, garbage collection). Theoretically it is possible to go down one more level and change OS but this would need even more effort.

Yet another issue is the design of the frontend. This includes data presentation and query languages, the prototypes of the API functions and access policies - what should be allowed for the agents and what should be forbidden. The whiteboard should not be very restrictive, but should maintain order and avoid mistakes; hence there must be some constraints. For example, do all the entries need to be unique or not (primary key) or can the agent update the output the second agent. As said before, there is no direct obligation to have one to one mapping between the internal storage of the data and the format presented to the agents – e.g. the data is kept in tables but the query output yields objects or structures (with copies or direct links to data).

Depending on the data flows between the agents and the desired workflows of the application a need for special purpose control agents may rise. For example, when the system wants to start and stop agents frequently and use whiteboard entries for triggers, it could host a special dispatcher process (see Paper 2, similar to the agent management agent of [47]). It is not directly a part of the whiteboard but is also not a typical agent of business logic. Another example is the rule engine. The behavior of the overall system is hardcoded into the agents but some of it (the part which has no hardware access involved) might be expressed by rules as well. The rule engine would be a general purpose agent that applies the rules automatically and thus makes the behaviors to come alive. For doing it effectively it has to adapt to the data without a major effort (searching, converting, and coping) and that in turn affects the design choices of data model and API.

### 3.1. Data model

When talking about the data model we are referring to the method of how the data is organized into records (entries). The term is usually associated with databases but it is not wrong to apply it to the whiteboard. For simplicity we could say that there is no difference whether the whiteboard is used as a message channel or a database while the frontend of the whiteboard only accepts and returns entries with certain syntax and semantics. As a part of the data model issue we also discuss the schema because they are very closely related.
Let us imagine that a sensor agent running in the home telemonitoring gateway system (adapter to blood pressure monitor) has acquired a piece of information it wants to put into the whiteboard, e.g.: “Got a blood pressure measurement 135/98 with pulse 80 at timestamp 2012.01.01T10:20:30 by device Foo A10.” The pulse value is included into the statement because the measurement device outputs this parameter. There is no hint to the patient’s ID as the adapter agent has nor should have any knowledge about that.

The relational data model with a fixed schema is clearly a very straightforward way to build the whiteboard. Every measurement or message type should be given its dedicated relation. This approach would allow good possibilities for optimization, for example de-normalization for fast access and normalization for memory conservation. From the perspective of the agent developer it is a well understood data model. The example data item could look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood pressure measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systolic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(note: id field is not necessarily needed as timestamp functions as the primary key)

The poor extendability is the main shortcoming of the relational model [5]. The set of relations form the explicit schema. The schema must be maintained (e.g. system tables about user tables in Postgresql) and is expected to be rather static. Adding a new measurement type means automatically updating the schema. Since the whiteboard could experience lots of types of data items, like personal memos of agents, the schema will grow in size, data validation takes time, conflicts can happen. If the situation happens where some relation needs updating then serious problems will arise. For example, let there be a new device Foo B20 which buffers measurements internally and outputs timestamps of the measurement – thus adding new attribute source timestamp to the entity. Or the source field is needed to split into manufacturer and model. The whiteboard may manage with the schema changes but all the agents, by default, might not.

Therefore, in the case where the schema is vaguely defined and can evolve, it would be more appropriate to use a schema-less data model (i.e. a universal schema). This means encoding attribute names in fields and not in column names as usual. Roboswarm’s extended RDF is one example. An extreme case would be to express everything in a triples model with the smallest possible number of columns (assessed in Appendix 2). This data model belongs to the NoSQL theme and is known as RDF or entity-attribute-value (EAV) model. The triples form a hierarchical structure where single entries are linked by contents as in the relational model. Though one triple may have only one value and one subject, many-to-many connections are still possible. The example data would yield the following set of triples:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject / entity</th>
<th>Property / predicate / attribute</th>
<th>Value / object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>#key1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Systolic</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Diastolic</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Timestamp</td>
<td>2012.01.01T10:20:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Foo A10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>#key2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key2</td>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Foo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key2</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>A10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RDF is not absolutely schema-less. The lower level schema of three columns must exist anyway and higher level schema (of user data) exists implicitly because the agents have to know what the attributes mean and which attribute to expect at which situation. Totally unknown values could not be interpreted by the agents.

From the whiteboard’s point of view, however, the lower level schema is not subject to changes and the upper level schema is left for the agents to manage. In that sense we can call the RDF triples schema-less. By this choice the design and implementation of the whiteboard becomes simpler. At the same time the risks of misunderstandings and flaws in the communication between the agents grow. By giving this task to the agents and taking it away from the central whiteboard we split the schema to smaller sub-schemas shared by the small sets of corresponding agents only (providers and consumers of some type of entities) who should agree on the schema and schema changes.

The other set of data models organize information directly into graph structures: object-oriented, hierarchical, and network models. With chains of parent and child nodes they yield similar effect as RDF but without the triple encoding. Records are not linked by content but by direct pointer references. The hierarchical model only features the tree structure and disallows many-to-many relations. In the context of the implementation of an agent it is very natural to think of the data items (measurements, commands) in terms of objects or structures, thus making this data model a credible choice. On the other hand there might be the need for more effort to be put into the data search mechanisms, cleanup, defragmentation, etc. If data types (object classes) are considered static (defined before use) then the model is also sensitive to schema changes and type inconsistencies may result. With some generalization we can also look at the graph based models as high-level wrappers for the relational (and RDF) model. The research in graph databases is, however, claimed to be died out since the early 1990s for a series of reasons [6].
In some situations - especially in the case of simple data types - the key-value pairs model can be very efficient (see QDBM\(^6\) in Appendix 1). For the whiteboard application with unlimited data types it is not a good candidate. The classical implementation for a key-value store is the hash table where all searching is done by keys. Though possible, the solution with a key-value model would be messy. A lot of redundancy is needed and data fields will have to contain lists. For example, to present a record there should be at least \(n+1\) key-value pairs if the record has \(n\) attributes: one pair has a list of names and values of all attributes and unique ID for the key; other pairs construct keys from the name and the value of each attribute in the original record and have a list of all matching record IDs in the value field.

The choice of whether to bother with extendibility or not depends on the needs of application. It is worth of some attention. Let us come back to the example piece of data encoded into the triples format. This is a raw output of a sensor agent. Other agents might want to process and refine the given measurement, e.g. evaluate the result. They could create a new entry with a different structure and leave the original intact or save space and expand the original with additional attributes and values. In some cases it is rather safe to add new sub-records (if security policy permits it), for example consider the triple \('#key1 \rightarrow \text{evaluation} \rightarrow \text{above normal}'\). Those agents who also access the same type of measurements can just ignore the unknown attribute (or tree of attributes) and everything should remain working regardless of the schema changes.

A more problematic case is when the new piece of information tries to extend the triple with a terminal value. Say, we have a triple \('#key1 \rightarrow \text{pulse} \rightarrow 80'\) and there is an extra piece of knowledge about the value, e.g. explicitly stated low confidence (the patient moved during the measurement). The original triple has to be split into pieces and only then it is possible to link the new information to the triple. The same thing happens when a triple wants to refer to another triple that has a terminal subject (not a key). The side effect of this splitting, referencing through artificially added keys (blank nodes) and reassembling (reification) would be problems for possible consumer agents of the data items. Searching becomes more complex and reification (either on the side of the whiteboard’s API or in agents’ implementation) consumes resources. The following examples illustrate the row splitting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>#key3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key3</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key3</td>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#key4</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Blood pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#key4</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key4</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>#key1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive 1</td>
<td>Contains</td>
<td>#key4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) QDBM - Quick DataBase Manager, http://sourceforge.net/projects/qdbm/
Again there is a tradeoff between performance and space. One might create enough blank nodes in advance. Then it is easy to link with whatever new data and the changes cannot come unexpectedly to any agent. All the data will be spread as sparsely as possible, no splitting and reassembling are allowed. Managing the data items becomes incredibly difficult and the result is not RDF anymore, but rather a graph model encoded into triples. All the data will be in the edges (RDF property column) and vertexes are just arbitrary points where the edges can start and end. The higher level scheme is hard to observe. Whether there exists any potential use case for such extreme extendibility or not, the data of the demo measurement can be encoded as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#key0</th>
<th>Blood pressure</th>
<th>#key1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>#key2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key2</td>
<td>Systolic</td>
<td>#key3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key3</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>#key4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key2</td>
<td>Diastolic</td>
<td>#key5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key5</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>#key6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude the issue of data model we can say that several possibilities exist when choosing the core structures for holding the data in the whiteboard. The models differ from each other mostly by the level of scheme explicitness. This in turn affects the extendibility of data items which is not a common practice in the realm of databases (fixed scheme) but suits together with the concept of whiteboard.

### 3.2. The underlying medium and tools

There are several choices for the underlying medium of the whiteboard. As said before, one could implement everything from scratch and even delve into the kernel development of the OS used, but this approach does not belong into the context of the current work. The focus is on the native mechanisms that the OS provides and the functionalities of third party libraries built upon the same OS. The key point of the whiteboard is inter-process communication combined with the memory aspect. This opens up two perspectives: to use a communication tool and to try to add memory or to use a memory tool (database) and to add communication.

The Linux operating system kernel has several mechanisms for communicating information from one process to another. Most of them are dedicated for message passing with small differences and others are just shared mediums. They are all accessible (create, open, send, receive) via small APIs of system calls. Let us consider the list:

- TCP, UDP sockets
- UNIX domain sockets
Pipes
Files
Message queues
Shared memory
Signals
Semaphores

Sockets and pipes are meant for sending and receiving byte streams. TCP/IP sockets (stream type sockets with internet addresses) are a typical solution for implementing inter-process communication. Internet sockets are the only option to be used if some processes (agents) should run in a separate machine. If there is no such need, the UNIX domain sockets provide a similar interface with a slightly faster performance (comparison tests by [59], see Appendix 1). The pipes (the named pipes are also known as FIFOs) have basically the same purpose but a different interface. However, they yield lower performance than the UNIX domain sockets [59]. As the whiteboard targets the exchanging of complex structures then one must spend some processing power for serializing high-level messages into the byte stream.

Message queues operate in terms of structures, not byte streams. They also do not require the establishing of the connection in the first place as the sockets and pipes do. A process can just open a queue and insert the data without concerning the receivers. Any number of agents can join a queue and insert or claim data items. There can be more than one message type per queue and the reader can ask for the next message with a particular type. Still, every message can be read only once (removed from the queue) and the types of the messages are rather fixed, so that the reader must know the length and the structure of the received message.

Files and shared memory are general purpose mediums not specially meant for message passing. Agents can read and write whatever they like, in byte sequences. Concurrent access is possible, but no locking or synchronization exists for ensuring data consistency and integrity by default, hence this has to be added by the user application. The schema has to be built by the user. Files and shared memory match well with the idea of the whiteboard. On the other hand, semaphores and signals are methods for synchronization and are not suitable for moving large messages between processes. Their benefit can be seen in the supportive role of helping to manage the shared access to the common medium inside the whiteboard.

It would seem that only files or shared memory are exploitable tools for building the whiteboard, since sockets, pipes and queues have no memory effect. However, one could create a dedicated server-like process that keeps the needed data for a longer period of time and other agents connect to that process via the channel tools like pipes. For example, [60] proposes the blackboard where contents are stored in a set of distributed blackboard-data processes accessed through a set of distributed blackboard-interface processes. What truly matters here is the performance or the balance between performance and convenience/functionality of the tool. For example, the solution with shared memory also does not come without cost, since building proper locking is very important there in the perspective of fast
performance, while creating messaging functionality needs additional effort. Intuition would say that channel tools are definitely better for channel tasks, but experiments show (see Appendix 1) that memory (and file) based tools can compete with the fastest messaging tools. The right choice depends on the precise requirements of the whiteboard for the particular application. Of course, there is actually nothing that prevents using a combination of these methods.

As can be concluded based on [61] there exist many dimensions in this problem of choosing the right tools: the data, the queries, the indexes, column or row orientedness, etc., so it is basically impossible to settle for any definite optimal solution. By [6] the maturity, the level of support, ease of programming, flexibility, and security are also significant criteria in deciding which type of database implementation to adopt. One could also find a set of existing systems built for different purposes that more or less overlap with the needs of the whiteboard. They wrap the given methods and give the user a somewhat higher starting point by solving synchronization and data management issues. Systems for fast inter-process communications use different types of sockets, e.g. Player/Stage, D-Bus, and ROS. Small scale database systems that function as libraries, not daemons, use files. Good examples for this are Sqlite and QDBM. Using files automatically means that they are slower than the other methods, even in the case of keeping the database file on a ramdisk. From the tools that exert shared memory two proprietary implementation are used in this work: Roboswarm’s database and its successor Wgandalf (benchmarks in Appendixes 1 and 2).

3.3. API details for agents

The next set of decision points concerns the API design for the whiteboard. The API not only shapes the character of the whiteboard but forces the developer of the agents to think in a given direction. Experience has demonstrated that choices made in the blackboard representation can have a major effect on system performance and complexity [2]. One clear purpose of the API is to hide the technical peculiarities of the whiteboard’s internal implementation from the agent level and offer a well-defined easy to comprehend interface. As the performance of the whiteboard and the overall system (agents included) matters, we have to be careful to avoid unnecessary operations. In short, fixing the API means finalizing the data model, applying a security model, and giving a set of commands what the agents can call, including the query language.

The API layer is the place where the data models of the underlying tools and whiteboard’s internal logic, as well as the data model of the agents come together. For example, the whiteboard operates in terms of triples which it keeps in a relational database (e.g. Sqlite) and present to the agents as objects or XML documents (strings). Basically it means that the agents do not have to be aware of the physical data modal or the tools used. It also leaves open the possibility to find better opportunities to replace the components in the future. The model that appears to the agents has the greatest impact. Customizations are possible here and
an intermediate approach between relational presentation and RDF can be used (Paper 1). The interface might be made very application specific and feature the schema of used data types or be rather universal, i.e. schema-less. A useful strategy would be to create different access levels: low level function calls return original records for fastest access and high level wrapper functions convert the data items to structures or objects that can be handled more easily in large quantities.

Security is a separate topic and worthy of thorough investigation and discussion. However, as the example systems presented in this work discard the security concerns we decide not to tackle the data protection details in this work. We could consider two types of protection, one against the accidental damage and the other against the deliberate attacks. The first case is handled in the API functions to some extent (e.g. check the uniqueness of RDF keys). The complex system of user roles, access rights and authentication is not considered in the current work, since the philosophy of the whiteboard is sharing and contributing, not protecting the data which is often the case with regular database systems. Therefore, all the agents which are allowed to run in the system are trusted not to commit anything mischievous like stealing data, insert counterfeit measurements or forge existing records. By the authors of [46] the similar situation holds for multi-agent systems as only a few of them provide security services as part of their infrastructure.

Using a universal schema does not exclude the possibility of having some functions for handling specific data types. Should absolutely everything be forced under the common universal schema or can there be exceptions is a matter of optimizations and a clarity of the interface. Even as the system is simple, we could encounter many entities, like measurements, other events, comments, goals, tasks, commands, responses, configuration parameters, temporary variables, etc. The API can provide special mechanisms for handling data types of different purposes (e.g. measurements and commands) based on a completely different mechanism or based on the ordinary universal scheme (e.g. triples). However, the first option is discouraged as it adds lots of complexity to the whiteboard or isolates some data from the global access space. The second option is what the agents should do anyway in a usual situation. Doing it on the whiteboard side can have some advantage in performance but risks with the fixed schema problem – some types of data do not fit.

A similar dilemma occurs with the data flow: should there be only one read function and one write function, or several. The basic idea of the whiteboard lays in a very simple access policy: everybody just inserts their records and can read whatever they like. However, this brings along lots of polling. Those agents who expect some commands must poll the whiteboard regularly for the given data. The solution would be to notify the receiver agent when a command arrives or directly deliver the data to the receiver’s buffer. To name some drawbacks of this approach, the receiver has to register itself first for some types of messages and the whiteboard must examine all the incoming data to catch the matching records or the sender agent should somehow specify the target process and the whiteboard
notifies the addressee. For example the [62] requires registering of every plugin (agent) at the core. Nevertheless, this is not coherent with the initial goals of decoupling data providers and consumers.

One major task of the API is query handling. It determines what kind of queries can be made and how these queries would behave. Sometimes it is beneficiary to limit the query mechanism to avoid misuse of resources. The query language itself can have several forms. For example, if the whiteboard contains triples in a table, then the query interface could be inspired by SQL, Sparql or RDQL. There are usually many triples representing one agent level record and usually they are needed at the same time, hence the query engine should automatically return the referred triples. But hierarchies of triples can be deep – how many levels down or up is reasonable? A similar situation happens when updating or deleting: there is the risk of dangling references and unreferred triples. The common behavior would be to return the copy of the demanded record. A more resource friendly solution returns pointers to the original data record. Depending on the workflows of the system this can also result in the case where the data changes in the middle of the processing of the query result by the agent.

Suppose that the query interface returns a set of triples. While processing the records of a SQL query ($n$ fields) is generally acceptable for the developer of the agents then handling a set of triples can be very inconvenient and barely human-readable. The agent might loop over the result set over and over again or parse the result into some structure. That brings us again to the idea of converting the triples to some higher level structures already on the whiteboard’s side, i.e. moving towards a hierarchical data model again. For example, there could be an XML interface to the whiteboard or - even better - something like OEM [63] and JSON. The basic idea of the latter two is to express the data with key-value pairs where values are lists of other objects, like atomic values, arrays, key-value pairs. This schema is perfectly extendible as new values can be added to the existing lists, thus refining the original data items. OEM and JSON are textual data representations and can be treated by the API as such while nothing really prohibits the whiteboard to use structures/objects when serving the agents. As the RDF has the Sparql query language the OEM, on the other hand, has Lorel [64].

The model of triples allows all kind of referencing which the hierarchical structures usually do not allow. What is most useful for the whiteboard implementation depends on the application and its requirements. Allowing a graph like structure with references between the branches of the node tree helps to avoid redundant copies of some data items, saving space, but adds more complexity. For example, an agent saves a measurement which includes several values with the same unit and the unit is described by a sub-tree of nodes (not a single string) – if the referencing inside a document (measurement) is allowed as in OEM, only one description is needed. We can also look at the issue from the perspective of referencing in the global scope. If an agent saves one more measurement of that type it can be required to give again the unit’s sub-tree regardless of any previous actions or it can be required to look up the reference first (as somebody might have
already inserted that data before) and use the reference. In both cases there are different policy choices for the whiteboard – save the data items exactly as given by the agent or take steps to reduce redundancy.

The extendable hierarchical/network data models like the OEM can be easily expressed in tabular formats. For example, [5] proposes to encode the OEM into two tables: the binary relation VALUE (object id, atomic value) for specifying the terminal atomic values and the ternary relation MEMBER (object id, label, object id) to specify the values of complex objects. This gives us inspiration to organize data into triples with possible OEM-like frontend (Paper 8) thus providing a relatively strong extendibility. The following example illustrates the idea, (the textual encoding is neither pure JSON nor OEM but very similar):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>contains</td>
<td>#key1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>contains</td>
<td>#key2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>contains</td>
<td>cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key1</td>
<td>contains</td>
<td>#key3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key3</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key3</td>
<td>contains</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key2</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#key2</td>
<td>contains</td>
<td>2011.08.20T 17:15:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

entry = {
  activity = {
    cycling,
    duration = {30 min}
  },
  timestamp = {2011.08.20T17:15:00}
}

Similar practices exist in the RDF research where triple-stores are implemented upon the relational databases and some authors specially advocate them for the utilization of functionalities (ACID, indexes, query plan optimizer, intermediate results table, etc.) offered by SQL databases [65]. The [66] builds the database of RDF triples (3store) using MySQL with the schema of four tables. Obviously there can be many different schemas depending on the design and implementation of the query layer and string handling (e.g. should the subjects and values be put into the same or separate tables, store strings in triples or string IDs). To name some, the [6] uses two tables; [67] uses 5 tables.

### 3.4. Processing with the reasoner

When building a multi-process system in the described manner with lots of small device-oriented agents and the central whiteboard we have gained an interesting opportunity to use a rule-based processing mechanism. In a typical setup all the business logic is hardcoded into the agents. There are three types of agents: sensor device adapters, actuator device adapters, and decision making agents. The latter ones perform the control operations. To do this they only need to connect to the whiteboard and not anywhere else: by reading the data on the
whiteboard they can get all the needed input (including feedback) and by writing the right records to the whiteboard they can cause actions. All the data passes through or stays in the whiteboard and there is only one language to express different types of data. Under these circumstances it can be very encouraging to build a general purpose processing agent.

The main motivation for a general purpose processing agent is the reduction of the ratio of the hard coded business logic. Of course, the processing agents can have configuration parameters for adjustability but the core functionality which resides in loops and conditional clauses remains typically static. When adding some new behavior to the system or changing an existing one the only option would be to edit the source code, recompile, and deploy. However, if the business logic would be expressed by some kind of textual (human-readable) rules which are repeatedly interpreted by a dedicated reasoner (rule-engine) agent, one has to edit the given set of rules to change the behavior of the system. This is definitely a cheaper way for refactoring and possibly allows doing it in a live system. The idea of having agents’ behaviors written down in rules resembles very much the concept of directly executing the formal specification of the agent as mentioned in [41]. A rule engine can be also used for the distribution of messages, feeding the output of some agent to another agent [62].

The reasoner agent behaves as a dummy control process managing the entire system and the other agents behave as procedural attachments which gather input data and execute commands. At any moment of time the whiteboard is a snapshot of the entire knowledge of the system. The rules express the relations between the different states (snapshots) of the whiteboard, e.g. if there are some particular entries present then perform the given modifications, i.e. add/change some entries. The reasoner takes the contents of the whiteboard and applies a set of rules: if any of them fires and produces an output it will be put to the whiteboard. This procedure is repeated infinitely.

Having the reasoner agent in the system does not exclude the possibility of using anything else beside it. Regular hard-coded agents can exist in parallel to the reasoner agent and realize some other tasks. Technically there could be even more than one reasoner (as discussed by [54], e.g. rule based, case-based, model based). In fact, the reasoner creates the need for another set of agents of procedural attachments – the utility functions. Rules themselves are very inconvenient for doing all kind of calculations, aggregations, and data conversions (e.g. dates). One solution would be to add special functions to the rule language and corresponding procedures into the reasoner. Another option is to build regular agents for performing these tasks.

Nevertheless, rules must be used with caution, especially when they are complex or there are a large number of rules. For example in e-health applications rules are considered for contributing to the wide range of contextual, socio-cultural, dynamically situated factors that influence practice guidelines and patient-centered care, but may end up in a mess. [68]. One problem lays in poor
traceability. There are also several other technical details to pay attention to. For example, when the reasoner is in a work phase the whiteboard should be isolated from the modifications done by other agents or some rules from the set can have a different input from the others. This can be allowed if the rules are independent, but it should not happen during the processing of a single rule, e.g. the rule is: \textit{“if entry A and entry B and entry C then derive entry D”} and the rule engine has checked for A and B already and at the time when it checks for C somebody deletes the A. There should be a policy for contradicting rules and the rule engine must avoid reproducing the same output over and over again (flooding the whiteboard) if the presumptions happen to be continuously satisfied for a longer period of time. The reasoner loops with one certain frequency but the data provider agents have their own running frequencies, therefore the reasoner can either meet the frequency of the slowest sensor agent and process faster data streams with delay or execute with the frequency of the fastest sensor agent and thus create extra load.

Including a reasoner agent to the system certainly affects the design choices discussed previously. The key factor is the efficient access to the data, which concerns the API and tools. All the database type tools are clearly more promising. There can even be a separate access mechanism for the reasoner. Relational style entries are easiest to handle with rules. Triples, on the other hand, need much more attention by the rule writer because the data is scattered among several atomic facts. If there is no tabular representation at all but objects in the memory then these have to be converted to facts before usable by the reasoner.

4. THE IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Roboswarm

The Roboswarm system was the earlier version of the two practical cases of using the whiteboard for inter-process communication as described in the current work. The goal was to spend minimal resources but still have fast responsiveness of the overall system while using the multi-agent architecture with reasoning capabilities. Everything else, like security, API clarity and data integrity had only minor significance. The whiteboard became the central component of the robot’s middleware serving all the possible other agents which could also be introduced in runtime (e.g. dynamic openness of [46]). There was no distinction made between different types of data items as sensor readings, messages, commands, and derived facts. Differently from [52], all data items were treated just as whiteboard entries. While unconventional, it made all the possible send and receive operations really straightforward.

The data model used was a hybrid of the relational and RDF models. The basic idea was to use RDF in principle to guarantee preparedness to all kind of data that can be encountered. In other words, it means schema-less design – no schema
defined in advance; changes to the schema can be done in a live system. Data expandability was not initially considered. However, it was shortly noticed that the majority of data items shared some common attributes anyway and it would have taken many extra triples to encode them in the proper RDF. These attributes were so called meta-data giving some information about the original data entry, namely the ID, the timestamps (with microsecond precision, marking creation and last modified), the source, and the context. (see Paper 1) As a result, the whiteboard’s entries were extended triples: RDF fields plus meta-fields, resembling more the relational model with one table than the RDF in the end.

From the implementation’s point of view the whole whiteboard became really lightweight and minimalistic. We have earlier defined the whiteboard as the intermediate layer between the agents and underlying tool. In the Roboswarm system the whole whiteboard was comprised of the underlying tool and nothing more, since the fast performance was more important than extra functionalities. One option would have been to use socket-based Player/Stage for managing sensor data streams, but then there would have been also the need for additional components for the persistent storage and history effect, causing overhead and/or messy API. Sqlite was initially considered suitable, but in reality it suffered from severe performance problems when used concurrently by rapidly looping processes. Eventually the choice was to use shared memory and to build a custom database with the extended RDF schema.

Thus, the Roboswarm’s database was a set of functions (library) for saving the records (extended triples) into the shared memory and also retrieving them. The database’s functions were directly compiled into the agents, no separate database process (e.g. server) existed, and there were no wrappers. This means the database was the whiteboard. The first library call allocated a segment of shared memory and this was preserved until reboot or intentional freeing, no matter if any agent process existed or not. The segment of shared memory was split into subareas. The key component was the fixed-length circular buffer of records. Each record held the fields of one extended triple, some of them in place, and pointers to others. The remaining part of the memory segment was filled with structures for keeping strings (hash table) and control information like the pointers to the areas, locking information, pointer to the latest record, etc.

The library functions either just located and returned the information from the memory or did the proper modifications to right areas in case of writing, deleting or updating. All of the functions also encapsulated locking routines so that the agents had not to be aware of the locking matters. Locks were implemented by exerting semaphores. One main idea was to spend as little time as possible in the synchronized sections. The function call gets the lock, quickly does the operation and releases the lock. The assumption is that an agent spends most of its time on other activities than inside the whiteboard calls.

The API of the shared memory database was simple at first sight but tricky in details. The agents could insert data by providing a single record at a time, but not all the fields were specified by the agent: some meta-fields were filled
automatically by the whiteboard. Usually the fields had a predetermined type, e.g. integer for ID and string for RDF subject but the RDF value field might contain values of different types, not compatible with the principles of the relational model. There was no query mechanism at all and the only way to find the data was to scan the records. The records in the circular buffer were in the order of creation and an API function returned the pointer to the latest record. By knowing a record, an agent could get the pointer to the previous record, so it was possible to scan through the entire whiteboard, starting from the latest data until the oldest.

The agent had to get the record pointer first and then ask for specific fields one by one without the need to fetch the entire record. It was possible to check the type of the value field before making the fetch call. Due to the scarce resources strings were not copied to the agents but instead of that the pointers to the original strings were returned, making the solution extremely vulnerable to accidental overwriting. As the agents do not get copies of the records in general, this means that the contents of the record can change during the processing by the agent. It can happen between the fetching calls of the individual fields, but this causes no problem if used carefully and is needed for some use cases.

Deleting and updating calls are present in the API. An agent can delete records from the whiteboard but this functionality is not needed very frequently because oldest records disappear by themselves when the new records are written to the same slots (circular buffer). However, there is an exception – records could be made persistent by writing a special value to the context field and these records were not subjects for overwriting. In practice there were only a few persistent records which were needed infinitely, thus the delete command had no real significance. Updating operation was possible only on the RDF value field, while the timestamp (last modified) changed automatically.

No transactions were allowed as the agents were given no control over locking to avoid long periods of locked whiteboard, risk of deadlocks, and starvation. This means no possibility for combining function calls to form larger atomic operations (e.g. transactions in regular database systems). This makes the usage of triples' data model inconvenient: for example, reading the data items that span over several triples must be acquired record by record where the whiteboard might not yet contain all the needed records at the moment when the reading begins. The same happens when saving a larger data item where the agent must guarantee the uniqueness of used reference keys by itself or different data items could get mixed. In fact there were no special means for dealing with triples, which is the price of having a very lightweight API. On the other hand, it is a still relatively easy way to offer scheme-less solution for agents’ design. Besides, the whiteboard manages all issues what are absolutely necessary and which are not offered by the OS’s API of the shared memory, like bookkeeping of the records’ buffer, organizing the string table and controlling the locking.

Let us take a look at some use cases of the whiteboard. For implementing the robot control the essential input is the access to sensor readings. In the given system the sensor devices were handled by adapter agents who uploaded the data
to the whiteboard. They had three possible options to do that. A new whiteboard entry could have been created for every sample and the reader agent had to scan the whiteboard to find the latest value. This approach clearly consumes resources, especially when samples are taken with high frequency. Another option was to create a persistent record (or many) and update its value as new samples arrive. The reader needed to scan the whiteboard only once to locate the record and later just fetch the value field, while the timestamp field could have been used to determine if the given value is new or old (constant values vs. sensor stopped). No trace of the historical values was left. The third solution was to use both methods simultaneously – keep the latest data in one fixed place and save extra records every now and then.

While the output data of one sensor device is produced in one place and can be consumed in many places, it works the other way around with actuator commands. There is an actuator agent managing the given actuator device and executing commands found on the whiteboard. The control agent that gives a command must encode the data (i.e. command parameters) into the records and write it to the whiteboard. The receiver agent has to constantly monitor the whiteboard to discover the added commands and to execute them. This causes a lot of scanning, but optimizations are possible. In each cycle only the very latest part of the whiteboard (circular buffer) had to be scanned – the scanning agent got the latest record and memorized it as a bookmark (using ID and timestamp), then fetched earlier records until the bookmark from the previous scan. In this way the agent checks only the records added since its last cycle. To identify the commands that the particular agent can handle the context field was used. Namely, the one who gave the command put the name of the addressee (or command type in general) into the context field and the reading agent makes the first filtering based on this field, never examining the records with mismatching context further. In that sense it is a form of message passing. Note that the records of commands could not have been made to persistent records (thus no deleting required). The fact that the majority of commands override the previous ones allowed the actuator agent to scan to the first matching record (which is the latest by timestamp). A good example is the velocity of wheels: there is no point to set it to the value A and then to the value B, instead it should be set to the value B immediately. However, if all the commands were to be executed in sequence, then the scan had to go up to the bookmark.

The rest of the robot’s system was control-oriented. The concept of control stands for guiding the robot’s actions either reactively or deliberatively (or both, on different levels). To accomplish that, the controlling agent must use the sensor input, the task information (given by a human user), and other feedback to give to the actuator commands. There was the main control agent whose role was to pick up the task from the whiteboard and to invoke suitable behaviors. The actual control was divided among several agents called sub-behaviors because they held the code for solving certain subtasks (e.g. navigate, travel, solve obstacle, etc.) and they were able to launch each other (Paper 2). However, the launching operation
was indirect. The dispatcher agent was created which got the launching (and stopping) commands from the whiteboard and physically started (or stopped) the agents. Parallels can be drawn here to the agent-oriented design’s idea that agents encapsulate certain functionalities and may be involved in a series of employer-subcontractor relationships [15]. In every aspect the sub-behaviors were like the normal agents but they did not run infinitely; after performing the task they also produced the return value in the form of whiteboard’s record.

In addition to these agents the system included the reasoner and the communication agent. The communication agent was managing the WiFi connection to the server. Its role was to (a) receive task specifications (or whatever data) from the server and write it into the whiteboard and (b) upload the feedback data. In the case of the robot’s system the server’s data model was an extended version of the robot’s data model and thus no conversions were needed to be done on the robot’s side and only minimal conversions on the server’s side.

The reasoner agent served as the general purpose processing agent. It was especially useful for doing smaller independent operations with triples where building an agent process would have been overkill. It enabled also the option to replace higher level sub-behaviors with rules: when the preconditions are satisfied then the rules launch lower level sub-behavior agents (with dispatcher command records), these provide output which matches the assumptions of another rules and so on. As all the knowledge passes the whiteboard it would have been theoretically possible to substitute all control agents with rules. However, the reaction time of the reasoner agent did not meet the tight requirements. The rules were expressed as Horn clauses in the text file, basically telling the reasoner to insert the given record to the whiteboard if certain records already exist there. The reasoner should loop infinitely, which causes the problem of flooding: the triggering records remain in the whiteboard for a while and the result can be deduced over and over again. To avoid this kind of behavior the reasoner agent added the result to the whiteboard only if at last one the assumption facts (records) was new, e.g. had a newer timestamp in respect to the newest record of the previous working cycle of the reasoner. The core of the reasoner was the theorem prover Gandalf which was put to run in loop. The real-time performance complications came from the fact that in each of its cycles the records of the whiteboard had to be converted to the reasoner’s internal structures.

As the functionality of whiteboard was scarce, the agents had to take care of several issues by themselves. Leaving the implementation of critical functionality into the responsibility of the agents certainly comprises the risk of flaws. On the other hand the argumentation here was that the custom solutions are more optimized than the universal one and in many cases it encourages the agents not to use the sophisticated solutions. One example is the use of (extended) triples. While it was absolutely possible to create and retrieve hierarchical structures of records (linked via the contents), in practice the sensor samples and actuator commands were presented by using only one record. This can be achieved by encoding several values (e.g. angular velocity and translational velocity of a motion command) into
one string and place it into the value field of the single record. The alternative would be to create several independent records (one for ang. v and one for trans. v) leaving the receiver agent the obligation to search for the set of necessary records.

There was also no explicit mechanism to connect the commands and their responses: the implicit solution was to refer to the command’s ID in the response record. However, no feedback was needed in the majority of cases. The commands were executed and soon the effect was seen from the sensor readings. The RFID write operation was one of the commands with the feedback (reports of fail, success, used number of retries), but this was inserted into the whiteboard as ordinary records not referring to the command. This was safe because there were no other RFID tags nearby and no possible concurrent ongoing write operations. The agent who gave the command just had to know what kinds of records to search for.

Much of the system’s reliability was based on the carefulness of the developer of the agents. For example, the situations where an actuator agent gets conflicting commands (e.g. drive forward vs. stop) from different sources had to be solved or avoided. There were no built-in protections for conflicting commands in actuator agents to save resources. To do this the agent must check the source field of all commands and have a policy to choose between different sources. While the list of possible agents is not known in advance, there could also be agent classes or the list of agent priority values in the whiteboard: none of them come cheap. However, the situations where the conflicting commands can occur actually indicate design flaws. In a normal scenario a control agent (sub-behavior) gives lead to another process and gets it back later. There is no reason to make several agents do the same thing at the same time and to issue possibly conflicting commands to the same actuator.

The similar argument holds for the accidental re-launch of agents. The dispatcher had no protection against the situations where the same sub-behavior is launched over and over again while one instance is already running. There was no reason to restrict the dispatcher because there was nothing wrong in calling the same agent again (with different parameters for example). But when the sub-behavior’s task is to retreat from an obstacle, for example, and it uses robot’s wheels then chaos will result if many instances happen to run simultaneously. It could happen in practice because of the design and implementation flaws of control agents or rules. The agent can always implement self-protection, e.g. put (and update) an aliveness token record to the whiteboard if there is none yet or stop at once if there is.

4.2. Telemonitoring

The telemonitoring gateway system was very similar to the Roboswarm’s in most of the aspects. Again, it is all about sensor readings, actuator commands, and control in a multi-process environment, also featuring contact to the server, reasoning, schema-less design, decoupled providers and consumers and scarce
resources. The basic concept of the whiteboard was borrowed from the Roboswarm but in the end the whiteboard’s design differs well enough to take a closer notice. The focus on the fast (near real-time) performance is no longer required and data items tend to be more complex. This pushes the whiteboard towards a more advanced API functionality with better support for building agents. This also means the reduction of the number of low level details the agent developer has to be aware of.

The problem of the data model of the Roboswarm’s whiteboard is that the semantics of the meta-fields is not very clear. If the right set of meta-fields is chosen then the number of triples needed to present data items can be reduced, to one record in the ideal case. On the other hand, if a data item is encoded into many triples, we experience duplicate meta-fields for all the records (except for the $ID$ field). The concept of meta-fields is rather vague because there is no explicit border between the proper data and the meta-data. This makes it hard to choose a good set of meta-fields. The meta-fields open up opportunities for better search and optimizations but at the same time make the data model more confusing. The fields can have different meanings in different situations, can be unused, can be used in an ad-hoc manner, etc.

The data model of the telemonitoring gateway’s whiteboard discarded the use of meta-fields in the sense they were used in robot’s whiteboard. Turning back to the hierarchies of RDF triples is cumbersome, but can be more comprehensible for agent developers. However, a few meta-fields still exist in the internal storage of the whiteboard which are never presented to the agents in the API. On the user’s level only triples exist. The additional fields are basically for utility purposes, as the $ID$ or the flag that indicates the status of the record (normal, to be deleted, deleted). The triples are still organized into individual records which are linked by matching contents of the subject and value fields, making it easy to store the data into tables.

The Roboswarm’s data store inspired the creation of the next generation shared memory database for general purpose usage. That database (a library to handle data in shared memory) was developed by the makers of Gandalf theorem prover and is deliberately designed with the capability of supporting the low level integration with the reasoner, hence the name Wgandalf. It also features only one table of records, but these are not organized into the circular buffer and no automatic deleting (overwriting) of old data is performed. Every record can have any number of fields and a field may contain any type of data. Not all the values were kept directly in the fields of the record but were stored in other structures and pointed at (as discussed in [65], reducing string comparison). User-defined columns as such do not exist; all fields are addressed by their sequence number.

However, this database features a query interface in addition to scanning. For serving queries there are also indexes. The scanning works in the different direction compared to the robot’s database – starting from the oldest entry and moving towards the newest. Locking is realized with custom-made spinlocks, the
The responsibility of calling the locking functions at the right moments is put to the user.

The agents in the robot connected to the memory database directly and had to be well aware of the nuances of the database. The whiteboard of the telemonitoring gateway followed a more systematic approach. The Wgandalf database is used here as the underlying tool but is wrapped by the whiteboard’s API functions. The API hides the interface of the real database from the user (agents) and performs converting operations on the data. It is also important to notice that the API manages locking internally and does not expose it to the agents (similarly to the robot’s case). The overall purpose of the API was to simplify the use of triples for the agents but it goes halfway with this goal. The agent stores and requests sets of triples representing data items, the whiteboard helps to keep data integrity, and manages reification, but there is no Sparql or other high-level query interface.

The API provides a small set of essential functionalities which includes reading, writing and deleting. No update was allowed: one must remove the old record and insert the new. All the data items consisted of one or more triples; all the fields \((\text{subject}, \text{property}, \text{value})\) may contain only string. The write call replaced the reference keys in the given set of triples with unique values before the actual storage, thus the agent did not have to worry about the issue of accidentally intermixing different data items. The API treated the given sets of triples consistently, avoiding the situations where only a half of the set is written to the whiteboard. As the storage space is limited and the whiteboard kept all the data permanently as a regular database, the deleting function was inevitable. Triples could be deleted one by one or in cascade (the function call internally followed the references and deleted the given number of hierarchy levels). For optimization reasons the deleted triples were not removed from the Wgandalf immediately but marked for deletion (never visible to the agents).

The read call had two variations, the regular read and input buffer read. With the regular read any triple could be fetched. The agent specified the query and got the set of matching triples: the scanning option did not exist for the agents. Reading operations behaved in the cascade manner by default, which means the agent got the whole sub-tree of triples (a complete data item) with a single query. Another major difference from the robot’s case is that the reading calls return no pointers to the original data, i.e. the output is composed of copies, thus adding more protection against accidental damage. The mechanism of the input buffers (Paper 7) had the following motivation: make the command passing more reliable from the receiver’s point of view. In the regular case the receiver has to always keep track of both the executed commands and the commands yet to be executed. The agent must delete the command data, keep bookmarks in its internal memory space or keep bookmarks in the whiteboard – all have some inconveniences. The more systematic approach is to move this functionality into the whiteboard and let the agents just query their input buffers. The input buffers were not built aside the triples’ model but upon this – to insert a data item to the buffer means to reify the item and to add the encapsulating triple with the receiver’s name. The receiving
agent can fetch the contents of its input buffer with a simple command (evading queries) and every item is delivered only once – as the read call returns the contents, the whiteboard is slightly altered and the next call would not yield the same item again. However, the data remains in the whiteboard and is perfectly accessible via the usual query interface.

The reasoning agent of the gateway’s whiteboard (Paper 3, Paper 5) made use of the SWI-Prolog similarly to how the [67] NoSQL database made use of the Sicstus Prolog for query solving. Similarly to the robot’s case the stumbling block was again the synchronization of data between the whiteboard and the reasoner. To do it through the regular triples’ interface is inefficient, hence an alternative interface to the whiteboard’s contents was given to the reasoner agent, making it an intermediate entity between the whiteboard and the typical agents. At startup an instance of Prolog is spawned and the reasoner agent maintains the connection to this instance. The agent cyclically feeds (assert) the new data to the Prolog, withdraws (retract) the deleted data, allows the physical deletion from the Wgandalf and calls the rules to produce new knowledge. There is no timestamp field in the data model, so the bookmarking is based on the ID field. Avoiding the re-deduction of the same output was not a straightforward solution, but still achievable – the reasoning agent gave the timestamp of the cycle to the rules (when called) as an input parameter and the rules had the opportunity to compare the timestamp to the timestamps found in the data items (which usually had timestamps). The output of the rules was eventually stored in the whiteboard.

The workflow processes are more or less similar to the ones seen in the robot’s case, but happening at a much slower pace. The sensors of the robot (e.g. wheel odometers, sonars, cliff detectors) were outputting readings with regular intervals many times per second. The medical measurement devices (e.g. scale, blood pressure monitor, glucometer) on the other hand, produce output irregularly and a couple of times per day at most. Everything depends on the behavior of the patient. Because of these circumstances we could look at the measurements here as being events rather than sensor values. Hence there is no need for a persistent place for holding the latest value and all the events are saved into the whiteboard as individual data items with as much context info as possible. The overall number of fields per one data item representing an event is higher compared to the robot’s records. Besides the timestamp, the sensor device name and unit there can be more than one name for the measured phenomenon and there are usually some proprietary outputs of the particular sensor device (e.g. flags low perfusion, marginal perfusion, artifact of a SpO2 meter; flags before meal, after meal of a glucometer).

The control part had the role of checking the measurement data, producing warnings and communicating the knowledge to the server. Every control agent was specialized for dealing with certain events only. The input data was simply queried from the whiteboard. Command passing was done via the input buffer mechanism but had a fairly modest role: the commands were involved in the server communication and user interaction. The dispatcher agent was not really needed,
since all the agents started at boot time and kept running infinitely. The server had its own data format and communication protocol dictated by the gateway level – this knowledge was encapsulated in the communication agent which had to convert the messages (triples) received from the whiteboard. Data deletion was a relatively important part of the control logic, because the whiteboard was finite and no automatic cleanup was allowed. Basically two options existed (a) to do it centrally by the cleanup process that should keep the number of different types of data items in predefined limits; or (b) let the control agents remove the data items they are managing. In reality both scenarios were used simultaneously as an agent deleted all types of measurements and everything else was left to the agents. The gateway featured also the user interaction apart from the robot’s case – a touchscreen was used to show information (e.g. warnings, measurement feedback) to the patient and gain input from the patient (e.g. confirmations, evaluations). Generally the reaction times were accepted to be as high as several seconds – for example, when delivering a blood pressure measurement from the sensor to the server. However, the presence of the user interface directed the system to be near real-time as the ease of use and usefulness are crucial elements to be considered during the design stage [69].
5. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis summarizes the outcomes and carry-over of the two individual projects, both making use of the whiteboard architecture. It explains some of the details concerning the design and implementation of such systems. It is important to understand that the research work is not complete in the given field and must continue. However, the current findings suggest that there is a good potential in the whiteboard systems as understood and defined in the context of the thesis.

There exist a lot of concepts similar to the whiteboard, hence it is important to stress that by the whiteboard we do not mean the blackboard systems which typically run on only one processing program (called the knowledge source) at a time, or the official multi-agent systems where complex agents share no common medium. The ideology of the whiteboard is to take the complexity out of the agents and put it into the whiteboard, enabling a large number of fairly simple agents to run simultaneously. The complexity should be avoided whenever possible, because the small code base is an important premise for successful performance of the whiteboard.

The very basic question of the whiteboard system is the intended usage – what for is it built, how big is the role of the communication functionality, is the storage aspect (called history in the thesis) present or not? Another key issue is the presence of time constraints. Even if there are no explicit time constraints, this type of solution – which is basically the database-as-IPC antipattern – works only if it is possible to make the internal mechanisms fast enough for concurrent use.

We have investigated the requirements and design of the whiteboard model in two scenarios based on the projects of a robot middleware and a telemonitoring gateway. In the first scenario the focus is mainly on the real time performance and a minimal API with a simple data model is satisfactory. In the second scenario we have to work with more sophisticated data objects, which would have been tedious without the proper API moving the complexity into the whiteboard and out of the agents.

The issue of the data model is especially interesting, since it combines the questions of the internal data storage principles with the ways of accessing the data by the user (agent). The data model is crucial in case we wish to use reasoner based data processing, which is a feasible approach for the whiteboard system. Though accompanied by several implementation problems, our practice has shown the triples’ model to have good potential. Triples are relatively human-readable and comprehensible, yet allow non-fixed schemas, which has been one of the common goals in the applications discussed.

One cornerstone of the work of this thesis has been the exploitation of the Linux shared memory. Linux kernel provides several methods and tools for exchanging data between processes, like the well-known TCP/IP sockets and pipes or less known UNIX domain sockets and Linux message queues. However, the current experience suggests the shared memory to be the best suitable option for building a whiteboard. We note that one must be careful with the implementation...
aspects, especially locking, since shared memory does not have a built-in locking mechanism.

All in all, there are numerous details which affect the design of the whiteboard for any given application and assumedly there is no unanimous specification. Hardware constraints matter and low-power hardware may exclude some desired functionality, but the system can still benefit from the use of the whiteboard architecture. As always, several choices are mutually exclusive and no silver bullet solution should be expected.

5.1. Advantages of the whiteboard solution

There are several architectures and frameworks used in the field of multiprocess sensor data management as discussed in the thesis. However, the majority of these focuses on technologies different from the whiteboard. The blackboard solutions were popular decades ago.

The whiteboard solution described in our work yields various benefits. The primary application case for the whiteboard is a situation where the sensor agents cannot or do not want to know the recipients of the created data items in advance. This is an alternative to the use of sockets, either in client-server or publisher-subscriber schema.

The whiteboard is especially suitable for the systems where the data items are not perfectly structured. This means that the items of the same type may vary slightly, e.g. if one sensor outputs temperature and the other one outputs temperature with the battery voltage, then the records should be of the same type. In case the system handles numerous different types of items and new types are created during the system operation, then the whiteboard offers a good alternative to SQL.

SQL is not available on all platforms, especially the embedded systems, which cannot sustain large installations of SQL database engines. Although there exists the Sqlite database which can be used on practically every Linux-running system, it performs badly under parallel load. The whiteboard (based on shared memory) is certainly more suitable for these cases.

The overall ideology of the whiteboard brings data out of the agents. By this we mean both the control data (commands) and internal states of the agents (e.g. active, idle, ten commands pending). This allows several interesting possibilities. For example, we can create self-monitoring agents for the whiteboard systems that keep an eye on the activities of the primary agents. If the data is kept in a human-readable format, then system developers get a good insight about the actions of the agents by simply reading the contents of the whiteboard. The entire whiteboard represents the general state of the system and makes saving and reloading the state easier.

The solutions discussed in the thesis assume the presence of the Linux kernel. The kernel is the bottleneck one way or another, whether the sockets are used or anything else. According to the current experience the shared memory based
whiteboard allows more efficient use of resources than the sockets. At the same time the present solutions have small footprints – which allows them to be fitted into embedded systems.

5.2. Summary of the contributions of thesis

The thesis studies the options for building multi-agent systems for controlling sensors and actuators in real time or near real time situations on embedded computing platforms. The background survey points out the popular technologies used for similar kinds of situations and explains the differences from the whiteboard.

The questions and options of different aspects of the whiteboard design are discussed, including the overall architecture for the whiteboard, multiple agents and communication of the agents. The thesis explains the motivations of choosing between available options in different situations.

As a result, two different implementations of the whiteboard emerge in two large projects from different domains: Roboswarm and Telemonitoring Gateway. The case studies of the projects are used for demonstrating the issues of implementing and using the whiteboard.

There is no single product that we refer by the term whiteboard. However, the generalized whiteboard is a fast shared memory based data store meant for exchanging knowledge between the agents which does not have to be explicitly structured.

5.3. Authors’ contribution in the published articles

In the scope of the published papers 1 – 3 (listed at the beginning of the thesis, before the introduction), the author of this thesis was responsible for designing the software architecture and implementing the functional subsystems for RFID sensors, guiding the Roomba robots, using the tiny Linux system added to the Roombas along with several software components built by other authors (in-memory database, the reasoning engine, infrastructure for accessing the server). Overall, the author was responsible for implementing the core functionalities of the Roomba robots as designed in the project.

In the scope of the papers 4 – 13 above, the author was responsible both for the software architecture of the embedded devices, integrating the reasoning subsystem, developing the communication methods between the devices and the central server/data repository, as well as the actual implementation of the software on the devices. The user interface aspects, the central data server/repository and the medical aspects of the systems were in most cases not the focus of the author of this thesis.
In the scope of the paper 14, the author was responsible for the robot simulation subsystem and was actively involved in designing and evaluating the movement strategies.

However, the intellectual input of every author of the above papers should not be underestimated.

5.4. Future work

The research on the whiteboard solutions has many interesting follow-up directions stemming from the details and use cases discussed. To give additional insights we would like to name some of the most important directions.

The general use of reasoning algorithms and tools need further attention. One of the goals here is better integration of the reasoning engine with the whiteboard’s data. Another direction in the reasoning subtopic is to search for different languages and corresponding tools for deriving new knowledge. The methods dealt in this work use first order logic, yet nothing prohibits us from considering alternative logical systems.

There is a huge potential of optimization and better performance if we can reduce the number of queries and subqueries. Therefore, further investigation is needed to find clever ways to link the data items and/or make the query mechanisms more efficient.

The whiteboard implementations we have presented rely on a single core tool. As long as it remains hidden from the user, the internal mechanism can basically make use of several tools. Suppose the standard RDF is used to encode the data items. Then it makes sense to add RDF tools and languages to the whiteboard for parsing and querying.

Another possible topic for the future is the distribution of the whiteboard. The architecture presented in this thesis does not consider the possibility of keeping the same whiteboard distributed on different machines. It should be noted that the problems of locking would become more complex and the distributed solution with several services performed over the network will be significantly slower than the performance of the single whiteboard running on shared memory. Nevertheless, for several use cases it will be useful or necessary to have the network services integrated into the whiteboard.
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Appendix 1 - Interprocess communication

There are several possible solutions available for transferring data from one Linux process to another. It is quite clear that different technologies yield diverse performance characteristics and have unlike interfaces. But it is hard to tell the exact suitability of the technologies for the given application because the performance depends on the actual usage patterns by the application. Therefore some comparative tests could prove useful. The following gives a short overview of the related experiments performed while designing the whiteboard.

The most popular method of choice for transferring data is TCP/IP sockets. However, there are alternative possibilities similar to the sockets, namely pipes, queues and UNIX domain sockets. To give a reference point, we include some database engines into our tests - Sqlite and PostgreSQL – storing data in files and the QDBM key-value base also using files for storage. From the set of tools utilizing the shared memory we examine the Roboswarm database and Wgandalf.

All these tools have different interfaces (APIs) which makes the straightforward comparison impossible. The UNIX domain sockets, TCP/IP sockets and pipes allow reading and writing byte streams. The message queues operate in terms of structures. The SQL databases can be used for transferring data by inserting and deleting records. The custom-made shared memory databases have their own commands for the same purposes.

Hence, the comparison experiment was designed in the simplest possible way to satisfy the most general common functionality of all the tools. The main idea was to test message passing between Linux processes and measure how much time it takes for the message (some piece of knowledge) to travel from the source to the destination. The time measured includes also the composition on the sender’s side and decoding the raw message on the receiver’s side. In other words, it is the time spent to get the piece of knowledge from end point to end point.

Every message contains the same kind of information. The message has four or five fields. There is one field for the sequentially increasing ID number, two fields for the timestamp (seconds and microseconds), and the ballast field. The fifth field is the channel identification which is needed, for example, by shared memory databases while the sockets establish the connection between the sender and the receiver beforehand. This field has nothing to do with the content of the message.

The basic scenario is as follows: the sender process generates a new message and checks the current timestamp with the microseconds precision; then it forms and sends the message according to the protocol of the tool (e.g. SQL statement or byte sequence) and embeds the timestamp; the receiver waits or polls for the incoming messages and parses them on arrival; after that it also checks the current system timestamp. By subtracting the timestamp of the generation of the message (parsed from the contents) from the timestamp of the reception of the message the receiver process determines the “time of flight” for every single message which it then aggregates to find the average and worst case values. Unlike the socket-like
tools, the receiver built upon the databases has to delete the processed messages to avoid flooding the database. This is done as a part of the parsing phase.

There are some available parameters for adjusting the test details. By varying the values of the parameters we can run the sender and receiver programs under different conditions to get a better coverage of the domain. To name the basic parameters, the number of parallel channels determines how many sender-receiver pairs are executed simultaneously. The number of tests tells the programs how many messages they have to transfer. The sleep between two messages affects the frequency of message transfer. The ballast is the size of the ballast field. Some parameters are tool specific, for example whether to run the database on RAM disk or HDD, to use queries or scanning, to turn on or off Sqlite pragmas, etc.

The majority of the tests were conducted on an average laptop PC running Linux in a virtual machine. Additionally, different platforms were used as well. The processor of the main PC is Intel Core 2 Duo at 2.26GHz. Different Linux installations were used: Ubuntu 8 with kernel 2.6.24, Ubuntu 10 with kernel 2.6.32, and Kubuntu 12 with kernel 3.2.0 – but as there were no remarkable differences between these we will not indicate the kernel version on the following charts.

All the time values in the tables and charts are in microseconds (us). For every test there are two types of values: the average and the maximum. These are the final results of two levels of aggregation. At first, a receiver program measures transfer times for individual messages (say 5000, as in the Table 1) and calculates the average time plus the maximum time. Observe that there are many pairs of senders and receivers running simultaneously in the tests (called parallel channels, e.g. 5 in Table 1). After all the parallel copies of the test programs have finished and outputted their results, the overall average is calculated from the individual averages and the same is done for the maximum. These values appear in the tables. The global minimum value was collected in the same manner, but as it does not yield much information, it is is omitted from the tables. The minimum values were very small and static in the majority of the cases.

In the tables IPC (Interprocess Communication) stands for UNIX domain sockets. TCP stands for the ordinary TCP/IP sockets on the loopback interface (“localhost”). By Roboswarm we mean the custom made shared memory database used in the Roboswarm project.

A few notes on the sleep parameter: this value is kept fairly small and always the same in all tests presented. The reason is our interest to benchmark the tools under tight conditions. If we were to consider low frequency data streams with no time constraints, all the tools would perform adequately. Omitting the sleep completely and letting the operating system’s scheduler to solely manage the racing, on the other hand, gave worse results, especially when the number of parallel channels was high.

In the Table 1 the basic proportions of the tools are clearly drawn out. The shared memory tools are significantly faster than the classical sockets. The Linux message queues give the best results, but not so much better when compared to the shared
memory databases. The problem with the queues is that the senders and receivers must use predefined structures and the length of the message has to be known by both.

Table 1 – Test results for the shared memory and socket-like tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Average (us)</th>
<th>Maximum (us)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>292 672</td>
<td>558 068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>108 371</td>
<td>232 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>112 645</td>
<td>248 741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roboswarm</td>
<td>13 772</td>
<td>96 745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>1 463</td>
<td>26 592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wgandalf</td>
<td>12 668</td>
<td>308 231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increasing the ballast size has an effect on the tools based on byte streams like the pipes and sockets as shown in the Table 2.
The large ballast and the high number of parallel channels increase load, thus driving the message transfer times up. The bottleneck appears to be the kernel, especially for the socket-like tools, including IPC which is designed for such types of tasks. The Table 3 shows that the socket-like tools respond to the rise of parallelism more or less linearly. Shared memory tools perform well. Notice that Wgandalf gives better results with smaller loads than the Roboswarm’s database but experiences problems under heavy use. This is especially the case with the maximum value – the worst case message delivery time from the source to the destination. 20 channels mean that there are 20 receiver processes and 20 sender processes, running really fast paced. In real life situations there is usually no need for a so high number of high-speed channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests 1000, sleep 1000, parallel channels 5</th>
<th>ballast 100</th>
<th>ballast 200</th>
<th>ballast 500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>127650</td>
<td>278184</td>
<td>392292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>194157</td>
<td>431972</td>
<td>280108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>176049</td>
<td>385762</td>
<td>416376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robosw.</td>
<td>3410</td>
<td>51540</td>
<td>2370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>15470</td>
<td>1123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wgandalf</td>
<td>1796</td>
<td>21348</td>
<td>2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – The effect of the ballast size
Table 3 – Increasing load by adding more parallel instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>236104</td>
<td>404068</td>
<td>1027645</td>
<td>1788553</td>
<td>1526335</td>
<td>3001597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>58748</td>
<td>146407</td>
<td>615494</td>
<td>1822617</td>
<td>965838</td>
<td>2191074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>183633</td>
<td>424815</td>
<td>1062106</td>
<td>1966551</td>
<td>1789346</td>
<td>3467861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roboswarm</td>
<td>4939</td>
<td>40619</td>
<td>48182</td>
<td>571396</td>
<td>174902</td>
<td>965498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>17012</td>
<td>2457</td>
<td>32010</td>
<td>6246</td>
<td>67347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wgandalf</td>
<td>3160</td>
<td>30042</td>
<td>4405</td>
<td>19430</td>
<td>381002</td>
<td>1553501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests 1000, sleep 1000, ballast 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 channels</td>
<td>236104</td>
<td>404068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 IPC</td>
<td>58748</td>
<td>146407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 TCP</td>
<td>183633</td>
<td>424815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Roboswarm</td>
<td>4939</td>
<td>40619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Queue</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>17012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Wgandalf</td>
<td>3160</td>
<td>30042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 channels</td>
<td>1027645</td>
<td>1788553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 IPC</td>
<td>615494</td>
<td>1822617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 TCP</td>
<td>1062106</td>
<td>1966551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Roboswarm</td>
<td>48182</td>
<td>571396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Queue</td>
<td>2457</td>
<td>32010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Wgandalf</td>
<td>4405</td>
<td>19430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 channels</td>
<td>1526335</td>
<td>3001597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 IPC</td>
<td>965838</td>
<td>2191074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 TCP</td>
<td>1789346</td>
<td>3467861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Roboswarm</td>
<td>174902</td>
<td>965498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Queue</td>
<td>6246</td>
<td>67347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Wgandalf</td>
<td>381002</td>
<td>1553501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – Increasing load by adding more parallel instances

The Table 4 introduces three additional tools, namely the Sqlite database, PostgreSQL database and QDBM. Sqlite was run on ramdisk, PostgreSQL both on ramdisk and regular hard drive. For Postgres the ramdisk yields 12% to 30% faster times when compared to standard disk files. This effect, however, does not matter much since the performance numbers are far from the previously discussed tools. Sqlite is not meant for heavy parallel use and thus gives the worst results in the context of these tests. QDBM comes close to the queues which is a rather encouraging finding. QDBM is a key-value database and uses a hash table. When we would have to use more complex entries instead of the simple test messages, it would need a lot of additional program code (in a whiteboard implemented on top of the QDBM) and is expected to lose its advantages.
Table 4 – Adding Sqlite, Postgres and QDBM

The Table 5 shows the results of the same tests on an embedded hardware – Chumby media display, kernel 2.6.28, Marvell Mohawk 800MHz processor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>142 933</td>
<td>672 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>130 333</td>
<td>612 483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>232 134</td>
<td>1 513 342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roboswarm</td>
<td>3 010</td>
<td>25 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>1 534</td>
<td>12 532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wgandalf</td>
<td>5 268</td>
<td>19 964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sqlite</td>
<td>9 277 068</td>
<td>20 995 476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres</td>
<td>5 939 256</td>
<td>8 385 902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDBM</td>
<td>1 727</td>
<td>15 849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 – Benchmark results on Chumby
While the intended target architectures are the low-power Chumby-like platforms, it is still interesting to have some insights for more powerful hardware. The Table 6 shows the test results got from the same virtual machine that was used before, but copied now onto the physical machine with a Core i7 3720QM processor. Notice that the parameters are the same as in the Table 5. The familiar patterns are still visible while the differences between tools are much smaller. Surprisingly, Sqlite outperforms Postgres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>124 326</td>
<td>484 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>5 144</td>
<td>22 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>13 639</td>
<td>58 739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roboswarm</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>20 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>12 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wgandalf</td>
<td>2 093</td>
<td>15 612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sqlite</td>
<td>5 170</td>
<td>23 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres</td>
<td>166 683</td>
<td>285 173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 – On high-performance hardware, i7 3720QM
Appendix 2 – Scalability of tuples and triples

In this appendix we will present test results of another experiment, this time focusing on the Wgandalf shared memory database as the underlying tool. The basic scenario and measuring policies are exactly the same as described in the previous appendix. The idea of the current test is to benchmark the ability of the tool to withstand subqueries. Hence we measure two different cases (a) encoding all $n$ attributes of the message into a single Wgandalf record (tuple), and (b) creating $n$ separate records, each with three fields (triples).

It is clear that the schema using tuples is more efficient, both performance- and memory-wise. The schema using triples requires more work on the sender side and requires performing a tedious procedure of subqueries to collect all the pieces of the original message on the receiver’s side. On the other hand, the tuples do not possess the flexibility for extending the existing data objects. The tests try to compare the two schemas in the real situation and assess the actual handicap of the triples.

The mechanisms of test and data aggregation are the same as in the previous appendix. The same holds for the test platforms on which the programs were executed. However, there is one thing that needs to be clarified: the meaning of the ballast parameter is changed. While previously it meant a string of $n$ bytes, now it means $n$ attributes. For every attribute there are two fields saved into the record: the name of the attribute and the value. The message has the number of attributes indicated by ballast and four extra attributes which have no explicit name field: message ID, channel ID, seconds, and microseconds. For example, the ballast 10 means that the tuple type message has 24 fields (4 extra fields and 2 fields per 10 ballast attributes), the triples type message has 14 records (4 triples for extra attributes, 1 triple for every ballast attribute, including name and value).

To get the idea of the worst case times there are no special optimization tricks used in the case of triples schema. All the records have exactly three fields and triples are linked through the contents. Technically it would be possible to create more fields to records (which are hidden from the user) and use direct pointers to link records. However, the purpose of the given test is to let the tool run in the simplest setup and handle an extensive amount of subqueries.

The Table 1 presents the test results with some combinations of parameters in the terms of absolute values. The Table 2 does the same in terms of ratio values. Again, with small loads (not much parallelism) the triples schema does not cause serious problems by falling far behind the tuples. But when the difference occurs, it can be of the magnitude of several hundred times. In the Table 2 the numbers are computed by dividing the average triples value by the average tuples value at the same parameter values. In some rare cases the ratio appears to be below one, which means that the triples schema gave faster result than the tuples schema. This does not, however, change the overall picture.

The Table 3 and the Table 4 give the benchmark results for Chumby and a high-performance platform, respectively. As expected, with lots of processing power
there is no penalty when using triples and in the case of low processing power the extensive subquerying severely handicaps the performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sleep</th>
<th>Ballast</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Avg (us)</th>
<th>Max (us)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tuples</td>
<td>2 129</td>
<td>27 938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>triples</td>
<td>3 178</td>
<td>9 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>tuples</td>
<td>2 015</td>
<td>12 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>triples</td>
<td>10 437</td>
<td>126 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>tuples</td>
<td>4 285</td>
<td>53 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>triples</td>
<td>1 019 992</td>
<td>3 923 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>tuples</td>
<td>1 481</td>
<td>25 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>triples</td>
<td>3 654</td>
<td>12 706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>tuples</td>
<td>2 137</td>
<td>7 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>triples</td>
<td>60 196</td>
<td>517 931</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Test results on Core 2 Duo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ballast</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>1000 tests 500 sleep</th>
<th>1000 tests 1000 sleep</th>
<th>1000 tests 1500 sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>4,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,6</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>1,6</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>3,9</td>
<td>2,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,2</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,2</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>1,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8,2</td>
<td>3,8</td>
<td>3,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39,8</td>
<td>5,2</td>
<td>8,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>425,2</td>
<td>6,5</td>
<td>6,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>238,0</td>
<td>28,2</td>
<td>12,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Triples compared to tuples (Core 2 Duo)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests 1000, sleep 1000, ballast 10</th>
<th>channels</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 tuples</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 515</td>
<td>129 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 triples</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 033 755</td>
<td>12 484 603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 tuples</td>
<td></td>
<td>64 409</td>
<td>419 950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 triples</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 382 047</td>
<td>75 744 921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – On Chumby

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests 1000, sleep 1000, ballast 10</th>
<th>channels</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 tuples</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 616</td>
<td>5 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 triples</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 679</td>
<td>14 997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 tuples</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 835</td>
<td>9 974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 triples</td>
<td></td>
<td>44 212</td>
<td>139 898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 – On Core i7
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Abstract

We investigate the practical questions of building a self-organising robot swarm, using the iRobot Roomba cleaning robot as an experimental platform. Our goal is to employ self-organisation for enhancing the cleaning efficiency of a Roomba swarm. The implementation uses RFID tags both for object and location-based task recognition as well as graffiti- or stigma-style communication between robots. Easily modifiable rule systems are used for object ontologies and automatic task generation. Long-term planning and central coordination are avoided.

1 Introduction

The concept of a robot swarm denotes a large number of relatively simple physically embodied agents designed in a way that the desired collective behaviour emerges from the local interactions of agents and the interactions between the agents and the environment. The swarms are meant to perform a wide range of tasks which are infeasible to accomplish by a single robot. Their application ranges from simple cleaning tasks to exploration of large unknown areas, surveillance, rescue, coordinated weight lifting, minesweeping etc. where intervention from human operators is minimized.

The goal of a swarm mission can be considered generally as an integrated service provided by the swarm members collectively over a given period of time. Since swarms typically act in a dynamic and partially observable environment, the service requires repetitive and coordinated action by the swarm members throughout the mission.

The overall goal of our project is to develop simple and low-cost technologies for making both single robots and swarms of robots more intelligent. We use the dynamic cleaning problem [1], [7] as a testbed for the developed knowledge architecture, focusing on making swarm cleaning more efficient.

The crucial part of the project is to achieve the efficient cooperative behaviour of robots without any central coordination and planning.

That, again, requires propagation of understandable and reusable information among the robots which may be different in hardware and software. The target goal can be called "knowledge centric" architecture approach focusing on uniform (or easily convertible) on-robot and inter-robot data management.

We use ordinary passive RFID chips for marking objects like chairs, walls, doors. This is significantly cheaper and more flexible than using cameras on robots for object recognition. The same RFID chips on objects are also used by the robots to leave messages to other robots. The solution is inspired by ants’ communication using pheromone traces known as stigmergy. The usage of RFID tags reduces the communication overhead related with coordination significantly [9].

We use a popular iRobot Roomba cleaning robot and attach a tiny ARM-based Gumstix computer (300 MIPS computing power) using a BusyBox 2.6 Linux distribution (without real-time capabilities) and a stock RFID reader/writer on the Roomba. The attached computer takes over control of the Roomba. While a standard Roomba is fairly simple-minded, will clean places recently cleaned and does not understand that some places should be avoided - or vice versa, cleaned often - our system adds necessary intelligence.

First, Roombas understand object descriptions and simple messages written on RFID chips by humans: like "go away", "fragile", "clean here", "this is a chair" etc. When the robot notices an RFID chip ahead, it will read its content and behave accordingly, following the configurable rules on board. The rule engine uses ontologies and allows the robot...
to understand, for example, that chair is a furniture and you can probably go around furniture.

Second, Roombas write their own messages on RFID chips. For example, when the robot notices an RFID tag while cleaning, it will write on the tag that it was cleaning there at that particular time. Next time when it comes near the same tag, it will not clean the place, unless enough time has passed. What is more important, when we use a whole swarm of Roombas for cleaning, all the other Roombas will also avoid cleaning on this marked up place for some time, avoiding wasted work. Similar optimizations are achievable for spreading our swarm members to different rooms, mapping the area, etc.

2 Robot control architecture

The architecture for the robot control is based on a layered multi-agent system, with agents implemented as continuously running processes, and contains three layers (figure 1):

- The sensor-actuator access layer dedicated to communication with robot control hardware. The lowest part of robots sensor-actuator layer is executed by the iCreate onboard microcontroller. The external service time of this microcontroller was set to 20ms as shortest allowed period. Tests showed that the core agent communication solution did not add any additional noticeable response delays.

- The control layer that includes usual short-term planning and behavioural layer tasks. Merging two traditionally separate layers is reasonable due to the fact that the swarm robots (e.g. cleaning devices, room patrols) are relatively simple and the number of different behaviours is rather limited.

- The knowledge layer that targets reasoning (deriving new information from acquired data), communicating with other robots (using RFID tags) and the optional central server (using WIFI, if available).

The layered architecture is built around a fast and transparent RDF database implemented in shared memory. The RDF database realizes a core for interprocess communication of several on-board agents (processes), in particular the Main Control Agent (Central Control Process, control layer), Sensor Agent, Actuator Agent (sensor-actuator access layer), Reasoner Agent (knowledge layer). Moreover, the RDF database can manage the inter-robot communication using different functions/technologies for sending data to other robots (knowledge layer as well).

The internal knowledge architecture follows the classical blackboard model [4]. In short, the agents communicate by
writing data to the RDF database. The data on the RDF database is available to all agents. 

The RDF database serves three roles:

- A postbox between different process agents (including external world communication).
- A fast and simple in-memory data store (circular buffer).
- A deductive database, using a rule language for rule-based generation of new facts.

Technologically the RDF database is built as a simple data store operating in shared memory. Shared memory-based database approach is frequently used for low latency robot control architectures performing sufficiently well without real-time OS. By our benchmarking tests performed with 500MHz 32 bit embedded ARM processor running non-real-time BusyBox 2.6 Linux distribution, the realized shared memory data store access time was in tens of microseconds.

3 Languages, common data model and the RDF database

The behaviour of the robot is primarily influenced by four players: sensors and control software, internal RDF database contents, RFID tags read, data and rule files read from the swarm server.

The swarm server collects data from the robots and influences them by sending new data and modifications to rule files in the robots.

The different players above use specialised language representations, all based on RDF. Different syntaxes stem from practical needs: for example, since RFID chips contain very little memory, we have to use a space-efficient encoding for information on RFID-s. On the other hand, communication between different servers does not require space efficiency: rather, it is preferable to use common, verbose XML-based standards.

We use the following RDF-based languages in the robot swarm system:

- Our specialised RDF encoding in RFID tags.
- Our specialised rule language for deriving and adding new data from/to the RDF database.
- Standard XML-based RDF syntax for data exchange between robots and the central server (using WIFI if available) and the central server and external systems.

All these languages/use cases share a common data model and the concrete strings for sensor and task representation (robot sensor/task language).

3.1 Common data model

The common data model is based on RDF triplets (proper data fields) to which we add two additional groups of data fields: contextual data fields and automatically generated metadata.

**Proper data fields:**

- Subject: id of whatever has the property.
- Property: name of the property of the subject.
- Object: value of the property.

The value field has an associated type, indicating the proper way of understanding the value. Observe that the property field typically - but not always - already determines the suitable or expected type.

In addition to basic RDF, we will always add three contextual fields to the aforementioned proper data fields of the triplet.

**Contextual data fields:**

- Date/time: when this fact held (in most cases same as the time of storing the data).
- Source: identifies the origin of the data (RFID nr, person id, other robot id, etc.).
- Context: identifies a data group or addressee or indicates the succession of robot commands, often left empty.

Agents can enter their own contextual values to the RDF database. If no values are given by the agent, the default values (current date/time, robot id, empty context) are entered automatically.

**Automatically generated metadata:**

- Id: robot-unique id of the data row, auto-increased.
- Timestamp: date/time of storage.

Automatically generated metadata is present only in the RDF database, and not in the other data formats/languages. Agents cannot enter their own values at will. These two fields are important for efficient and convenient management of the data, and are used for example, by the reasoner.

Instead of using additional contextual and metadata fields we could have chosen to use reification of RDF triples to store the same information. However, this would have cumbersome and inefficient both in the internal RDF database used by agents inside the robot, and even more so in the data representation inside RFID chips, as described in the following chapters.
For data exchange between different swarms and external applications we will use the reified form of the contextual data fields, represented in the common XML syntax of RDF.

3.2 RDF database

The RDF database is implemented in the Gumstix computer on the robot as a library for storing and reading information to/from shared memory. Agents in the robot use a simple C API for writing, reading and searching data from the RDF database. Special RDF query languages are not used.

Strings in the RDF database are pointed to from the data fields: they are kept in a separate table, guaranteeing uniqueness; there is always only one copy of each string.

The data rows are organised as a circular list. The last data element will disappear when a new one is added. However, there are exceptions to this order: data items deemed critical are kept longer.

Although the data store should be normally seen as a mid-term memory, containing tens of thousands of rows (old data is thrown away), it is easy to use it as a postbox between different agents onboard: just put the name of the addressee agent in the context field and program the addressee agent to look for the rows with her name, process them and then delete them.

An agent X may also read "messages" intended to an agent Y, but should under normal circumstances ignore these "messages": it should look for data rows with either no addressee at all or an addressee with the name X.

4 Data encoding on RFID tags

The robo swarm architecture requires recognising external objects/locations, reading location-specific messages/instructions from humans and reading/writing location-specific messages from/to other robots.

All these three tasks use RFID tags at different locations. The simplest types of RFID tags contain only the RFID id. However, we have been using RFID tags with a small internal memory: both human operators and robots can write information to the tags. We use the tags as information-carrying graffiti.

A human user is expected to write to a tag information like "this tag is located on a chair", "this tag has coordinates X and Y", "there is a tag at direction R at distance 5 meters", "keep away from here" etc.

A robot N is expected to write to a tag information like "N was here at 10.06.2007 at 15.10", "N did brush the surroundings at 17.10" etc.

4.1 Kinds of data on RFID chips: conceptual example

The following categorization gives a clearer picture of kinds of data to be written on RFID:

- Present by default on all RFID tags: built-in RFID id number, up to 12 bytes.
- Control information written to the tag by a human user:
  - Stop immediately.
  - Keep away from here.
  - Turn to direction X and move N meters.
  - Do not clean here.
- General information about objects:
  - What kind of object: wall, bed, chair, robot nr X.
  - This place needs cleaning very often.
  - Danger in direction X distance Y.
  - Some object (lift, docking...) in direction X distance Y.
  - Robot nr X was here at time T and cleaned / could not clean / did not want to clean.
- Localisation of a tag, either:
  - Global, for example gps coordinates.
  - Local, relative to a given base vector: direction and distance.
  - Information about other tags in the neighbourhood: direction and distance.
  - Additional useful information: path to door, path to charger.
- Information about a robot: tag glued on a robot
  - I am a robot.
  - I am a robot nr X.
  - Kind/capabilities of a robot: simple cleaner / complex control robot.

We are using local coordinate vectors and special methods and algorithms for coordinate vector markup and finding. These methods are not covered in this paper.
4.2 Data encoding principles for RFID tags

RFID tags contain relatively little memory: we are currently using tags with 256 bytes. Reading of RFID data over wireless may be prone to error. Hence:

- The data format has to be extremely compact.
- Old data has to be regularly overwritten.
- There must be a way to indicate that some parts of data should not be overwritten by robots.
- We need a control sum for data blocks.

We use 32 bytes for encoding one data block, hence we can put 8 data blocks on our RFID tags.

Data encoded on tags must be easily understood both by robot software and external applications: software used by humans to read/write data to tags, agents different from the roboswarm components.

Hence we provide a simple mapping from RFID data to both robot internal data format and the generic RDF format for data.

All data items written to the RFID tags are essentially data rows with several predefined fields. All fields may contain different data items: strings, integers, floats. Hence the RFID data store is similar to a single database table.

Data is written, read and deleted one full row at a time: while changing stored rows is technically possible, we do not recommend doing it: it is better to add a new full row, and if necessary, delete the old row(s).

Conceptually, each data row corresponds to several RDF triplets. Standard RDF triplets contain the subject, property name and value fields, like this:

```
[12, performingaction, cleaning]
[12, notperformingaction, cleaning]
[15, lookingfortag , 244]
[15, notfoundtag , 244]
```

The subject field is normally filled with an id of an object which has the property with the value indicated. The value field may be filled either with a direct value or an id of some object (for example, a tag).

Using triplets will inevitably mean that recording one data item may require several triplets to be written. Suppose that a robot wants to write the message "Robot nr 15 has been here at 14.20 on 28. January looking for tag nr 244 and did not find a tag while here." on the RFID tag.

Using standard triplet format this would translate to the following triplet set:

```
[15, washereatime, 14.20 on 28 January]
```

For RFID tags we always add timestamp, context and source (agent) id contextual fields. In our current data model the information would contain the following fields:

```
[15, 14.20 on 28 Jan, general, 15, washereatime, 14.20 on 28 Jan]
[15, 14.20 on 28 Jan, general, 15, waslookingfortag, 244]
[15, 14.20 on 28 Jan, general, 15, didnotfindtag, 244]
```

Data field contents are either direct (integers, RFID chip id-s) or indirect (identifiers of long strings):

- Direct values are put on the tag as-is.
- Long strings are not kept on the RFID, since we do not have enough space: we use a string number in a global string table instead.

The direct values are either 4 or 12 bytes long, depending on the type of a data block (see later sections). A direct value may either indicate one concrete measure (say, distance or time), contain a short string (up to 4 or 12 characters) or encode several short values, for example, a coordinate.

As the standard RDF format requires, the robot RFID database uses strings for identifying subjects and property names. RFID tags do not have enough space for long strings.

Hence we assume that a roboswarm has a common string table of predefined strings, where each string has a concrete number, common for all robots and RFID chips. Robots can certainly use more and dynamically created strings, but these strings will not be encodable on RFID chips.

Property names (but normally not property values) have a namespace prefix. We will commonly use http://www.roboswarm.eu/lang as a namespace for property names in the roboswarm. However, other namespaces may be used as well. For example, a full name string of a "washereatime" property would be http://www.roboswarm.eu/lang/washereatime and this could be encoded as, say, number 135 in a common string table.

Identifiers for robots and humans are swarm-specific. We will use namespaces for these as well, however. The default swarm namespace for our experiments is http://www.roboswarm.eu/swarm. Concrete swarms may use different namespaces.

The roboswarm environment may potentially contain a huge number of different RFID tags. Old tags may be replaced, new ones may be glued on objects at any time. It would be impractical to assume that the robot software
has predefined knowledge of all tags in the environment. Hence the RFID id on the tags is used "as is", without encoding it via a separate string table (see the next section). The robot software components will identify RFID tags by strings with the http://www.roboswarm.eu/RFID namespace followed by the hexadecimal encoding of the RFID id number.

As said before, the RFID data blocks contain both direct values (date/time, measures, coordinates, RFID id numbers, short strings) and numbers of strings in a common string table (external to chips)

The numbers in a string table start from number 0 and continue with numbers 1, 2 etc. We use 2 bytes for string table numbers, even if the field containg the string number is longer.

The global string table is loaded into the robot and has to be the same for the whole swarm. It is necessary only for coding and decoding data for the RFID tags.

4.3 RFID tag id numbers and special strings

RFID tags carry an id. The id size may vary. However, there are several widely used standards for product encoding, and most RFID tags are expected to conform to these standards:

- UPC (universal product code): 12 digit numbers identifying product type, commonly used on barcodes.
- 64-bit EPC (electronic product code): 64 bit code identifying concrete items, forward compatible with a 96-bit version.
- 96-bit EPC (electronic product code): 96 bit code capable of identifying concrete items.

We use direct 96-bit EPC-s to identify RFID tags. Inside the robot software the RFID tags numbers are not used directly (as-is). Instead, they are encoded to identifier strings (urn) with the following algorithm: the initial part of the string is always a namespace prefix http://www.roboswarm.eu/RFID# and the following part of the string is formed from the RFID id number (of whichever length) by converting the number to a lower-case hex string in a conventional manner.

It is very common for a tag to contain information about its own location or the object it is glued to. In order to avoid putting the full 96-bit EPC into the subject id field, our string table contains contain a special string: http://www.roboswarm.eu/lang#me stands for the EPC of the RFID chip containing this data item.

4.4 Encoding details: data fields

We use 32 bytes for one data block (a sextet in our data model). We have two types of blocks. First type contains a short, 4-byte subject field and a long, 12-byte (96 bit) object field. Second type contains a long, 12-byte (96 bit) subject id field containing EPC and a short 4-byte object field.

Otherwise the structure and meaning of the data blocks is identical for both types:

- Blocktype 1 byte: contains block type nr, either 1 or 2.
- Agent 2 bytes: number of the agent string (robot, human, ...) writing data.
- Datetime 4 bytes: datetime of writing, according to the robot clock (up to one second), unix format.
- Context 2 bytes: number of the context string (adressee, data group, etc: often ignored)
- Subject (blocktype 1) or object (blocktype 2) 4 bytes: numeric, datetime, short string or string number in the string table.
- Property 2 bytes: number of the property name string in the name string table.
- Object (blocktype 1) or subject (blocktype 2) 12 bytes: epc, numeric, datetime, short string or string number in the string table.
- Reserved 2 bytes.
- Object type 2 bytes: number in the string table indicating type of value (int, short string, some structure etc).
- Checksum: 1 byte.

We use xml schema datatype names as value type indicator strings, extended by our own specific datatype names.

We use the simplest checksum algorithm: adding bytes 0..31 one after another and keeping the lowest byte of the sum after each addition.

Multibyte integers and floats have to follow the high-endian (intel standard) byte order. Direct short strings start from the leftmost byte and should be terminated with a zero byte. In case there is no zero byte, the data reader has to append the zero byte to the direct string (4 or 12 bytes) read.

In normal cases it is recommended to use the first type of data blocks with a long value field. The second type is suited for cases where we want to write information about a specific RFID chip, different from the current chip (in the latter case we should use the special 'me' string http://www.roboswarm.eu/lang#me).
4.5 Reading and writing data

In case a robot writes data to an RFID tag, it will normally have to delete some old data to make room for new data to be written. It will also have to take care that important data is not deleted. The robot follows these principles:

It will always delete the oldest data block which is allowed to be deleted. By default all data blocks written by humans have to be preserved. The internal datastore of a robot contains information about kinds of writers (block contains the writer id).

5 Antennas and other practical aspects of RFID reading and writing

Before writing or reading data, the robot will have to understand that an RFID tag is in a reading or writing distance. It will then start reading and - sometimes - also writing the RFID.

We have conducted a number of RFID reading and writing experiments with an iRobot Create equipped with a Gumstix Verdex microcomputer and the Skyetek M9 OEM RFID reader card, operating frequency was 865MHz, output power 27dBm.

Achieved dependable access ranges for ISO 18000-6B and 6C tags have been between 0.7 and 1.2 meters, depending on tag orientation and various other factors.

The practical issue of detecting a tag depends on many factors, quite significantly also on the shape of the tag’s antenna and the orientation of tag in the robot’s RF field. Therefore one antenna should be omnidirectional (e.g. circular polarization antenna).

However, two switched linearly polarized reader antennas may be used giving additional direction information. That idea will be evaluated further.

On the figure 2 we have an iRobot Create equipped with the 6 dBi Yagi antenna. This antenna appeared to be too sensitive directionally: it was hard to notice tags not directly in front of the robot.

The figure 3 demonstrates a 13dBi spiral antenna designed during the project. While detecting tags from a somewhat longer distance than the Yagi antenna, it had analogous problems with directionality.

The best choice so far has been the patch antenna on the figure 4. The small loss in tag detection distance is compensated by the significantly wider area of coverage, enabling the robot to detect tags not directly in front of it.

In our experiments it has been somewhat easier to detect the RFID and read its id number than to read full RFID memory. Hence, when a tag is detected somewhere in front of the robot, we keep driving for a short while to get to the practical reading/writing distance.
Another important aspect is the frequency of scanning for the RFID tags, since tag reading and scanning draws a significant amount of power. High-frequency of scanning drains the Roomba internal battery faster than would be practically feasible.

6 Rule engine and the rule language

The central command agent uses the RDF database contents as grounds for deciding whether the robot is doing ok, is in trouble or what to do next.

Programming the robot to act correctly for each case is hard. We are using a rule engine to perform specific checks on data and make decisions based on the given set of rules. Rules are written in a prolog-like syntax and stored initially as a plain-text rule file in the robots file system. The rule engine takes all the input data from RDF database and stores derived facts again into the RDF database. Other agents do not use the rule engine directly, they just read the output from the in-memory database.

In other words, the rule engine is not used for answering queries, but for automatically deriving new facts added to the RDF database. Obviously, the set of rules has to be consistent and should not contain too many or too complex rules. We are using the special modification of the Gandalf first order resolution-based theorem prover [8] as a rule engine.

The rule engine is fired automatically by the rule engine process after each pre-determined interval. Using a relatively simple set of rules we manage to keep the interval under one second: during this time the rule engine performs all possible derivations stemming from the facts added to the RDF database after the last iteration.

The rule system is used for two main kinds of tasks:

- Deriving generalisations (chair is furniture) from ontology rules.

- Deriving commands and subcommands, depending on the situation.

We are not using OWL directly as an ontology language. Instead, the central server contains a component for converting given OWL files to the rule language syntax. These rule files are then preloaded to robots and updated over WIFI, if available.

The # mark in the following examples stands for the full default namespace http://www.roboswmm.eu/lang. Although we use the syntax based on Prolog, the derivation algorithm is a specialized version of the bottom-up resolution algorithm as often used in automated theorem provers, starting from the facts and deriving new facts/lemmas. The derivation process does not attempt to solve a posed "query", just to derive new facts. Hence the language does not contain extralogical predicates like cut and closed-world not.

Two simple ontology rules, indicating that anything attached to a glass object is attached to a fragile object, and anything attached to a fragile object is attached to a dangerous object:

```prolog
#attachedTo(X, fragile) :- #attachedTo(X, glass).
#attachedTo(X, dangerous) :- #attachedTo(X, fragile).
```

Sample rules for firing executable commands with argument 0 and high priority 1 ("me" is a special macro constant indicating robot itself):

```prolog
command(escape, 0, 1) :- #attachedTo(X, dangerous).
command(clean, 0, 1) :- 
"found-tag" (me, tag2).
```

The next rule derives information about a need to keep away for 10 minutes from the given location. "now" is a special macro constant indicating current time. There should be further rules given to make the robot actually use this information:

```prolog
#keepaway(Loc, 600) :- #roombusy(Loc, Time), lsetTime(now, Time).
```
7 Robot sensor/task language

The sensor/task language does not have a separate syntax. Rather, it is a collection of strings with predetermined meanings, designed for two goals: storing robot sensor data and giving commands to the robot (clean here, drive away, find a certain item).

The sensor/task language uses the RDF database for storing both tasks (commands) and sensor information. In other words, all the commands to the robot and sensor information items are stored in the RDF database as ordinary data objects with a special meaning to the robot control process.

The sensor/task language contains several different categories of object strings:

- **Task data items**: used for giving general kinds of commands to the robot (clean here, drive away, look for object, exit room etc).
- **Sensor/status values**: information added by sensor processes or derived using rules.
- **Generally useful special values** (me, now etc).

A typical task data item contains the following fields:

- **Subject**: a string indicating actual command, like "escape" or "clean".
- **Property**: special predicate "command".
- **Object**: used for tasks or commands requiring extra information (like how far to drive). In case the command requires several information fields, these are encoded into a single value.
- **Context**: used to indicate both the succession of commands and nesting of commands.

Say we have two main commands $c_1$ and $c_2$ which should be performed in succession. Command $c_1$ has two subcommands $s_1$ and $s_2$. The command $c_1$ will be automatically replaced by $s_1$ and $s_2$ by the corresponding rule. These three commands will then have the following context sequences:

- $s_1$: [1, 1]
- $s_2$: [1, 2]
- $c_2$: [2]

Tasks are represented as data items the RDF database. The robot control process starts fullfilling the task as soon as it is seen in the database. The same process should mark this task as being currently fullfilled. In case of conflict or impossibility the robot control process should choose the action itself.

There can be complex tasks that consist of number of smaller subtasks. These kinds of tasks are presented using rules. Suppose somebody adds a task into the in-memory database. After a while the rule engine will take this task, find the matching rules and add derived subtasks into the database. The derived subtasks could again match some rules, in which case they will also be derived and added to database.

The sequence of tasks is encoded in the context field of data item. Task and subtasks should be seen as an ordered forest of trees with branches corresponding to subtasks.

Tasks are loosely grouped into four levels starting from high-level down to low-level tasks. A high-level task is an abstract representation of what should the robot do: for example, clean a room for whole day. A typical low-level task would be turning the robot 50 degrees.

**Long-term activity** - normally defined by human.

While fullfilling this type of task, the robot can also fill subtasks like recharging, exiting room etc. These tasks do not restrict robot from doing subtasks.

For example: property "shallidocleaning", object time in seconds until which activity holds. Robot should be in the general cleaning mode: driving around and cleaning.

**Short-term activity** - normally given by rules or control process, but can also be defined by human.

Fulfilling this kind of task may consist of several small tasks like turning and moving some distances.

The associated rules are expected to generate atomic commands, which are put into in-memory database waiting to be fullfilled one after another. Only one task is fullfilled at time. Here the time information is not relevant, rather, the succession should be followed.

**Atomic activities** - basically procedural, normally generated by rules or the control process.

For example:

- $\text{command(turn,Degrees,Context)}$: robot should turn the indicated amount of degrees. "turn" here is a constant string indicating the actual pre-programmed procedure the robot should follow. Context should contain a task order/priority indicator as explained before.

- $\text{command(move,Centimeters,Context)}$: robot should move (with 'normal' speed) the given amount of centimeters.

**Direct activities** - these kinds of tasks can be directly delegated to the robot API for execution. The Roomba robot has very few such direct commands available: the most important command is "drive with speed $X$ and radius $N$".
8 Related work

The SHAGE/Alchemist framework [5] can be mentioned as one solution for robot knowledge exchange using data repositories and component brokers.

Using high level data representation is a trend of modern robotics. For example, XML based data coding has been used on robots [5]. However, besides the benefits of universal high level representation the XML encoding requires additional conversions between exchange and machine control domains.

Conventional XML based RDF format is used for time uncritical inter-robot or server communication, the description can be found in [2]. A special, compact RDF format is used for storing real-time algorithms of robot operation.

The RFID technologies with goals similar to our experiments have been investigated in [9]. The authors use RFIDs to allow an autonomous mobile robot to acquire a target and approach it for task execution. The robot is equipped with a dual directional antenna that communicates with controllable RF transponders.

See also [3], [6], [10].

9 Conclusions and future work

We have designed the architecture for the robot swarm and started actual implementation and testing with real tags and robots. So far we have successfully implemented both the robot hardware and software, including the RDF database, RFID and rule engine usage as described in the paper. The experiments have been encouraging when we consider processing power and reaction times: the tiny onboard Gumstix computer manages to run the described agents, use the RFID chips, RDF database and the rule engine without slowing down the robot reactions. On the other hand, detecting, reading and writing RFID tags requires considerable care when selecting tag types, antennas and the scanning frequency. A usable solution has been worked out, but further optimisations and improvements are needed.

We have also started to implement components of the central server and open connections to other robot swarms and external software. However, this work is still ongoing, specific details are being filled in and it is too early to report experiments from the high-level perspective.

Acknowledgements. The work was supported by FP6 ICT "ROBOSWARM" project, see http://www.roboswarm.eu.
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Abstract: We have built and tested a knowledge centric system for a robot swarm. Our implementation enhances iRobot Roomba cleaning robots with a tiny linux computer, RFID tag reader/writer and optionally a WIFI card. Robots use the RFID tags for object recognition and message passing. The knowledge architecture of the system is inspired by semantic web principles, spanning over several layers: RFID tags on objects, process interaction in a single robot via a main memory datastore and a rule system, central database for a swarm. The communication components of the system have been already ported to the larger Pioneer and Mugiro robots via the Player middleware. The paper presents our solutions to the knowledge management and communication problems stemming from the robotics issues and demonstrates feasibility of using the semantic web principles in the robotics domain.

1. INTRODUCTION

The overall goal of the project is to develop simple and low-cost technologies for making both single robots and swarms of robots more intelligent. We use the dynamic cleaning problem Altshuler et al. (2005), Tammet et al. (2006) as a testbed for the developed knowledge architecture, focusing on making swarm cleaning more efficient.

Our goal requires propagation of understandable and reusable information among the robots which may be different in hardware and software. The target goal can be called a "knowledge centric" architecture, focusing on uniform (or easily convertible) on-robot and inter-robot data management Tammet et al. (2008), which is achieved by using prolog-like rules and first-order logic.

We use ordinary passive RFID chips for marking objects like chairs, walls, doors. This is significantly cheaper and more flexible than using cameras on robots for object recognition. The same RFID chips on objects are also used by the robots to leave messages to other robots. The solution is inspired by ants' communication using pheromone trace known as stigmergy. The usage of RFID tags reduces the communication overhead related with coordination Zilparo et al. (2007).

We use the popular iRobot Roomba cleaning robot and attach a tiny ARM-based Gumstix computer (500 MIPS) using a BusyBox 2.6 Linux distribution (without real-time capabilities) and a stock RFID reader/writer on the Roomba. The attached computer takes over control of the Roomba. While the standard Roomba is fairly simple-minded, will clean places recently cleaned and does not understand that some places should be avoided - or vice versa, cleaned often - our system adds necessary intelligence.

The main communication components of the architecture have been already ported by the industrial project partner Patronik to two different robots (Pioneer and Mugiro) via the Player middleware.

2. ROBOT KNOWLEDGE ARCHITECTURE

The architecture for the robot control is based on a layered multi-agent system, with agents implemented as continuously running processes. Three layers can be brought out:

- The sensor-actuator access layer dedicated to communication with the robot control hardware. The lowest part of robots sensor-actuator layer is executed by the Roomba onboard microcontroller.
- The control layer consists of dispatcher process which executes behavioral tasks in our context called binares.
- The knowledge layer that targets reasoning (deriving new information from acquired data), communicating with other robots (using RFID tags) and the optional central server (using WIFI, if available).

The layered architecture is built around a fast and transparent RDF inspired datastore implemented in shared memory. This kind of approach is frequently used for low latency robot control architectures performing sufficiently well without using a real time OS. The internal knowledge architecture follows the classical blackboard model Hayes-Roth (1985). In short, the agents communicate by writing data to the memory datastore and every agent can access all data inserted to datastore.

The memory datastore serves three roles:

- A postbox between different process agents (including external world communication).
3. COMMON DATA MODEL AND LANGUAGES

The behavior of the robot is primarily influenced by four players:

- sensors and control software
- internal memory datastore contents
- RFID tags read
- binary executables plus data and rule files read from the swarm server.

The swarm server collects data from the robots and influences them by sending new data back to the robot datastore, updating rule files in the robots and sending new binary executables to the robots.

The different players above use specialised language representations, all based on RDF triples plus metadata: the combination which we call RDFm. Different syntaxes stem from practical needs. For example, since RFID chips contain very little memory, we have to use a space-efficient encoding for information on RFID-s. On the other hand, communication between different servers does not require space efficiency: rather, it is preferable to use common, verbose XML-based standards.

We use the following languages in the robot swarm system:

- RDFm encoding in RFID tags.
- Our specialised rule language for deriving new information based on data in memory datastore.
- Both a CSV-based syntax and an XML-based RDF syntax for data exchange between robots and the central server (using WiFi if available) and the central server and external systems.

All these languages share a common data model and the concrete predefined strings for addressing data to agents.

3.1 Common data model

The common data model is inspired by RDF triples to which we add two additional groups of data fields (metadata): contextual data fields and automatically generated metadata.

Data fields taken from RDF triple:

- Subject: id of whatever has the property.
- Property: name of the property of the subject.
- Value: value of the property.

The value field has an associated type, indicating the proper way of understanding the value. Observe that the property field typically - but not always - already determines the suitable or expected type.

In addition to basic RDF, we will always add three contextual metadata fields to the aforementioned proper data fields of the triplet.

Contextual metadata fields:

- Date/time: when this fact held (in most cases same as the time of storing the data).
- Source: identifies the origin of the data (RFID nr, person id, other robot id, agents, etc).
- Context: usually identifies addressee or data group, can also indicate the succession of robot commands.

Agents can enter their own contextual values to the memory datastore. If no values are given by the agent, the default values (current date/time, robot id, empty context) are entered automatically.

Automatically generated metadata:

- Id: unique data row nr for a robot, auto-increased.
- Timestamp: date/time of storage.

Automatically generated metadata is present only in the memory datastore, and not in the other data languages. Agents cannot enter their own values at will. These two fields are important for efficient and convenient management of the data and are used for example, by the reasoner and dispatcher processes.

Instead of using additional contextual and metadata fields we could have chosen to use reification of RDF triples to store the same information. However, this would have been cumbersome and inefficient both for the internal memory datastore used by the agents inside the robot, and even more so for the data representation inside RFID chips, as described in the following chapters.

4. MEMORY DATASTORE

The memory datastore is implemented in the Gumstix computer on the robot as a library for storing and reading information to/from shared memory. Agents in the robot use only a simple C API for writing, reading and searching data from the memory datastore. Agents see datastore as one table based on RDFm format.

Strings in the memory datastore are pointed to from the data fields: they are kept in a separate table, guaranteeing uniqueness: there is always only one copy of each string.

The data rows are organised as a circular list. The last data element will disappear when a new one is added. However, there are exceptions to this order: data items deemed critical are kept longer.

Locking is implemented using semaphores and is row-based. Reading operations do not lock anything. When a row is being written it is invisible for all the concurrent reads.

Writing one row on Gumstix platform takes about 0.14 ms while looping over 2000 rows takes approximately 4.8 ms, which is acceptable for our needs.

Although the data store should be normally seen as a mid-term memory, containing thousands of rows (old data is thrown away), it is easy to use it as a postbox between different agents onboard: just put the name of the addressee agent in the context field and program the address agent to look for the rows with its name, process them and then delete them.
5. DATA CODING ON THE RFID TAGS

The roboswarm architecture requires recognizing external objects/locations, reading location-specific messages/instructions from humans and reading/writing location-specific messages from/to other robots. All these tasks use RFID tags at different locations. The simplest types of RFID tags contain only the RFID id. However, we have been using RFID tags with a small internal memory: both human operators and robots can write information to the tags. We use the tags as information-carrying graffiti, in other words, tiny data stores distributed all over the environment.

A human user is expected to write to a tag information like "this tag is located on a chair", "this has coordinates X and Y", "there is a tag at direction R at distance 5 meters", "keep away from here" etc.

A robot N is expected to write to a tag information like "N brushed here for 10 minutes on 10.06.2007 at 15:10", "N left this place for the living room" etc.

Data encoded on tags must be easily understood both by the robot software and the external applications: software used by humans to read and write data to tags as well as agents outside the roboswarm.

All data items written to the RFID tags are essentially data rows with several predefined fields which may contain strings, integers or floats. The RFID data store is very similar to the robot's memory datastore. Data is read, written and deleted one full row at a time, updating is allowed only on the value field, the timestamp field and the source field.

For example, one tag might carry the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>inRoom</td>
<td>kitchen</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitchen</td>
<td>hasPriority</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitchen</td>
<td>dutyStatus</td>
<td>cIP</td>
<td>robot3</td>
<td>work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>robot3</td>
<td>myLocation</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>robot2</td>
<td>work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where the "static" context is used for data describing the surrounding environment and the "work" messages are written to the tag by swarm members to improve cooperation while performing tasks.

Data field contents are either direct (integers, RFID chip ids) or direct (long strings). Direct values are put on the chip as-is. Long strings are not kept on the RFID, since we do not have enough space: we use a string number in a global string table instead. This global string table is loaded into the robot and has to be the same for the whole swarm. It is necessary only for coding and decoding data for the RFID tags. We use 2 bytes for the string table numbers.

5.1 Reading and writing RFID tags

RFID tags carry a built-in id. The id size may vary. However, there are several widely used standards for product encoding, and most RFID tags are expected to conform to these standards.

We use direct 96-bit EPCs to identify RFID tags. It is very common for a tag to contain information about its own location or the object it is glued to. While referring to itself we use the string "me" in the data row instead of the real EPC value.

In case a robot writes data to an RFID tag, it will normally have to delete some old data to make room for new data to be written. It will also have to take care that important data is not deleted. The robot follows these principles: It will always delete the oldest data block which is allowed to be deleted. By default all data blocks written by humans and the blocks with the context "static" have to be preserved.

6. KNOWLEDGE BASED CONTROL SYSTEM

The robot control and decision making responsibilities in our system are divided between several different agents.

The control system architecture has two layers: the supporting framework and the user applications built upon the framework.

The crucial element in our system is the memory datastore. All the other subsystems are meant to be built around the datastore and interact with each other via the datastore. As a consequence, all data - sensor readings, decisions, commands, reports, etc - are created by agents, and will be available to all the agents.

Gathering all kinds of knowledge into one place and representing it in the same format encourages us to attach a general data processing mechanism - the prover - to the memory datastore. The prover is used to derive new data items based on the existing data in the memory datastore and predefined logical rules.

The supporting components like the prover, the communication process and the low level hardware access software (sensor process, actuator process) are run all the time as separate never-ending processes. However, the control-specific modules are not required to run all the time. Therefore, in addition to the prover the control support framework uses a special dispatcher process with the task to launch other agent processes during runtime.

The implementation of "the real" control software is very flexible. The algorithm can be divided into various modules and rules. For several subtasks we have created dedicated modules (binary executables) which are relatively small and simple. A binary executable can perform an atomic task, for example play a sound or calculate an average, or comprise a set of actions to achieve a complex goal, like performing a localization procedure at the reference point (RFID tag).

Rules have the role of linking binaries together and making decisions during runtime. For example: the agent A stores the fact B into the datastore. The prover derives (according to the given rule files) the new fact C from the fact B, where C is a command to start the agent D. When the dispatcher sees the derived fact C in the datastore, it launches the requested agent D, which in turn can change the contents of the datastore.
7. RULE ENGINE AND THE RULE LANGUAGE

The control system uses the memory datastore contents as grounds for deciding whether the robot is doing ok, is in trouble or what to do next.

Programming the robot to act correctly for each case is hard. We are using a rule engine to perform specific checks on data and make decisions based on the given set of rules. Rules are written in a prolog-like syntax and stored initially as a plain-text rule file in the file system of the robot. The rule engine takes all the input data from memory datastore and inserts derived facts into the memory datastore. Other agents do not use the rule engine directly, they just read the output from the datastore.

In other words, the rule engine is not used for answering queries, but for automatically deriving new facts added to the memory datastore. Obviously, the set of rules has to be consistent and should not contain too many or too complex rules. We are using the special modification of the Gandalf first order resolution-based theorem prover Tammet (1997) as a rule engine.

The rule engine is fired automatically by the rule engine process after each pre-determined interval. In the following we will call this "firing" process the derivation session. Using a relatively simple set of rules we manage to keep the derivation session interval under one second: during this time the rule engine performs all possible derivations stemming from the facts added to the memory datastore after the last iteration.

The rule system is used for two main kinds of tasks:

- Deriving generalisations (chair is furniture) from rules.
- Deriving commands depending on the situation.

While the rule system is working, it uses memory datastore as an additional source of facts.

For example, if we have a rule

\[
\text{attachedTo}(X, \text{furniture}) : - \\
\text{attachedTo}(X, \text{chair}).
\]

and the following facts in the memory datastore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tag4</td>
<td>attachedTo</td>
<td>chair</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

then the rule body \text{attachedTo}(X, \text{chair}) will match the datastore row and the rule will generate the new fact and add it to the memory datastore as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tag4</td>
<td>attachedTo</td>
<td>furniture</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the words in the rules starting with uppercase are variables. In our example \(X\) is a variable.

The following example demonstrates a simple session of robot rule usage.

\[
\text{handleTask}(\text{me}, \text{Task}) : - \\
\text{state}(\text{me}, \text{stateIdle}) , \\
\text{receivedTask}(N, \text{Task}),
\]

\[
\text{state}(\text{me}, \text{stateWorking}) : - \\
\text{handleTask}(\text{me}, T).
\]

\[
\text{startMode}(\text{me}, \text{cleaningMode}) : - \\
\text{handleTask}(\text{me}, \text{clean}).
\]

\[
\text{startMode}(\text{me}, \text{patrollingMode}) : - \\
\text{handleTask}(\text{me}, \text{patrol}).
\]

\[
\text{state}(\text{me}, \text{stateIdle}) : - \\
\text{state}(\text{me}, \text{stateWorking}), \\
\text{status}(	ext{currentTask}, \text{finished}).
\]

We start the rule system and then add the following fact to the datastore:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>stateIdle</td>
<td>init</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>robot3</td>
<td>receivedTask</td>
<td>clean</td>
<td>init</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rule system will automatically derive and add these facts to the datastore:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>handleTask</td>
<td>clean</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>startMode</td>
<td>cleaningMode</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we later add the fact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>currentTask</td>
<td>status</td>
<td>finished</td>
<td>cleaningAgent</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the rule system will automatically derive and add this fact to the datastore:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>stateIdle</td>
<td>wGandalf</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rule engine uses both the main memory database and a temporary storage area which is cleaned up after each derivation session, typically after every second.

During the derivation process a large set of new facts and clauses (temporary rules) is derived. Most of them are stored in the temporary area and are not accessible to other processes in the robot. Only positive singleton facts without variables (ground unit clauses), not containing nested terms and having a suitable number of arguments are stored in the shared database available to all the processes.

Each rule engine derivation session starts with reading and passing the rule file and adding all the read rules and facts into the temporary space. Hence the rule file can be changed on the fly.

We employ the widely used discrimination tree index for unit subsumption and unit deletion. Only the temporary area, not the facts in the shared memory database are kept in the index.

The engine uses a version of a set-of-support binary resolution with common optimisations like subsumption and tautology elimination. See Robinson and Voronkov (2001) for the common algorithms employed in first-order automated reasoners.
We have to avoid re-derivation of facts which were already derived during the last session. We cannot rely solely on the subsumption algorithm for this. For example, the robot should not get the derived command facts again each time the derivation session finishes.

Hence we developed a timestamp-oriented special version of the set of support algorithm. The initial facts in the derivation are only those which have been added (or modified) in the database after the previous derivation session. This is possible, since all the facts in the database have the automatically stored timestamp field.

We cannot use, for example, hyperresolution, since this derivation algorithm is not complete in combination with set of support. Hence the use of binary resolution.

The new facts and (partial) rules derived using a binary resolution step can then be used for deriving new facts and rules, guaranteeing that in each derivation chain at least one of the facts has been added/modified after the previous derivation session.

Using the timestamp-oriented set of support algorithm is also crucial for efficiency. The number of new facts added in one second is normally not very big, and most of them typically do not match any or most rules. This keeps the amount of derived facts during one derivation session down even for relatively large rulesets.

7.1 Behaviors

Behaviors are collections of operations that the robot will perform and which are called with one command. Implementation of a behavior is a little binary executable written in the C language. It contains a sequence of commands and conditions to perform a relatively complex operation by the robot.

For example, let us consider the following ruleset:

```prolog
behavior(me, "monitorObstacles"):-
  state(me, state_initial).
behavior(me, "goAhead 200"):-
  state(me, stateCanMove),
  obstacle(me, nothing).
behavior(me, "handleFailState"):-
  result(solveObstacle, fail),
  state(me, stateDriveAround).
```

- behavior - a special name, indicates that the fact is the command to launch the given binary.
- monitorObstacles - a binary monitoring whether any obstacles are getting in the robots way. If there is an obstacle in front of the robot, the `obstacle(me, front)` row will be added to the database.
- goAhead - a binary that makes the robot to start moving forward with the given speed (in the current case with the translational velocity 200 mm/s and angular velocity 0)
- handleFailState - a binary that stops the motors and sensor equipment to save power, then tries to communicate the information about the failure situation to other robots or the central server. Used when the robot is stuck and unable to move or trapped in the place where it cannot find the way out.
- solveObstacle - a binary that tries to drive the robot away or around the obstacle which has gotten in the way.

All the behaviours are handled by the process we call dispatcher. The dispatcher executes binaries: small executable programs implementing the behaviours. In order to make the dispatcher to execute one binary, it must be copied to a predefined folder on the robot and at the desired time the proper command must be inserted to the memory datastore.

An example of a command row which forces the dispatcher to execute a binary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>property</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>behavior</td>
<td>command</td>
<td>robot</td>
<td>dispatcher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While implementing the robot control application on top of the prover and a relatively large set of behaviours, timing becomes a critical issue. The elapsed time between a stimulus and its reaction varies greatly depending on the current contents of the memory datastore, the length and the complexity of the rule file, the number of processes running in the system, the length of the reaction chain and other factors. However, in our case study the response times have proved to be acceptable.

For example, let us consider a cooperation between the prover, the dispatcher and two behaviours to avoid the robot colliding with an obstacle. Typically it takes about 400 ms from the moment when one behaviour (monitorObstacles) discovers an obstacle to the moment where the prover inserts a command into the memory datastore to launch another behaviour. After about 20 ms the dispatcher has received the command and is ready to start the given behaviour. After additional 100 ms the second behaviour (solveObstacle) takes over the control of the robots movement.

High-level decision making can safely rely on the given architectural scheme. However, critical emergency responses like avoiding the robot falling down the stairs after the cliff sensor detects descent should be implemented in hardware or low-level software agents.

8. ROBOT DATA STORAGE ON THE SERVER

Robots using WIFI can use the robot-server centralised communication and robot-robot ad hoc communication in case no WIFI access-points are available. A separate process on the robot sends new data items from the memory datastore to the server, currently at an one-second interval. On the server side the data of the whole swarm is stored in a postgresql database for further processing.

The server replies each uploading act with the new data items intended for this particular robot, accumulated since the last communication session. Software agents on the server cannot directly send any data or commands to robots, in lieu of that they will write the data into the same postgresql database. The special communication agent then passes it to the selected robot as soon as the robot
contacts the server. The selected robot adds the data items received from the server to its own memory datastore.

Human users can control and monitor swarm or single robots via dedicated user interfaces built on the server database. It is technically possible to assign a direct task to the robot, even though the data flow normally passes several intermediate agents on the server. Data produced by the user interface is sent to the task decomposition module which specifies and assigns proper subtasks for the robots.

The server has an additional swarm coordination role in some applications. For example, if we consider the task where a group of robots must search for an RFID-tagged object, it is reasonable to use the server. After the user has given the task, the server distributes the task information down to the suitable set of robots which then spread out in the environment and start performing the search. As soon as one of the robots has found the demanded object, it will communicate the knowledge to the server which then informs the user and notifies the other robots to stop searching.

8.1 Communication protocols

The CSV protocol version sends data over http POST. The first row in the data block contains a sender id, the following rows contain the memory datastore rows in the standard CSV format. The protocol is used to both send data from the robot datastore to the swarm postgreSQL database on the server, and vice versa: from the swarm database to the single robot datastore.

The CSV protocol data format:

```plaintext
robots
subject,propety,...,usecstmp
...
subject,propety,...,usecstmp
```

with the rows containing the same fields as the memory datastore: subject, property, value, valuetype, source, context and two timestamps both comprising seconds and microseconds.

Some parts of the row may be omitted if the original record in the memory datastore lacks particular elements, eg context. In this case we will simply have commas right after another (...,) as commonly used in the csv format.

In case the memory datastore contains an integer or float in the value field, it will be presented as a human-readable string according to the obvious xml schema principles. The special subject value "me" in the memory datastore will be replaced with the id of robot who is sending the data, otherwise value is left as it is.

9. RELATED WORK

The SHAGE/AlchemistJ framework Lee et al. (2008) should be mentioned as a solution for robot knowledge exchange using data repositories and component brokers.

High level data representation is a trend of modern robotics. For example, XML based data coding has been used on robots Lee et al. (2008). However, besides the benefits of universal high level representation the XML encoding requires additional conversions between exchange and machine control domains.

Conventional XML based RDF format is used for time-uncritical inter-robot or server communication, the description can be found in Ardizzone et al. (2006). A special, compact RDF format is used for storing real-time algorithms of robot operation.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have designed the robot swarm system and are conducting actual testing with real tags and robots. So far we have successfully implemented both the robot hardware and software, including the memory datastore, RFID and rule engine usage, communications with the server and the server database as described in the paper. The experiments have been encouraging, especially when we consider the weak processing power and high reaction times: the tiny onboard Gumstix computer manages to run the described agents, use the RFID chips, memory datastore and the rule engine without slowing down the robot reactions. Porting the system to the larger Pioneer and Mugiro robots via the Player interface (conducted by Fatronik) was relatively easy. As a consequence, we now have three very different robots able to communicate through the same infrastructure.

On the other hand, detecting, reading and writing RFID tags requires considerable care when selecting tag types, antennas and the scanning frequency. A usable solution has been worked out, but further optimisations and improvements are needed.
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ABSTRACT: Patient remote monitoring has continuously rising importance for aging countries. Computer based assisted living systems are too difficult to handle by elderly people, therefore it has been proposed to extend smart home control or entertainment systems with patient monitoring functionalities. However, such implementations are usually platform and data protocol specific making their extension time consuming and data interpretation complicated. We propose a semantics driven messaging system and agent based software architecture for home telecare that is open for adding any kind of medical or context sensors, either wired or wireless ones. System can be reconfigured during the operation and its output data is highly compatible with eHealth databases. The solution is prototyped.

1 Introduction

Telecare (tele-home-care) provides a recognized solution to control the growth of medical expenses caused by an increasing proportion of elderly and chronically ill people [1]. As well described by Doughty et al. the modern telecare solutions should be able to monitor slow deteriorations of well-being for early discovery of health risks [2]. It is believed that discovery of slight deviations in health condition requires lifestyle-monitoring in addition to medical parameter measurements, as outlined by Barnes [3]. In case of the long term monitoring, especially while considering contextual data, a significant increase in the amount of data and its handling involution is usually not addressed on the system architecture level in a comprehensive way. From one side, the existing telecare solutions are designed as classical data acquisition systems not providing the flexibility to add weakly specified context information. From the other side – which is more important – if the context information is provided for a particular monitoring task, it is difficult to analyse and compare the data against other content sources like Electronic Health Records (EHR) and different telecare implementations. The present paper describes content centric software architecture for telecare systems that simplifies machine processing of patient and context information through the semantic representation of data and semantic reasoning.

2 Previous work

The common approach in patient lifestyle monitoring is utilization of Smart Home (SH) control platforms. Monitoring of the duration, frequency, and patterns of patient’s daily activities gives important context for medical measurements and even can be used for discovery of emergency conditions [4, 5]. As presented by Chen et al., the SH environments are producing massive amounts of sensor data. However, until the data is imbued with well-defined meaning, the potential use for describing lifestyle context for patients is rather limited [6]. The use of widely accepted ontologies (controlled, relational vocabularies) allow more simple interpretation and reasoning of the information - it is already proposed to use ontologies for describing (smart) environment context [7]. In the MATCH project, Turner et al. proposes to use ontologies for data clustering [8]. However, while the works of both Chen and Turner show that semantic enrichment of context information simplifies its processing, they do not specify any practical ontologies to use. Neither do they propose how the semantic data should be handled within real telemonitoring systems, starting from the information source (semantic sensor) up to the hospital EHRs.

Essential components for modern patient telemonitoring include patient profile and automated sensor handling. From the theoretical side, the policy (i.e. rule) based home care systems, by Turner and others [9, 10], are promising for personalization and simple customization. Again, described solutions represent prototype implementations not compatible with actual EHRs or practical data acquisition systems by means of sensor integration and existing formal reasoning tools.

3 Proposed software architecture

Based on analysis of recent related work we can say that modern telecare solutions should support:

- Context monitoring to enrich the medical information;
- Personalization up to the level of individuals;
* Simple sensor integration, automated service invocation and runtime reconfiguration;

Semantic content driven data processing and rule based reasoning solutions should satisfy described requirements for modern telecare systems. Existing commercial telecare systems, even supporting HL7 v3 XML communication standard [11], have conventional client server data acquisition system architectures and are targeting single application use. The rule based and semantic approaches of telemonitoring described above represent theoretical State-of-the-Art and do not propose any practical implementation frameworks for their realizations.

We propose an open software architecture which supports semantic data processing and (soft) real-time reasoning with patient policies. The architecture is a distributed multi-agent system of independent asynchronous processes that follows the classical blackboard communication model of Hayes-Roth [12]. All agents (executable processes) within the same hardware device (e.g., home embedded monitoring controller - we call Smart Home GateWay (SHGW) or a server) communicate by writing data to the central datastore and every agent can access all data inserted to the datastore.

The main advantage of data exchange via a blackboard is that, opposite to the popular socket based communication, there is no need to specify target user processes (of local real-time data) in advance which allows to implement subsumption architecture based solutions. There is always possibility to add or modify content processing agents without the need to modify agents related to sensors and other hardware.

There can be various types of agents executed in a telemonitoring SHGW device. Sensor agents acquire data from sensors devices (and systems), store it on the local blackboard and send configuration info published on the blackboard back to sensors. As a sensor agent receives raw data from a hardware device it has to convert the data into the semantic representation to be described in the following chapter. Data processing agents perform a variety of tasks including analysis of measured samples and discovery of data inconsistency. Essentially, data processing agents are supposed to make use of (semantic) formal reasoning on the data available on the blackboard. Output agents communicate with the host services e.g., databases of responsible medical institution to upload aggregated data and download new configuration setting for sensing system.

4 Data presentation

All data in the system is gathered and saved into one physical datastore – the blackboard. Therefore the data format used by the blackboard must satisfy versatile needs of all agents in the SHGW system. We have to stress that existing semantic telemonitoring approaches do not address special requirements of wireless devices regarding the (data encoding) protocol efficiency by means of energy use. We expect the data format to be simple and efficient but the same time suitable for accepting readings from both medical and contextual sensors, patient's profile, messages from medical personnel. Therefore we have to achieve trade-off between efficiency and flexibility of the data format.

Considering these circumstances we propose to express all knowledge in the system by using RDF triples. The RDF-based data representation (and associated OWL-based ontology systems) for defining and describing relations and concepts is emerging in different computerized data processing applications using the "semantic web" standards and technologies. Using RDF data (knowledge) coding makes it possible to integrate existing formal reasoners and other knowledge processing and querying (SPARQL) tools.

Thus, a fact (a data item) on the blackboard in our system has the following three fields:

- Subject: id of whatever has the property.
- Property: name of the property of the subject. In RDF terminology this would be the predicate.
- Value: value of the property. In RDF terminology this would be the object.

To present all the data in the system semantically, facts should be composed by using well-defined terms that are understood by different parties in the same way. Semantical content supports later processing, exchange and unified interpretation of facts.

In our approach we stress to use keywords from ontologies published on the web. That way we can guarantee that correct interpretation of information is always possible for content user (correct use still remains user responsibility). Especially important is the proper use of concepts in the medical domain - for "heart rate" for example, around 20 different terms are in use, some of them have a specific flavour. Therefore inadequate labelling and later interpretation of sensor signals may lead to critical situations for patients. It has to be mentioned that correct interpretation of data encoded into HL7 messages, remains fully user responsibility by existing solutions. From the other side, if used ontologies are published and accessible, automated conversion of information becomes possible. Right now we are using several different ontologies, narrowing of selection will be done in the future. World-widely accepted SNOMED CT domain ontology seems to be one of the most attractive selections [13].

5 Instrumentation and data of demo system

For testing the proposed telecare solution we have implemented the software for an enhanced DVB receiver as a SHGW device. Beside cable and IP TV reception capabilities and HDMI output, the device is equipped with Bluetooth and Zigbee interfaces to support wireless medical and presence sensors. The device has 300MHz 32bit dual core MIPS type CPU and non-RT Linux OS.

The blackboard is implemented as a transparent custom shared memory datastore. There is no separate
process for the datastore, agents in the system can use a set of API calls to insert and query data (triples) from shared memory. The datastore serves as mid-term memory for storing data and as a postbox between different agents. It can also be seen as a deductive database for a prover, using a rule language for rule-based generation of new facts.

For demonstrating the implementation of an sensor agent let us consider the adapter for the selected PPG (PhotoPlethysmoGraphy, measures heart rate and oxygen saturation in blood) sensor Nonin Onyx II which can communicate via Bluetooth 1.1 interface. The PPG sensor agent always runs in the background, monitoring whether the sensor is online or not. When the sensor device is turned on the agent establishes a connection and starts receiving all the output generated by the device, which it inserts into the database in the form of triples.

The example output of a single measurement sample looks as following ("#3920" is a unique key for binding the particular set of different triples into one entity):

\[
\begin{align*}
PPG\_URI, & \text{sample\_URI, #3920} \\
#3920, & \text{pulse\_URI, 73} \\
#3920, & \text{saturationO2\_URI, 98} \\
#3920, & \text{timestamp\_URI, 126443298}
\end{align*}
\]

- where real URI strings are abbreviated. For example, "PPG\_URI" identifies one sensor device like "http://www.eliko.ee/ssi/demo/hospital1/patient3/sensors\_PggSensor", "pulse\_URI" stands for "http://bioinfo.icapture.ubc.ca/subversion/SIRS/clinicalphenotype.owl\#HeartRate" to express sensor readings with terms of particular ontology meaning system.

Environment (part of context) sensing capabilities can be introduced to a patients home as a WSN (Wireless Sensor Network), based on for example IEEE802.15.4 radio technology. The devices are unobtrusive, battery operated and require little to no maintenance. We have interfaced our Crossbow IRIS and TinyOS based WSN to the home gateway. The nodes can be equipped with sensors for measuring temperature, humidity, light intensity, movement (PIR) etc. The nodes are location aware, initial nodes are configured with information about their placement in the environment.

A special agent runs on the SHGW to translate the data received from the WSN (in compact encoding format [14]) to RDF triples and inserts it to the blackboard. As the sensor nodes are determined to conserve their batteries for most of the time, the WSN adapter agent also has the role of managing the activity of the network. Sampling frequencies of sensor nodes in the WSN can be reconfigured by sending subscription commands to the network.

A sensor data subscription usually consists of the data type, permitted maximum age of the last reading (essentially specifying the sensing period), the area from where the reading has to be taken from and the duration of the subscription. Usually a subscription is directed to a spatial area, not a specific node, however it can be. The actual nodes that are going to provide the requested data are determined in the WSN. This means that the agent on the SHGW does not need to know the configuration of the sensor network, just spatial information about the user's environment. Additionally, the sensor subscription can contain various rules for reconfiguration, which for example specify how the sensing period should be adjusted if the reading exceeds some threshold. Subscriptions can also reference other environmental parameters which can be measured by other sensor nodes, for example, a light sensor reading is requested only if a PIR sensor detected movement.

The knowledge base in a Smart Home GateWay device could contain data about the patient's environment as given in the following set of triples where raw sensor readings have been aggregated and presented in a structured way:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Room\_3\_URI, type\_URI, bedroom\_URI} \\
\text{Room\_3\_URI, environment\_URI, #1205} \\
\text{#1205, latest\_values\_URI, #2486} \\
\text{#1205, valid\_time\_URI, 15 min} \\
\text{#2486, light\_intensity\_URI, unknown} \\
\text{#2486, temperature\_URI, 20 °C} \\
\text{#2486, humidity\_URI, 67%} \\
\text{#2486, movement\_URI, 30}
\end{align*}
\]

This set of facts reads that in the patient's bedroom there are currently 20 °C of heat, humidity is 67%, movement level is 30 (in agreed units), and there is no fresh data about the light intensity in the room. Movement level is calculated from the frequency of PIR sensor(s) readings (movement detected) in the particular room. The valid time tells that none of the present values are older than 15 minutes in the current case. The system updates these values based on the received sensor data and if no data is to be found to fit into the given time limit then the latest value of the parameter is set to unknown.

6 Semantic reasoner of demo system

By our architecture we can natively apply several formal reasoners as different data processing agents in parallel for the same physical datastore. For data processing and decision making, e.g. strictly personalised emergency condition detection, simple hand-coded agents can be installed, as well as full formal reasoners like Jena, Gandalf and others for handling thousands of patient and context related facts. For example, we make use of Prolog to process semantically represented data from the PPG sensor with a blackboard agent executing a Prolog engine as a child process and feeding it with queries.

For evaluating the patient's condition on behalf of the heart rate measurements taken with a PPG sensor we also have to take into account the available contextual knowledge. In the simplified example of processing of samples additionally PIR sensors and bed sensor are considered. The bed sensor uses accelerometers to detect...
when the patient goes to the bed, when she leaves the bed, and how fitful or sound is the sleep.

Say, if a heart rate sample is found to be below 50 beats per minute we can predict health (or device malfunctioning) problems. Alternatively, if there is a sample above 90, derivation cannot be made. With subqueries we try to justify the high pulse first and only if it is not possible then positive result (problem found) is returned. For example, if the patient has had significant physical movement activities 10 minutes prior the pulse measurement, we have no reason to rise alarm. Contrariwise, if the patient has not moved around or has even been in bed then heart rate over 90 indicates health problems. The Prolog rule of the main query to rise an alarm is as follows:

\[
\text{problem\_suspected :-}
\begin{align*}
\text{fact('PPG\_URI', 'sample\_URI', Y),} \\
\text{fact(Y, 'pulse\_URI', X),} \\
\text{fact(X, 'timestamp', T),} \\
(X \leq 50; \\
X > 90, \\
\text{not(was\_active\_between(T, T-(60*10))),} \\
\text{was\_in\_bed\_between(T, T-(60*10))).}
\end{align*}
\]

In experiments SWI-Prolog 5.6.58 was used to execute Prolog programs at described SHGW platform. The measured worst case reasoning time with several thousand facts and ca 15 rules was 2 seconds and average reasoning time below 200ms. The RT performance is clearly sufficient to discover patient emergency conditions quickly enough.

7 Conclusions and future work

Experiments show that proposed and prototyped semantic reasoning based telecare system satisfies real life needs of modern patient home monitoring with lifestyle context information support.

The further work will focus on integration of feasible set of medical and environmental sensors by means of developing device adapter agents supporting SNOMED CT taxonomy. The target is the real life use of the developed telecare solution including enhanced DVB receiver and wireless sensor subsystem.
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Introduction

Telecare (tele-home-care) provides a recognized solution to control an increase of medical expenses caused by an increasing proportion of elderly and chronically ill people [1]. As well described already by Doughty et al. [2], the modern telecare solutions should be able to monitor slow deterioration of well-being and discover health risks early. It is believed that discovery of slight deviations in health condition requires, additionally to medical parameter measurements, lifestyle-monitoring as outlined by Barnes [3]. Long term patient, especially such requiring lifestyle monitoring, causes significant increase of amount of data gathered and its handling in volume that is usually not addressed on system architecture level in complex way. From one side, the existing telecare solutions are designed as classical data acquisition systems not providing flexibility to add context information. From the other side – which is more important – if the context information is provided in human readable way or binary encoded, it is not machine processable outside of a single institution. Present paper describes content centric software architecture for telecare systems that simplifies machine processing of patient and context information through the semantic representation of data and semantic reasoning.

Previous work

For the patient lifestyle monitoring the use of Smart Home (SH) control platforms is a common approach. Monitoring of the duration, frequency, and patterns of daily activities, e.g., sleeping and training times, give an important context for acquired medical measurements data and can be used for discovery of emergency conditions [4, 5]. As presented by Chen et al. [6], the SH environments are producing massive amounts of data from sensors and, until the data is imbued with well-defined meaning, the potential use of the system for describing lifestyle context for patients is rather limited. Obviously, it is difficult to unify and organize the human lifestyle information using low, communication message level terminology system. The use of widely accepted ontologies (controlled, relational vocabularies) allows higher level interpretation and reasoning of information by a user. Therefore it is already proposed to use ontologies for describing (smart) environment context [7]. Within MATCH project, Turner proposes to use ontologies for data clustering [8]. However, while the works of both Chen and Turner show that semantic enrichment of context information simplifies its processing, they do not specify any practical ontologies to use and propose how the semantic data shall be handled within a real telemonitoring system starting from the information source (semantic sensor) up to the personal health record database.

Essential components for patient modern telemonitoring include patient profile and automated sensor handling. From a theoretical side, the policy (i.e. rule) based home care systems are promising for personalization and simple customization by Turner and others [8, 9]. Again, described solutions represent prototype implementations not compatible with actual health records and practical data acquisition systems by means of sensor integration and existing formal reasoning tools. Situation awareness and environmental condition detection is sometimes performed ubiquitously by several sensor motes [10] but semantic data exchange between those motes is not applicable for practical implementations.

Proposed software architecture for modern telecare monitoring systems

Having based on analysis of recent related work we can say that modern telecare solutions should support:
- Lifestyle monitoring, in addition to medical sensing;
- Personalization of patient policies;
- Simple sensor integration, automated service invocation and runtime reconfiguration;

Semantic content driven data processing and rule based reasoning solution should satisfy described requirements for modern telecare systems. However, the commercial telecare systems described above have conventional client server based data acquisition system architecture with fixed communication protocols and preknown set of supported sensing devices. Naturally, those implementations, even designed to be compatible with with HL7 v3 XML standard [11] are targeting single
application use. The rule based and semantic approaches of
telemonitoring described above present theoretical State-
of-the-Art and do not propose any practical
implementation frameworks for their realizations. Essential
feature for telecare systems is the extendability by means of
simple reconfiguration of hardware and introduction of
new knowledge in form of rules, data processing
executables, etc.

We propose an open agent based software
architecture, which supports semantic data processing and
(soft) real-time time reasoning with patient policies.

Multiagent system

The proposed architecture is a distributed multi-agent
system of independent asynchronous processes that
follows the classical blackboard communication model of
Hayes-Roth [12] - the agents (executable processes) within
the same hardware device (embedded controller, server)
communicate by writing data to the central datastore
(within the same hardware device) and every agent can
access all data inserted to the datastore.

The main advantage of the blackboard (pull mode)
communication based architecture is that, opposite to
popular socket based communication, there is no need to
specify target user processes (of local real-time data) in
advance. There is always a possibility to add or modify
content processing agents without the need to modify
sensor and other hardware related agents.

The different Monitoring Device Hierarchy (MDH)
software agents are running on intelligent sensors, Smart
Home (SH) controller(s), hospital servers, PC clusters, etc.
The simplest practical telecare software implementation
contains telemonitoring gateway and hospital MDH levels
both having their own blackboard datastore. Main agents
by functionalities we propose:

- Sensor agents acquiring data from individual
  sensors, publish it on the blackboard and send the
  configuration info published on the blackboard back to
  sensor. Important is that there are no target user (agent)
  specified for the acquired content in advance. In the case
  the sensor agent receives raw data from hardware device it
  has to convert data into the semantic representation
  described below,
- Data processing agents performing variety of
  signal processing data inconsistency discovery tasks,
  essentially presenting data processing agents are
  (semantic) formal reasoners,
- Output agents communicating with host services
  (devices on higher MDH levels), for example an output
  agent running on SH central controller is responsible to
  export patient data to hospital system and download new
  configuration settings,
- HCI agents for displaying profile based selection
  of information on home screen or hospital web site.

Data presentation

All data in the system has to be presented
semantically by using well-defined terms that are
understood by different parties in the same way for
supporting later processing, exchange and unified
interpretation.

In our approach we stress to use the ontologies
available on the web. That way we can guarantee that
correct interpretation of information is always possible for
content user (correct use still remains user responsibility).
Especially important is the proper use of keywords in
medical domain - for „heart rate“ for example, around 20
different terms are in use, some of them are equal, some
have specific flavor. Inadequate labeling and later
interpretation of sensor signals may lead to critical
situations for patients. From the other side, if the used
ontologies are published and accessible, automated
conversion of information is a simple task. Good,
worldwide accepted ontology (vocabulary) for medical
domain is proposed by SNOMED CT [13]. Right now we
are using several different ontologies, further narrowing of
selection will be done.

Different agents inside a system module (e.g., a
set-top box or a aggregation server) are determined to share
a common data model and data storage/exchange
environment (blackboard). The schema of data
representation within such system has to be universal and
flexible. Therefore we propose to use RDF triples to
present all the data, starting right from the sensors. The
RDF-based data representation (and associated OWL-
based ontology systems) for defining and describing
relations and concepts is emerging for different
computerized data processing applications using "the
semantic web" standards and technologies. Using RDF
data (knowledge) coding makes it possible to integrate
existing formal reasoners and other knowledge processing
tools. There are some XML-based semantic data
presentation solutions developed for sensors like
SensorML, Hydra middleware. However, those solutions
are not fully RDF compatible which makes formal
reasoning more complex. From the other side, XML format
has a certain communication overhead, especially for
wireless sensors. The additional advantage of using
standard RDF allows using existing SPARQL tools.

A fact (a data item) on the blackboard in our system
has the following fields:
- Subject: id of whatever has the property;
- Property: name of the property of the subject. In
  RDF terminology this would be the predicate;
- Value: value of the property. In RDF terminology
  this would be the object.

For example, PPG sensor (Bluetooth Nonin Onyx II
device to gather and formalize pulse and blood saturation
readings) could be described by following triples:
- PPG_URI, registeredAs_URI, sensor_URI;
- PPG_URI, measures_URI, pulse_URI;
- PPG_URI, measures_URI, saturation_02_URI;
- PPG_URI, modelNumberOf_URI, 9560BT.

Realization of agents

The blackboard is implemented as a transparent
custom shared memory datastore. There is no separate
process for handling the datastore, agents in the system can
use a set of API calls to insert and query data (triples) from
shared memory. The datastore serves as a mid-term
memory for storing data and as a postbox between different agents. It can be also seen as a deductive database for reasoner, using a rule language for rule-based generation of new facts.

We demonstrate the common model of an agent on the sensor adapter (agent) for the selected PPG sensor. The agent runs always in background, monitoring whether the sensor is online or not. When the sensor device is turned on the agent establishes connection immediately and receives all the output data generated by the device, which is inserted into the database in the form of triples. The agent also queries regularly the database for getting its configuration parameters or other input data.

The example output of a single measurement looks as following ("#3920" is a unique key for binding the particular set of different triples into one entity):
- PPG_URI, sample_URI, #3920;
- #3920, pulse_URI, 73;
- #3920, saturationO2_URI, 98;
- #3920, timestamp_URI, 1264423298.

With our architecture we can apply several formal reasoners as different data processing agents in parallel for the same physical datastore. For data processing and decision making, e.g. emergency condition detection, simple hardcoded reasons can be installed, as well as full formal reasoners like Jena, Gandalf and others for handling thousands of patient and context related facts. For example, we can describe processing of semantically represented rules and data of SpO2 meter with a blackboard agent executing Prolog programs.

It is known that normal SpO2 value for healthy people is 96-99%, whereby the value < 95% indicates respiratory insufficiency and the value < 90% indicates hypoxia with the need of emergency treatment. However, for people with COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) a normal SpO2 diagnosed value is between 88-92%. Suppose we have a precalculated fact in our memory datastore being specific to the patient's critical SpO2 value; patient_URI, critical_SpO2_URI, 90. The respective agent could check whether the SpO2 value is critical or not by querying Prolog the following rule, which answers "false" if no SpO2 sample is found below critical value and "true" if all preconditions of the rule are satisfied (and variable X is instantiated to one particular SpO2 value which is under the limit):

spO2_problem(X) :-
  fact('PPG_URI', 'sample_URI', Y),
  fact(Y, 'saturationO2_URI', X),
  fact(patient_URI, 'critical_SpO2_URI', Z),
  X<Z.

For uploading data to next MDH levels, we have a separate agent responsible for exchanging facts with a data aggregation server for sending relevant data items from the local memory database to the server and downloading/receiving new commands and configurations, which will be stored back into the memory database available for all other agents.

Transmitted data amounts could become relatively large, for example, one pulse-oxygen sample as it was presented previously (if encoded into full human-readable string) takes 350 bytes. Compression or re-encoding of URIs containing triples is possible, though one must consider the trade-off for compatibility with potential data consumers in other MDH layers.

For reducing the load of communication channels, and especially central aggregation servers (can incorporate monitoring data from several hundreds of patients), a considerable amount of raw sensor data processing and analyzing is done locally on home telemonitoring gateway. Therefore, only the results/reports of the data processing and irregular individual values shall be uploaded by default, while other levels have possibility to query additional raw (gathered) data.

Implementation and testing

For testing the proposed architecture, we implemented the software for enhanced DVB receiver. This device is equipped with Bluetooth and Zigbee interfaces to support wireless medical and presence sensors. The device has 300MHz 32bit MIPS type CPU and non-RT Linux OS. Wireless Onyx II 9560 SpO2 sensor was used for testing, see (Fig. 1.). The processed information was sent to the hospital server using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages.

![Fig. 1. Instrumentation of home monitoring system](image)

Blackboard on home controller is a custom memory database, reasoning agents use SWI-Prolog (Version 5.6.58) engine. Conventional Postgres database and Jena reasoner run on hospital server. The implementation appears to fulfill requirements of simple customizability and can handle semantic content. The most critical issue is, as expected, the performance of the reasoner on smart home controller, because of weak hardware platform. In real tests we measured an average (of 750 tests) of Prolog reasoning time of 310 ms of 4500 facts and 420nsms of up to 7500 facts. The measured worst case reasoning time was 2sec, which is clearly sufficient to discover patient emergency conditions quickly enough and the home facts set should not exceed 1-2 thousand facts by our expectations.

Future work and conclusions

The further work will focus on optimization of the software implementation and integration of feasible set of medical and smart environment domain ontologies. The target is real life use of the developed telecare architecture and its software implementation. Experiments show that
the proposed software architecture satisfies real life needs of modern patient home monitoring solutions, semantic reasoning and computerized personalization.
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Patient remote monitoring has continuously rising importance for aging countries. Computer based assisted living systems are too difficult to use by elderly people, therefore it has been proposed to extend home multimedia devices with patient monitoring functionalities. However, such implementations are usually platform and sensor specific making their extension and reuse complicated and time consuming. We propose an agent based software architecture for embedded patient monitoring devices that is built around a common database. The solution is open for adding any kind of medical sensors or signal processing software just by writing small software adapter. System can be reconfigured during operation. As one of the unique feature the system has built in formal reasoner to detect inconsistencies among sensor data and process patient unique safety rules in real time. The solution is prototyped. Ill. 1, bibl. 13 (in English; abstracts in English and Lithuanian).


Pacientų nuotolinio stebėjimo sistémų svarba ypač didėja „senstančiose“ valstybose. Vyresnio amžiaus žmonėms sunkiai naudotis kompiuterių sistemomis, todėl buvo pasiūlyta pacientų stebėsenos funkcijas įdėję į multimediøjos sistemos. Tačiau jutiklių taikymas tokiose sistemose sukeli nemažai problemų. Ėmėsiems pacientų stebėsenos įranginiams pasiūlyta programinės įrangos architektūra, pritaikoma įvairių tipų įsitikinimams ar signalų apdorojimo programine įrangai. Viename iš esminių sūlomos sistemos pranašumų – paciento būsenos parametrų stebėjena esamuojai laiku lyginant jų tikrovės dydį. Ill. 1, bibl. 13 (anglų kalba; santraukos anglų ir lietuvių k.).
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Abstract

Results of several research groups indicate that modern home telehealth care systems should support patient personalization and context awareness. To deal with accompanying increase of data amount and processing complexity, a semantic reasoning approach is proposed. However, so far there are no practical, system level software architectures proposed to address all related issues within one complete solution. We describe a developed RDF blackboard based data processing solution for smart home telecare supporting off-the-self reasoning tools and existing ontologies.
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1. Introduction

For the delivery of public healthcare, telecare (tele-homecare), an essential part of eHealth technologies, provides the cost effective way to manage burdens on public services caused by an increasing proportion of elderly and chronically ill people [1]. Additionally, to reduce demand on clinics and home visits for patients the long term human monitoring is believed to be an effective way for early discovery of health risks. Increased acceptance and adoption of preventative care regimes within ‘wellbeing’ programs is important, for example smoking cessation and weight reduction also require active patient monitoring at home. While the early patient telecare systems were designed just for acquisition and offline monitoring of health parameters, and were later extended with real-time monitoring of safety boundaries, the modern patient home monitoring solutions essentially analyze the context and focus on investigation of long term trends. Certainly, to discover slight drifts in patient’s data the measurement context has to be taken into account. Strong external factors like recent physical activities, stress, and irregular lifestyle may hide changes in patient's data over a long period. From one side, the existing telecare solutions are designed as classical data acquisition systems not supporting context information for detailed patient data analysis. From the other side, if context information is provided, it is usually not machine tractable (outside of the particular system) making large scale statistical data analysis virtually impossible. Present paper describes content centric architecture for home monitoring solutions supporting machine reasoning of semantically encoded sensor data and context information.

2. Previous work

2.1. Progress of home telecare services

Telecare and assisted living is an emerging topic of cost efficient health care. Average telecare savings from the community perspective that are mentioned in the literature or achieved in trials are about 15-30\% [2]. As described by Doughty [3] et al., the first generation telecare technology solutions enable to summon help in emergency, the second generation provide automated detection of emergencies, and the third enable monitoring of deterioration of human well-being. The first generation solutions in the form of panic buttons are available to the whole well-developed world. The main disadvantage of such technology, though, is that patient may be unable to proceed with an emergency call, or one tends to use the emergency hotline improperly. Significant involvement of qualified medical staff is a disadvantage as well. Commercial solutions of the second generation, e.g. Well@home, Zydacron, Docobo, and Philips Motiva, have been available for about 10 years allowing automated monitoring of patient's safety
based on periodic measurements. One of the significant advantages of the second generation is the reduced need for professional medical assistance. However, existing practical solutions support only resting condition measurements because of complexity of processing dynamically changing context. On the other hand, trends clearly show improvements in the context awareness, e.g. use of accelerometer data in mobile telemedicine [4]. For example, recent physical activities detected prior to the heart rate measurements help to avoid faulty emergency actions while still maintaining high sensitivity of the system. For simple personalization and context awareness policy - i.e. ECA rule-based home care systems are recommended by Turner [5] et al. Rule-based data interpretation for home care solutions has been investigated in various research projects [6, 7] but there are no standardized frameworks for simple reuse of the domain knowledge.

The third generation telecare solutions, also called lifestyle-monitoring by Barnes [8], essentially focusing on continuous monitoring and analysis of Activities of Daily Living (ADL), primarily including the duration, frequency and patterns of physical activities as described by Amaral [9] et al. giving long term context to medical sensor data. Wide deployment of micro-mechanical sensors on mobile phones just recently opened practical possibilities to allow ADL monitoring [10]. Continuous ADL monitoring carries essential information about degradation of well-being [9] and can be used for discovery of emergency conditions, even without medical parameter sensing [11]. Some recent telecare system prototypes with lifestyle monitoring are created by Amaral, Kaushik [12] et al., and others. However, there are several principal issues that are not addressed in such prototypes. Information describing patient daily activities may be considered very delicate and in some countries there are legal restrictions for centralized processing of such data. Amount of collected ADL information is remarkable and therefore on-site data aggregation and processing is feasible as well. Development of rules for processing broad range of ADL information is a complex and time consuming task stressing the needs for knowledge formalization and reusability among many telecare patients.

2.2. Smart Home technology targeting modern telecare

Smart Home (SH) systems are the most widely used technology platforms for third generation telecare targeting home based elderly and disabled people. Such improved SH systems have (wireless) interfaces for medical sensors, typically cardiovascular and respiratory monitors, weight scales, blood sugar meters, in addition to traditional micro-climate and entertainment control interfaces. Native SH components, like movement detectors, video cameras, and home appliance control circuits, efficiently provide required ADL context data. Recently, mobile communication devices equipped with micro-mechanical sensors became useful for cost-efficient monitoring of physical activities and emergency conditions like falling down. Therefore, importance of mobile telemedicine is rapidly increasing but it is significantly harder to take into account the ADL information collected at different locations and environments. In principle, the telecare software solutions described in present paper are also applicable to mobile telemedicine. However, specific issues related to handling dynamic ADL data sources will not be deeply analyzed.

Rule- and logic-based (including Fuzzy logic-based) control is the leading method for SH implementations [13]. Therefore, rule-based patient data handling and personalization is natural for ADL aware telecare. However, as stressed by Nugent and Chen [14] et al., even without telecare functionality the SH environments are producing massive amounts of data and, until supplemented with a well-defined meaning, the potential of smart homes assisting capabilities will not be fully achieved, and propose semantic data integration approach demonstrated in their Semantic@Home project. The importance of semantic context data fusion has also been stressed in AALIANCE telecare roadmap [15]. The main disadvantage of conventional, non-semantic approach is complexity of (automated) reuse of existing knowledge, e.g. interpretation of rules encoded within different terminology systems. Apparently, it is very hard to copy and reuse the information and knowledge derived from a particular SH installation because a) there are no widely accepted standards for presenting sensor-actuator data, and b) systems typically use low-level data formats and its conversion into human and machine understandable formats for wide reuse is weakly motivated and a hard task. Semantic assisted living projects claim that processing of formal semantically enriched content, its analysis, and decision support for intervention can be done more easily. As described by Redondo et al. [16], semantic representation simplifies SH service composition which is also important for adaptive telemonitoring. Additionally, semantically annotated data is more easily comprehensible for external
services, e.g. medical decision support systems, Electronic Health Record (EHR), and global health statistic databases. Within the MATCH project Turner [17] proposed to use ontologies for data clustering. However, the works of both Nugent and Turner do not specify any real existing ontologies, essentially medical ones, to be used for achieving SII and telecare data interoperability in practice. Authors of [18, 19] propose different ontologies for describing a SII environment context. Comprehensive list of existing alternatives presented by W3C [20] show that is quite unlikely to agree on a single ontology to be used for smart home telecare.

3. Proposed software architecture for modern telecare systems

3.1. Functional requirements for the telecare system and its software

Based on analysis of recent related work we can say that modern telecare solutions should have the following capabilities:
- Support for ADL monitoring, in addition to the medical data acquisition.
- Support for personalization by means of customization of safety cutoff values and typical ADL behavior patterns.
- Interoperability with SII automation systems for home based patient context monitoring.
- Interoperability with mobile context sensing devices, e.g. mobile phones with positioning and acceleration sensing.
- Simple knowledge reuse and portability across different hardware based systems (sensors, communication infrastructure).
- Possible run-time renewal of medical domain expert knowledge from centralized repositories.

Semantic content-driven data processing solutions simplify satisfying described requirements for modern telecare systems. However, the existing commercial telecare systems are based on conventional client-server architecture and predefined communication protocols. Systems support restricted set of low-level messages and predefined set of hardware components. Naturally, those implementations, even though designed to be compatible with HL7 [21] patient information exchange standard, rely on predefined messages to be exchanged between the content source and the destination user.

The existing rule-based and semantic approaches of telemonitoring present theoretical State-of-the-Art and do not propose any practical implementation frameworks for their implementations. Essential feature for modern telecare systems is the extendability by means of simple reconfiguration of hardware and introduction of new knowledge in form of rules, signal processing algorithms, and services. We propose an open, agent-based software architecture for home and mobile telemonitoring which natively supports treatment of semantic content, including computationally feasible on-site formal reasoning and data aggregation.

3.2. Agent based software architecture

The proposed architecture (Figure 1) is a distributed multiagent system of asynchronous processes following classical blackboard model of Hayes-Roth [22]. The agents (typically executable processes) are running on the same hardware device (embedded controller, server, smartphone) writing data into a universal semi-realtime data-store (installed essentially on the same hardware device for high access speed) while every agent can asynchronously access all data inserted to the data-store. The complete system containing different hardware platforms forms a Monitoring Device Hierarchy (MDH) with several blackboard-agents sets. The first (lowest) MDH level software agents run on intelligent sensors implemented on micro-controllers. For example, a wired or wireless motion detector may be a hardware platform for the first level MDH agents. The 2nd MDH level agents and corresponding blackboard data-store operate on SII controllers or mobile devices. The higher, 3..n MDH level software agents operate on hospital servers and data clouds. The simplest practical telecare software implementation contains 2nd and 3rd MDH levels, SII controller and hospital server levels, both having their own blackboard data-stores.

Essential but not limited agent set for semantic telecare data processing includes:
- Sensor agents acquiring data from individual sensors and publishing data on the blackboard. Sensor agents are responsible for propagating sensor configuration information from the blackboard back to the sensor. It is important that there is no target user (agent) specified for the acquired content in advance.
- Data processing agents performing variety of signal processing, outlier detection, and aggregation tasks, as well as discarding obsolete data. Data processing also includes controlling the behavior of the system and decision making based on the given set of rules. Thus, present data processing agents are essentially formal (semantic) reasoners.
- Output agents communicating with host services (devices on higher MDII levels), for example an output agent running on SH central controller is responsible for exporting patient’s data to the hospital system and downloading new configuration settings, profiles, commands, and messages.
- HCI agents used for adaption of user interfaces according to access profile on the home controller screen or the hospital web site, also for alerting and user feedback processing.

For communication between the second and higher MDII levels conventional SOAP messages may be an optimal solution. However, between (wireless) sensor devices and the gateway level device the custom communication protocols, given by sensor manufacturers, are difficult to avoid. The agents within one machine are built around a fast and transparent RDF [23] data-store implemented in shared memory for embedded home controllers, or in conventional database for servers. In the future it would be possible to use internal data-stores of reasoning tools for RDF encoded data [24]. Making use of the RDF representation for data encoding allows handling and saving different structures (like sensor readings, configurations, profiles, commands, reports, etc.) in the same universal manner. As mentioned, data written to the data-store is available to every process running on the same device. Thus, every write is like a broadcast. The RDF data-store serves three roles:

- A postbox between different agents within one controller device (including transparent external world communication with the aid of dedicated agents).
- A low-latency in-memory universal data-store for keeping data.
- A deductive database, using a rule language for rule-based generation of new facts.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure. 1.** 3-level example of proposed telehealth care architecture

The main advantage of the blackboard based architecture in comparison to the popular socket based systems is that there is no need to specify target user processes (of local real-time data) in advance. Agents producing the data can work independently from the receiving agents regardless of their existence. For monitoring applications it is crucial not to miss any incoming events while data processing has weaker real-time constraints. By using the proposed architecture it is always possible to add or modify content processing agents without the need to modify sensor specific and other low-level, performance optimized, agents. It is possible to run (even simultaneously) different sensors that measure and output the same parameter. As no sockets are used in the implementation of the blackboard on the MDII level 2 device, certain load on the operating system (kernel) is reduced that is
essential for acquisition of streaming sensor data, e.g. ECG. Benchmarking experiments show that
writing data into the implemented RDF data store is at least 100 times faster in comparison with the
conventional SQLite database.

4. Semantic content presentation

We propose using full RDF representation of data within the system, starting right from the sensors.
The RDF format (and associated OWL-based ontology systems) for defining and describing relations
and concepts is emerging for different computerized data processing applications using "the semantic
web" standards and technologies. RDF data (knowledge) encoding simplifies integration with
(different) existing formal knowledge processing tools. As noticed by Tian [25] et al., the multimodal
reasoning has advantages for efficient processing medical domain information that natively contains
both rules and behavioral data. There exist some XML-based semantic data representation solutions
developed for sensors, like SensorML, and Hydra middleware. However, those solutions are not fully
RDF compatible which makes formal reasoning more complex, which also applies to encoding and
handling of structures from different domains. From the other side, XML format has certain
communication overhead which is especially problematic for wireless sensors. The additional
advantage of using standard RDF is the possibility of using existing SPARQL tools.

In our approach we stress to use real existing ontologies available on the web. That way we can
guarantee that correct interpretation of information is always possible for content user (while correct
use still remains the responsibility of the user). The proper use of keywords in medical domain is
especially important. For example for "heart rate" there are around 20 different terms in use, some of
them are equal while some have specific flavor. Inadequate labeling and later interpretation of sensor
signals may lead to critical situations for patients. From the other side, if used ontologies are published
and accessible, automated conversion of information is a relatively simple task. The widely accepted
good medical taxonomy is SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms)
[26]. Wordnet linguistic vocabulary can satisfy the broadest range of information formalization needs.
However, the large number of existing and competing semantic sensor ontologies [27] demonstrate that
simultaneous support for multiple terminology systems is a must.

Tables 1 and 2 show representation examples of semantic medical sensor data encoded into RDF
triplets. Every sensor agent (adapter) in the system is identified by a URI. Using this URI all relevant
information concerning any particular agent is easy to find, for example agent's configuration data,
description, and output data. Table 1 presents configuration data about the pulse oximeter sensor agent,
a particular wireless instrument for taking photoplethysmographic (PPG, tissue transparency)
measurements and outputting heart rate and blood oxygen saturation level (SpO2).

The first triple says that the agent identified by the URI
"http://www.eliko.ee/demo/sg/schema#nonin_onyx2" is registered as a physical PPG sensor (with the
dedicated software agent) in our system. The second fact records the model number of the sensor used
and the two following facts indicate that the sensor measures heart rate and SpO2. The last two rows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#3021</td>
<td><a href="http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/Configuratio">http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/Configuratio</a> n</td>
<td>#3021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3021</td>
<td><a href="http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/Sleep">http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/Sleep</a></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
demonstrate the usage of RDF hierarchy – one triple represents the configuration data of the agent and the other one (linked through the system internal ID #3021) is a PPG device agent parameter with a value (sleep time 1 sec). URIs for different concepts are taken directly from ontologies, if available, or are otherwise composed artificially. For example “urn:snomed-ct:271650006” represents SNOMED CT term “271650006 Diastolic blood pressure (observable entity)”. The same sensor adapter writes its output data (of one measurement) as shown by the four rows in the Table 2. The first triple defines the data to be a sample by the particular agent and links all triples together as one object. The remaining three triples describe the result of the measurement – indicating that the measured heart rate value was 73 beats per minute and the blood oxygen saturation was 98%. Also the timestamp of the moment when the measurement was taken is recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.eli.co/demo/ssl/schema#nonin_onyx2">http://www.eli.co/demo/ssl/schema#nonin_onyx2</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.eli.co/demo/ssl/schema#Sample">http://www.eli.co/demo/ssl/schema#Sample</a></td>
<td>#3920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3920</td>
<td><a href="http://bioinfo.capture.abc.ca/sslversion/SSL/clinicalphenotype.owl#HeartRate">http://bioinfo.capture.abc.ca/sslversion/SSL/clinicalphenotype.owl#HeartRate</a></td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3920</td>
<td><a href="http://bioinfo.capture.abc.ca/sslversion/SSL/clinicalphenotype.owl#SaturationO2">http://bioinfo.capture.abc.ca/sslversion/SSL/clinicalphenotype.owl#SaturationO2</a></td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3920</td>
<td><a href="http://knowledgebase.semanticweb.org/triba/ontologies/ResultOntology#timestamp">http://knowledgebase.semanticweb.org/triba/ontologies/ResultOntology#timestamp</a></td>
<td>1264423298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Semantic reasoner agent integration

Proposed software architecture with RDF data-stores natively supports semantic rule-based reasoning – dedicated agent(s) can read any data from the blackboard data-store and write output back there for other agent to use. Some applications for reasoning agents can be outlined:

- Derivation of personal safety threshold parameters from potentially large set of expertise facts, which are difficult to handle correctly by humans.
- Continuous real-time validation of safety requirements of patient supporting dynamically changing rules.
- Aggregation of sensor data with semantically annotated output.
- Interpretation of semantic context information.
- Profile based selection of HCI information optimized for patient itself or medical professional, etc.

Through our architecture we can apply several formal reasoners as different data processing agents in parallel for the same physical data-store. Apparently, the feature of concurrent processing is crucial to maintain real-time service for incoming sensor data. For real-time sensitive decision making, e.g. emergency condition detection, simple hard-coded rule-processing agents can be installed, as well as formal reasoning tools like Jenx, CimR, Gandalf, Otter (Prover9), and others, for processing thousands of patient and context related facts.

5.1. Example of semantic reasoning with Prolog

For better illustration of using formal reasoning in the system, we can examine an example of processing of semantically represented rules and medical data with a blackboard agent executing Prolog programs.

To demonstrate some issues of the patient's data processing in home telecare system let us consider the following case of monitoring SpO2 level on people with lung diseases. Too low oxygen saturation level in blood may have lethal consequences for such patients. However, from the healthcare practice it is known that normal saturation level depends on diagnosis of the particular patient. For example, normal SpO2 indication for healthy people is 96 – 99%, less than 95% indicates respiratory insufficiency, and less than 90% indicates hypoxia with the need of emergency treatment. On the other hand, for people with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) the normal SpO2 value can be as
low as 88 – 92%. It is also possible that individual harmless level of SpO2 for a given patient is assigned by a doctor and standard limits should be discarded.

Due to that essential personalization feature, our knowledge base inside a home telecare controller may contain contradicting data. For example, based on the described patient’s illnesses the rule system assumes that the minimal SpO2 lower threshold value is “96” while at the same time other records suggest the threshold to be “90” (e.g. said by the doctor). Therefore, a defeasible logic inspired [28] reasoning is used. Our rule system keeps additional records related to the genuine data indicating origin of data and respective priority system.

For reasoning on given knowledge-base we use SWI-Prolog which is executed as a child process spawned by the corresponding adapter agent. The adapter agent feeds Prolog with blackboard data and queries. The following rule examples assume the data items are presented as individual triples separately forming facts with three arguments, e.g.: “fact(subject, property, value)”.

Due to the space constraints and better readability long URIs (as in Tables 1, 2) actually used in the rules are abbreviated in the following examples and replaced by intuitive short strings, e.g. “ppg_sensor_uri” stands for the identifier of the sensor agent managing the PPG sensor device (http://www.eliko.ee/demo/ssg/schema#nonin_onyx2). We can monitor all available SpO2 data (as seen in Table 2) samples produced by the given agent and evaluate the emergency level with the given Prolog rule:

```prolog
spo2_emergency_condition :-
  get_spo2_threshold(patient_uri, T),
  fact(ppg_sensor_uri, sample_uri, X),
  fact(X, spo2_uri, N),
  N<T.
```

The rule succeeds (Prolog answers ‘true’) if there exists at least one measured SpO2 sample that is below the threshold value calculated by the rule “get_spo2_threshold” and fails in all other cases. The following rule “get_spo2_threshold” is meant to resolve all contradictions in the facts defining the threshold and return allowed minimal SpO2 value for the given patient:

```prolog
/* first alternative - if threshold given directly by a doctor, use it, ignore others */
get_spo2_threshold(P, T) :-
  fact(P, profile_uri, Y),
  fact(Y, thresholds_uri, Z),
  fact(Z, lower_SpO2_limit_uri, L),
  fact(L, set_by_uri, W),
  belongs_to_class(W, medical_personnel_uri),
  fact(L, threshold_value_uri, T), !.

/* second alternative - maybe there exists a threshold computed previously by the rule system itself */
get_spo2_threshold(P, T) :-
  fact(P, profile_uri, Y),
  fact(Y, thresholds_uri, Z),
  fact(Z, lower_SpO2_limit_uri, L),
  fact(L, set_by_uri, W),
  belongs_to_class(W, rule_system_uri),
  fact(L, threshold_value_uri, T), !.

/* third alternative - if no threshold records found (by doctors or by rules), give some general default */
get_spo2_threshold(P, T) :- T = 97.
```

The real threshold values are kept as regular facts under the patient’s profile and each of them has sub-record indicating whom it was written by. Therefore, one parameter (e.g. threshold value) may
have any number of values assigned if set by different sources. As values like \( \text{SpO}_2 \) threshold do not change very often but are used quite frequently then they are usually calculated in advance and stored on the blackboard, however they could be derived also during runtime every time they are needed by any other rule. Under usual circumstances the rule “get \( \text{SpO}_2 \) threshold” returns a value calculated by the system itself. However, if there exists a \( \text{SpO}_2 \) threshold value given directly by a doctor then it overrides all other possible values. For the extreme case, where no threshold records are found from the set of facts the rule returns a hard-coded value of “97”.

Another (simplified) rule (written in three alternatives in Prolog syntax) demonstrates how the system might derive the current minimal \( \text{SpO}_2 \) value for the given patient. If the patient has COPD diagnosed the value will be “88”, in case of any other pulmonary disease “92”, otherwise “96”:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{calculate_lower_spO2_limit}(P,V) & : - \\
 & \text{fact}(P, \text{profile_uri}, X), \\
 & \text{fact}(X, \text{diseases_uri}, Y), \\
 & \text{fact}(Y, \text{disease_uri}, \text{copd_uri}), \\
 & V=88.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{calculate_lower_spO2_limit}(P,V) & : - \\
 & \text{fact}(P, \text{profile_uri}, X), \\
 & \text{fact}(X, \text{diseases_uri}, Y), \\
 & \text{fact}(Y, \text{disease_uri}, \text{D}), \\
 & \text{issubclass_of}(D, \text{lung\_disease_uri}), \\
 & V=92.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{calculate_lower_spO2_limit}(P,V) & : - \\
 & V=96.
\end{align*}
\]

The acquired value is stored under the patient’s profile facts and its source is set to “rule system” indicating that the data is not given by medical staff but was automatically generated by rules instead. Responsible medical professionals can add new data at any time and it becomes superior from the rules’ point of view – the software rule system has to take such “super user” facts into consideration and cannot erase or modify them.

As the central blackboard incorporates contextual and environmental sensor data besides pure medical data it is natural to make use of the contextual data in rules to enrich medical knowledge of the patient’s condition. For example, if a heart rate sample is found to be below 50 beats per minute we can predict health (or device malfunctioning) problems. Alternatively, if there is a sample above 90, derivation cannot be made immediately. With sub-queries we try to justify the high pulse first and only if it is not possible then positive result (problem found) is returned. Say, if the patient has had significant physical movement activities 10 minutes prior to the pulse measurement, we have no reason to raise alarm. Contrariwise, if the patient has not moved around or has even been in bed then a heart rate over 90 indicates health problems. Contextual data needed for calculations in this case comes typically from the set of PIR sensors in the patient’s home environment and/or accelerimeter sensors attached to the patient (mobile phone, pedometer, wrist watch). The rule of the main query in Prolog syntax to raise alarm is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{problem_suspected : -} \\
 & \text{fact}(\_, \text{'sample\_URI'}, Y), \\
 & \text{fact}(Y, \text{'pulse\_URI'}, X), \\
 & \text{fact}(Y, \text{'timestamp'}, T), \\
 & \{ \\
 & \text{X<50;} \\
 & \text{X>90,} \\
 & \{ \\
 & \text{not(was\_active\_between(T, T-(60*10))));} \\
 & \text{was\_in\_bed\_between(T, T-(60*10))} \\
 & \}\}
\end{align*}
\]
6. Solution testing

For testing feasibility of proposed telecare software architecture and semantic data encoding we implemented the prototype solution containing a home controller (2nd MDH level device), set of wireless Bluetooth and Zigbee sensors and PC based server emulating hospital server (3rd MDH level). Communication between the home controller and the hospital server is based on SOAP messages always initiated by the home controller for network safety reasons. According to the proposals of Continua Health Alliance [29] the home controller is realized as an advanced DVD-T receiver equipped with Ethernet and wireless sensor interfaces. The home controller has standard Linux running on 300MHz 32bit MIPS type CPU. Its blackboard is an original RDF memory database following the ideas described. Reasoning agents use SWI-Prolog (Version 5.6.58) engine. The hospital server runs conventional Postgres database. The implementation fulfills the performance requirements and interoperability framed by the hospital personnel. The most critical issue, as expected, is embedded reasoner performance due to the relatively weak hardware platform and the real time demands of the sensor communication. In benchmark tests we measured an average Prolog reasoning time of 310 ms for 4500 facts, and 420ms for up to 7500 facts. 750 tests were executed. The measured worst case reasoning time measured was 2 seconds. Achieved real life reasoning response is clearly sufficient to discover patient emergency occasions quickly enough for realistic medical knowledge base of some thousand facts.

7. Conclusions

For efficient utilization of ADL information, required for modern telecare, the data driven approach has advantages over constrained predefined solutions. Semantics driven approach is well suitable for interoperability in medical domain having strong terminology standardization background. However, existing semantic telecare proposals did not offer practical solutions for flexible representation of data through the accepted medical code systems that are suitable for machine reasoning. In this paper we described a flexible agent based software architecture solution that is compatible with RDF data representation, unrestricted amount of domain ontologies and supporting existing reasoning tools. Feasibility and efficiency of proposed telehealth care system architecture and data encoding solution was successfully evaluated in tests on a real telemonitoring system. Further enhancement of the system will focus on development of specific data processing agents for data validation and aggregation.
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Abstract – Present eHealth solutions developed for EHRs lack for motivation of use for competing healthcare enterprises and attraction for citizens. Proposed Universal Health Repositories supporting both clinical and home-measurement data related to telemedicine and wellness applications may force both institutions and individuals for active data sharing and exchange. However, HL7 protocol based communication solutions and installable software traditionally used in professional healthcare does not suit well for rapidly changing user driven application field. In the paper we describe a developed mobile data streaming and completely web based real-time access solution. The software has been developed for demonstrating novel services within an existing nation-wide eHealth system. The long term goal deploying similar applications is engage more citizens and healthcare enterprises to use eHealth services.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the effort of eHealth standardization bodies like Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT) and IHE in US or European Commission, there are significant interoperability problems between health information solutions of different healthcare enterprises. However, as stated in global analysis the interoperability and standardization are crucial to allow widespread use of the emerging technologies like telemedicine, to enable them to benefit from the uniformal markets and to contribute to its completion [1]. Beside of that, as agreed by European Commission in 2008, European Union member states should have developed national regulations for telemedicine as an enhancement of conventional eHealth solutions by the end of 2011 [2]. As seen by an example of Estonian eHealth solution eTervis [3], which was the first launched nationwide EHR solution [4], operational since 2008, relatively small amount of existing electronic patient data has been (a) made accessible for the patients through the web portal, (b) accessed and reused by the patients. Limited amount of available EHR data and weak popularity of the website among the patients restricts third parties to create novel services for citizens as targeted for the eTervis system. Apparently, the healthcare enterprises are not motivated sharing high quality patient data with other hospitals acting as direct competitors for their customers (patients). Based on extensive analysis by Fontain et al. there is so far no documented evidence of direct savings through the EHR data exchange in primary care [5]. In particular case Estonian national legislation is forcing hospitals to share certain EHR data. However, in real life, legal requirements cannot guarantee the equal quality and, especially, force to publish all meaningful personal health information available within each single healthcare institution. Interoperability issues of different IT solutions used by hospitals, uncertainties of HL7 v3 messages used, require manual work prior data publishing add additional complexity and reduce the content provider side motivation even more. At current implementation eTervis does not handle patient created content. Quite remarkable popularity of (unfortunately discontinued) Google Health and Microsoft Health Vault indicate that, from the user perspective, there are clear benefits for interoperable EHR solutions to make health service competition really present.

The real life situation with eTervis leads to an opinion that state control and purely formal requirements (at particular stage of the existing EHR exchange infrastructure) cannot fundamentally improve utilization of the solution among citizens and healthcare enterprises. Discontinuation of Google Health indicates that similar basic EHR data exchange is not sufficiently vigorous business model for repository keepers. eTervis and similar EHR data warehouse maintainers need novel approaches to admit buildup of new applications for better attraction of both healthcare institutions and citizens.

II. FROM EHR TO UHR

Possible applications where both hospitals and citizens can profit from exploiting common data stores are user controlled (a) wellness monitoring and (b) telmedicine services. Such rapidly interest gaining applications may overrule protectionism of institutional content owners and definitely can attract more users to consume eHealth services including existing feature set. Technically speaking, extended proposed eHealth repositories supporting telecare and wellness information shall be compatible with UHRS (Universal Health Records) combining both imprecise home-
based measurement and high quality EHR data. Similar idea of supporting user generated data is presented in Australian eHealth standard IT-014 [6]. To justify the idea of common nationwide UIR repository is popularity of fitness services from Runkeeper, Sportlyzer, Garmin, Polar. Similarly to telehealth services from Docobo, Doc@home and other there is insufficient confidence for users that the sensitive and safety related data has been handled by professionals and data retention is guaranteed throughout the human lifetime. Besides of our main target of user attraction eHealth driven telemedicine is a promising way for healthcare cost reduction [7].

A. Extending functionalities of the eHealth solution

In context of existing eTervis system we started to develop novel (demo) telecare services to be realized on top of existing IT infrastructure and web portals. The demo applications shall attract both citizens and institutions to evaluate in practice the potential of user application driven eHealth data warehouses in the further. Additional agreed prerequisites were generic web access i.e. no need for special software installation and functionality that is technically novel for traditional eHealth solutions. As a motivated and interesting application the mobile devices based streaming and real-time monitoring of cardiac signals was selected. Practical applications kept in mind include post-surgical monitoring of heart disease (CVD) patients and risk pregnant condition (fetal monitoring). The current state of art in RT ECG monitoring over mobile devices is proprietary protocols and special workstation software [8]. According to the European Society of Cardiology (ESC), it is expected that by 2015 12 million Europeans will have a heart failure [9]. A review paper [10] analyzing scientific publications issued between 1966 and 2006 on telemonitoring of chronic heart failure concluded that telemonitoring might be an effective strategy for disease management of high-risk heart failure patients. Good overview of recently developed mobile telecare solutions by Kang et al. [11] demonstrates clearly that the development focus is on data acquisition, data presentation – absolutely essential for carers and clinicians – has been left out of attention. On the same time, overview of Standing et al. demonstrates that eHealth software interoperability and use issues are important restrictions for the users [12]. Attempts to deploy web based and handheld device technologies for clinical applications and data access have not been successful because of performance issues [13]. Today the computing power of handheld devices exceeds capabilities of desktop computers five years ago. We believe that due to the rapid evolution of mentioned technologies such components may be key enablers for UIRR applications. It has to be stressed that the technological solution for heart data streaming was implemented separately from eTervis to avoid possible failures of public service. For certain testing public PHIRBox [14] data repository was used. The patient experiments are just about starting.

III. Mobile RT Monitoring Solution for eTervis

A. Existing functionality and interoperability of eTervis

Currently the Estonian eTervis solution is offering EHR services for cross-institutional patient data exchange. System is organized as distributed data cloud with universal access control system. Image archive as most actively used data service is based on conventional Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS). Health records are stored in relational databases. Data exchange between software modules is based on HL7 v3 messages. SNOMED CT nomenclature is used for content annotation. HL7 XML protocol selection is completely proper for hospitals and healthcare enterprises but may be too complex for personal use. For example, home nursing care contains of 1500 XML lines. For RT streaming signals (e.g. ECG) current solution is too much resource consuming.

Goal of the current project is to create and evaluate streaming data upload and web based real-time access interfaces for eTervis data store suitable for user driven mobile telecare applications.

B. Mobile data streaming use case and requirements

Similarly to mentioned mobile telecare solutions the post-infarction or postsurgical patients are given simple (1-lead) ECG monitoring devices on their leave from hospital. Sensor connects via the Bluetooth link to the user’s gateway device (typically smartphone) forwarding measurement data to server. ECG measurements are encoded as standard EDF [15] files which together with additional knowledge formulates a proper EHR entry. Especially important are the activity of the patient during the ECG recording (e.g. lying, walking, sitting, exercising) and feeling or complaint (good, bad, weak, pain, etc.).

Both ends of the monitoring link can be assumed to be mobile. Another key feature for the system is to satisfy both the live view possibility during the measurement and access to complete recordings afterwards. While a regular EHR/PHR web environment has no time-critical constraints and is usually implemented by using full scale of contemporary technologies the live view solution, on the other hand, should be as much platform-independent as possible and not rely on any special frameworks – therefore it makes use of simple HTML and Javascript on the client side and fast lightweight CGI programs and in-memory buffers on the server side. The overview of the data flow in the system is presented in Figure 1.

C. Data flow

Doctor’s live view interface works asynchronously from the patient’s gateway device. Bluetooth sensor devices are connected to and driven/controlled by patient’s gateway (e.g. phone) which decodes proprietary sensor protocols and forms standard EDF file with filled out header fields and real data values in records as they are received in real time. On
the other hand, these EDF records (segments) have to be sent to the central server over the Internet (WLAN, mobile communication) as they are produced during the measurement. The segments of the EDF file and supporting annotations (e.g., context) are encapsulated into Google’s Protocol Buffer [16], a faster and smaller substitute for XML encoding.

On the server side the decoded EDF file is stored into the proper repository as is and also entry about the measurement act is made to the patient’s profile in PIIR with annotations not fitting to EDF header. This entry also contains links to the EDF file and to a dedicated web page for live view. However, we use a separate channel for live view and do not access the data through the general PIIR web application, therefore, the software agent who receives the streaming EDF data writes all incoming samples also to the shared memory database.

Patients and doctors can use web interface to access PIIR profiles and follow the links of specific measurements to be able to download EDF file (for opening with standard EDF tools), or open live view web page for seeing the real time stream flow. The lightweight live view page fetches recent samples from the server and renders the live graph by making calls to server side CGIs which provide latest measurement results found from the memory database.

D. Data structures for serving live view web interface

The central component for fast data handling in purpose of enabling live view with web page is the shared memory database described in [17]. For every signal in an incoming EDF file one entry is created into the memory database that is updated during the measurement. After the measurement has finished and no more live stream exists the corresponding entry is removed from the memory. Signals are separated in memory in contrast to EDF file structure with respect to simpler access at request handling.

Each entry has several fields for representing all the information of the EDF header (e.g., unit, sampling rate, signal name etc.), a circular buffer for containing recent samples of the last n seconds, and supporting structures for internal stream identification and bookkeeping of data flow. When a next patch of samples comes into the server it is immediately inserted into the circular buffer of the relevant entry in memory database with minimal effort and is henceforth available for serving to the viewing clients (several clients can view the same signal simultaneously).

User can follow the links given in the PIIR web environment and open the live view page for the selected measurement, this page however, starts loading recent data from the server based on the parameters specified in the link. Also user can adjust several parameters (scaling, displacement, filtering). The live view page requests samples of the signal as well as static attributes (unit, starting time, range, etc.) and updating attributes (how often data is received from the patient’s device, how much time passed since last data income) from the server by accessing dedicated CGI scripts/programs which in turn gets samples and other information directly from the memory database where it is easily locatable, especially these particular samples that the client is needing. The alternative to using memory would be reading the continuously growing EDF file and seeking relevant data from that which has several inefficiencies (operating system’s buffering and delays, slow access time, locking issues).

E. Experiments and RT performance evaluation

The performance and smoothness of live graph of the viewed signal depends on the network throughput and ability of the current browser to render the samples. While the data amounts to be transferred from server to browser are quite small the network times are still varying for individual batches as are inconsistent times for processing by browser due to the multitasking operating system. The Table 1 compares different setups of devices, networks and data volumes. The numbers represent the moving average of the amount of signal’s samples retrieved and rendered by the viewer in a loading cycle. If one cycle takes longer time than usual, the following cycles have to catch up and put more effort to rendering. The moving average varies notably, thus intervals given in the table. No data loss is allowed, smaller numbers mean smoother graph flow on the viewing interface.

IV. SOLUTION DEPLOYMENT IN PRACTICE

The system is currently put into use for ECG monitoring for post-infarction rehabilitation patients. The sensor device exerted is MegaEMG ECG [18] (Figure 2 a and b). By furnishing health records’ environment with the live streaming support, that does not require special software or
some certain device from the doctor, more complete EIR system is given to users. Doctors are given possibilities for convenient (CVD) patient monitoring they lacked so far. Henceforth we hope to attract more eHealth users and healthcare professionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>Test Results of RT Stream Displaying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viewing device</strong></td>
<td><strong>Number of samples shown per second</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC*, network 1</td>
<td>4 to 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC*, network 2</td>
<td>4 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC*, network 3</td>
<td>6 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone, Symbian Anna, CPU 680MHz, WLAN</td>
<td>16 to 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone, Android 2.3, CPU 1.2GHz dual core, WLAN</td>
<td>4 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone, Android 2.3, CPU 1.2GHz dual core, 3.5G/ HSPA</td>
<td>6 to 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet, Android 2.2, CPU 1GHz, WLAN</td>
<td>9 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical optimum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The same hardware, different network service providers and testing locations

The overall usability of the live view web page is satisfactory on larger screens like of PCs and tablet computers, and also quite feasible but not generally convenient for the ECGs waveform on screens of typical phones due to their modest dimensions (e.g. 4 inch). Figure 3c shows three different screens displaying the live viewer’s test page. However, browser technologies, including Javascript engines, as well as overall capabilities of mobile devices (phones, tablet computers) have been recently developed to fairly good levels to allow browser-based solutions, instead of custom (platform-dependent) applications, for live signal visualization, compared to the situation some years ago [19].

V. Conclusions

We suppose that enabling telemedicine and wellness applications within eHealth systems may motivate healthcare enterprises and citizens to pay more attention to all kind of eHealth services. Currently eHealth solutions are EIR-centric which makes integration and use of new applications complex or impossible. We propose streaming data upload solution based on widely accepted EDF and Google Protocol Buffers data standards. For simultaneous real time data access fully web based solution for clinicians or carers was developed and successfully benchmarked on desktop and mobile devices.
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Fig. 2. MegEMG ECG sensor a: emergency attachment using bracelets, b: conventional placement. c: Live EDF signal viewer (web page) on 22" PC monitor, 10" tablet computer, and 4" smartphone respectively.
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Abstract—We present a content-centric software architecture of home monitoring solution designed to support universal semantically described context information and formal reasoning for automated profile generation and data aggregation. At the core of each data processing node in the system is a semantic RDF-based datastore to which a peripheral agent cloud is connected. An agent cloud is a collection of independent programs that are used to perform various tasks including sensor integration and semantic reasoning to derive new knowledge from existing semantic data. A way of communication between the agents is also described with a simplified data aggregation example. The presented architecture is a first iteration of assisted living research platform for further research.

Home care monitoring, semantic, context-aware, reasoning, data acquisition, data management.

I. INTRODUCTION

For the delivery of public health care, remote patient monitoring provides a cost-effective way to manage burdens on public services caused by an increasing portion of elderly and chronically ill people. Additionally, to reduce demand on clinics and home visits for doctors, the long term human monitoring is believed to be an effective way for early discovery of health risks. Increased acceptance and adoption of preventative care regimes within “well-being” programs is also important, for example smoking cessation and weight reduction are also requiring active patient monitoring at home.

Early patient home monitoring systems were designed only to acquire medical data to be analyzed by doctors off-line. Later ones were enhanced with automated warning generation and personalization features leading towards the increase of complexity in instrumentation and processing software. From one side, the existing telecare solutions are designed as classical data acquisition systems with static configurations of devices, patients and data processing algorithms. From the other side, which is more important, the context information which can be understood by the end-user might not be easily interpreted by machines. However, in order to address the issue of the rapidly increasing amount of collected data, it is crucial that context processing is automated.

In the present paper we describe a content-centric architecture of home monitoring solutions designed to support semantically described universal context information and formal reasoning for automated profile generation and data aggregation. In the second chapter of the paper we take a deeper look at what has already been done in telecare R&D topics. In the third chapter we present our multi-level data acquisition architecture which makes use of a semantic RDF-based datastore concept we call whiteboard, and a peripheral agent cloud for data acquisition and processing. In the fourth chapter we describe semantic communication within the system and present a simplified data-aggregation example to illustrate a way of dealing with massive amounts of incoming raw sensor data within the system to derive higher-level information. Finally, in the last chapter we outline our plans for future developments.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

As the population ages, telemedicine and home monitoring is an emerging topic of cost-efficient health care. As already well described by Dougherty [1], the first generation telecare technology solutions enable patients to summon help in case of an emergency, the second generation provided automated detection of emergencies, and the third enabled monitoring the deterioration of well-being. The first generation solutions are available practically for the whole well-developed world. Commercial solutions of the second group, e.g. well@home in US [2], Zydacron [3] and Docobo [4] in Europe, have been around for 10 years as well. The third generation, also called lifestyle-monitoring by Barnes [5], essentially includes continuous monitoring of physical and social activities, also called Activities of Daily Living (ADL) by Chen [6], sleeping times, etc., for early discovery of health problems through indirect impact and providing contextual information for medical measurements. Some recent prototypes worth mentioning are by Amaral [7], Kaushik [8], and others.

As outlined in [6], the interpretation of ADL information has to be personalized making data processing quite a complex task. Typically measurement data pattern recognition algorithms are applied allowing one to later operate with predetermined (logical) states like health conditions and activities. Per Turner [9] “one size fits all” solution is unsuitable for patient monitoring as the system must be easily customizable by non-technical people, which apparently is not the case in real life.

Policy- (i.e. rule-) based home care systems are promising [9] in making it easier for end-users to modify the response
behavior (e.g. set triggers) of a home care system. Rule-based home care has been investigated in various research projects [10, 11]. This approach is well in-line with Smart Home (SH) solutions because rule- and logic-based control is the leading control method in this area [12].

SH platforms are the leading technological solutions in providing cost-efficient assistance and monitoring for the elderly and disabled people. Logical reasoning is also the most natural method to derive additional knowledge expressed with ontological relations.

However, the SH environments are producing massive amounts of data from sensors and other devices around people and, until enriched with a well-defined meaning, the potential of SH assisting capabilities will not be fully achieved [6]. The main reason is complexity of reuse of acquired knowledge due to the lack of high-level uniform data representation. Apparently, the information and knowledge derived within a particular SH installation is very hard to copy and use at different locations because a) there are no widely accepted ontologies for presenting sensor-actuator data; and b) systems typically use low-level data formats, and conversion into higher level presentation and publishing is weakly motivated, which makes converting it into universal presentation a difficult task.

Chen's activities related to SemanticsAtHome [13] and other projects show that if SH data is semantically described and this semantic content is machine-readable then processing for analysis and decision support for intervention can be done more easily, and possibly with distributed computing power. Similarly, as shown by the Roboswarm project [14] deploying semantic web technologies for mobile (service robot) sensing for public indoor areas, significantly simplifies information reuse and service decomposition.

While there have been various proposed solutions to deal with issues of data structure, automatization and personalization arising in home care, not many attempts have been made to make use of many of them together. While not targeting medical home care, Xue and Pung [15] have addressed the issues presented above with their middleware solution and have even described a semantic P2P cluster overlay. Similarly addressing the presented issues and making heavy use of the experience gained in the Roboswarm project [14], we are applying the ideas deployed there to the medical home care system.

III. Architecture

Modern home monitoring solutions involve numerous amounts of various sensors that generate a lot of output information. To address the issue of massive incoming sensor data, we propose a hierarchical multi-level architecture where each node consists of similar components that follow similar processes while each node and component may have a different implementation. Through hierarchical multi-level architecture we intend to achieve low-level sensor data aggregation into high-level knowledge for end-user, and vice versa propagating high-level system management through the levels to low-level node-specific management, thus reducing the amount of raw data on higher levels. The system is intended to behave in a uniform way on all nodes and all levels. However, while sharing similar architecture, different implementations may specifically be tailored to suit various needs and possibilities of different computing platforms.

![Figure 1. Whiteboard and peripheral agent cloud.](image)

Each node consists of a whiteboard and a peripheral agent cloud. What we call an agent cloud is a collection of independent small programs that perform specific tasks on the given node. An agent cloud includes computational, communication, as well as wrapping agents for sensor integration. What we call a whiteboard is a concept that stands for a semantic datastore which is readable and writable by any agent at any given time. Whiteboard serves two objectives at the same time. Firstly, it is a persistent database for agents. Secondly, it is a communication medium for information exchange between the agents. Information exchange between the nodes on different levels is achieved through the specific communication agents which communicate information from whiteboard on one level to the whiteboard on another level. This makes a lower level node appear to a higher level node as yet another agent in the peripheral cloud. Similar whiteboard-centered approach with various agents for different tasks has been previously used in the Roboswarm project to make a mobile service robot operational. Various small agents were used for different tasks and the whiteboard was used as a central datastore and communication medium. As this architecture with central whiteboard has been successfully deployed in the Roboswarm project [14], we intend to build on this and make use of the previous experience.

In order to make our data understandable to other components in the system as well as outside of the system, we treat whiteboard as a semantic datastore. We make use of
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [16] which is based on making statements about resources in expressions in the form of subject-predicate-object called triples. Thus, our whiteboard datastore implementation can be viewed as a database having 3 columns: the subject, the predicate, and the object (or: the subject, the property, and the value). Which looks very similar to the N-Triples notation [18].

The subject of an RDF statement is used to identify resources. It can either be a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) or a blank node, in which case it denotes an anonymous resource. To identify each node uniquely, a whiteboard within any node is assigned a URI which is stored on the whiteboard. Each agent running within the node has a unique identifier. Since our data representation is semantic, each agent is also assigned a unique URI which is formed by appending the agent's unique identifier to the URI of the whiteboard.

whiteboard URI: http://www.eliok.ee/ssg/wb/1
agent's unique ID: MyAgent1
resulting URI: http://www.eliok.ee/ssg/wb/1/MyAgent1

Figure 2. URI formation.

By similar approach we can also build URI-s to identify nodes (whiteboards) of the lower level, whose agents' URI-s in turn are formed by appending unique identifiers to the URI of the whiteboard. This enables us to identify any component within the system uniquely, which in our estimation should be beneficial for system management.

Figure 3. Structure of a single node with whiteboard, IO buffers and agents.

Agents in our system can be divided roughly into two types by the way they acquire necessary data. There are agents that query data they need from the whiteboard, and there are consumer agents whose data is provided by the provider agents. Moreover, while reading from the whiteboard is open to all, writing to the whiteboard is a more complicated task if data collision and corruption is to be avoided. This all has lead us to introduce the concepts of input and output buffers which mean that every agent has a dedicated area for reading and writing which we currently identify through a RDF property.

@prefix e: <http://www.eliok.ee/ssg/schema> .
_:_1 e:Property1 "value1" .
_:_1 e:Property2 "value2" .

Figure 5. Input buffer example in Notation3 [17].

Output buffer is a similar concept. Everything written by any agent to the whiteboard is first stored in the respective agent's output buffer where it remains until it is picked up by another agent responsible for processing output buffers. This agent then decides where to move corresponding data.

Introduction of input and output buffers opens up a possibility of chaining agents together for data processing. For example if agent Agent1 outputs heart rate in ontology O1 while the system works with heart rate in ontology O, an additional agent Agent2 can be built to convert heart rate from ontology O1 into ontology O, thus making heart rate understandable to other agents in the system.
Semantic RDF-based representation of data makes it possible to apply predicate calculus and make use of rule-based reasoners (e.g., Jena) and programming in logic (e.g., Prolog) in the system for deduction of new knowledge. One way to include such reasoners is to write a specific agent for the reasoner that would mediate data from the whiteboard to the reasoner and vice versa. However, if reasoning on larger amounts of data is to be considered then this will prove to be ineffective. Because of this we also plan to introduce a reasoner within the whiteboard with direct access to the whiteboard data or itself synchronizing changes made to whiteboard data to the reasoner database. This will result in data duplication but also allow the reasoner to have all the necessary data readily in memory when the task requiring reasoning is called.

IV. COMMUNICATION AND DATA AGGREGATION

Whiteboards serve as a data exchange medium between the agents. For this purpose every whiteboard provides a communication interface. Depending on the whiteboard implementation, the given node the protocol, syntax and implementation of the interface may be different while the behavior remains the same. In addition, more than one implementation of the communication interface may be exposed. For example, communication between the nodes is based on web services while communication within the node may be implemented using a whiteboard client library and direct function calls.

Communication is based on semantic data representation. Currently for handling simplicity, everything exchanged through communication interface is presented in N-Triples notation, or a notation similar to that. For example, a message sent from one node to another may be encoded in N-Triples notation enclosed in a SOAP message envelope, while a direct function call within the node may make use of an array of structs with separate fields for the subject, the predicate, and the object.

Any message exchange follows N-Triples notation where RDF blank nodes have only meaning within the message exchanged. In the example that follows a blank node identified by _:113 should not be considered as having meaning outside of the message. When whiteboard receives anything to be stored, all blank nodes are iterated through and replaced so that no data collision happens with data already stored on the whiteboard. Hence, _:113 may easily be replaced by _:217.

```
<http://www.eli.oe/sgg/wb/1/MyAgent1>
<http://www.OWL-
ontologies.com/nullontology.owl#Sample>_:113 .
_:113
<http://bioinfo.icapture.ubc.ca/subversion/SIRS/clinicalphe
notype.owl#HeartRate> "70" .
_:113
<http://bioinfo.icapture.ubc.ca/subversion/SIRS/clinicalphe
notype.owl#Saturation02> "97".
```

Figure 6. A sample message.

Whiteboard communication interface exposes three methods, two of them for reading, one for writing.

- list – a method for listing data stored on the whiteboard, as well as a method for searching by the subject, the predicate, or the object values. The search results return matches including sub-properties. In the example above, if search is made by the predicate <http://www.OWL-ontologies.com/nullontology.owl#Sample> all of the triples above will be returned.
- listBuffer – a method for listing contents of the input buffer of the agent querying.
- storeBuffer – a method for storing data to the output buffer of the agent.

To deal with massive incoming amounts of sensor data, we intend to make use of multiple agents and multi-level architecture. What may initially be a computationally heavy task to achieve on a central node for numerous patients in home care, may become considerably simpler if raw sensor data is aggregated and analyzed on the home node, thus making use of the distributed computing power.

Let us consider a simplified example where a number of home care patients are requested to take Electrocardiogram (ECG) readings daily. In order to analyze long term heart rate variability trends to assess conditions of the cardiovascular system.

1. On a home node we have an ECG agent that takes raw samples coming from the ECG amplifier, enriches them semantically, e.g. with meta data like sensor maker, pre- and post-, low- and high-pass filters applied, pre- and post-processors, sampling rate, etc., and stores it on the local whiteboard.

2. A second agent on the home node picks up the stored ECG samples of the measurement, extracts heart beat period (RR interval) values and stores them on the whiteboard.

3. A third agent on the home node picks up the stored RR interval values of the measurement, calculates heart rate variability (HRV) value and stores it on the whiteboard.

4. A communication agent on the home node picks up the HRV value and sends it to the parent node.

5. On a parent node there can be one or more agents which analyze stored HRV values, calculate long-term trends, compare them with the trends from other patients under the observation while taking into account data not available on the lower level nodes, like information about the environment, activity history, medical history, etc.

While home nodes hold all the raw sensor data, there is no actual need for it on the higher level to calculate HRV trends and trend comparison. Thus, the actual sensor data remains on the lower level node for some predefined period. As long as the communication framework defines ways to retrieve this data
when the need should arise, such scheme should ease the data load on central nodes and make use of distributed computing power.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

At present time we have implemented an assisted living research platform for further research. As outlined in this paper, we have used experience gained in the Roboswarm project and extended the Roboswarm architecture to fit our vision of the home care infrastructure.

We have created two implementations for different nodes, one representing a lower level node with sensors attached to it, the other a higher level node without sensors. On both nodes we have a whiteboard with input and output buffers and a number of agents. On the lower level node there are agents for specific sensors (e.g. FPG), communication agent that links the lower level node to the higher level node. On both nodes we have also implemented a reasoning agent, using Jena reasoner on the higher level node and Prolog on the lower level node, for deduction of new knowledge. Moreover, higher level node is implemented in Java and web-services as communication interface while lower level node is implemented in C and using direct function calls for communication with the whiteboard.

We have made use of the Roboswarm architecture experience and have confidence it will scale in a home care solution as well. Our further work involves refining current implementations, defining data that is needed for operation of the nodes, optimization of data storage, exchange and transfer, implementation of various agents for different sensors and computation tasks. Furthermore, it is necessary to design rule sets for automated profile generation and automated data aggregation.
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Abstract—Personal Health Records (PHRs) and wellness telecare systems are emerging and shall enable individuals to take more responsibility of maintaining their own health. However, practical data interoperability with existing IHE systems has not been achieved yet due the wide range of different PHR information collected by users. We describe an HL7 v3 protocol based data interoperability solution that enables seamless integration of telecare data with an existing Estonian nation-wide Electronic Health Record System targeting nation-wide Universal Health Record (UHR) data repository.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Personal Health Record (PHR) solutions are targeting safe, high quality and cost-efficient proactive healthcare. Health and wellness information collected by telecare systems should essentially be recorded into PHR for long-term monitoring and evaluation of trends of well-being. The most significant benefits of PHRs can be achieved through the interoperability of different existing patient data stores and IHE systems [1]. However, as stated by Lähteennäki [2] most PHR systems do not communicate with other healthcare information systems well enough yet. Integration of telecare and subjective feeling data in meaningful and formalized way suitable for computerized processing is even more complex task. 2008 saw Google adapt Continuity of Care Record (CCR) for Google Health [3] thus showing high potential of the CCR to become leading standard for interoperable PHR systems. However, since CCR has been developed in accordance with the hospitals’ requirements to Electronic Health Records (EHRs), there are certain limitations to include telecare and lifestyle information into CCR based PHRs.

As stressed in [4] there is significant lack of interoperability among health, rehabilitation and care information systems. Modern telecare systems essentially support lifestyle monitoring [5] and provide context information for measurement and event data. While such data carries important information about degradation of well-being [6] it shall be considered as essential part of PHR.

In some countries, for example in Estonia [7], national eHealth systems are developed for simple access to patient EHR data collected by any kind of healthcare organizations. Natural way is to enrich such health care databases with personal wellness and telecare content resulting true UHR repository. From one side, such long term infrastructure projects raise more deeply the issues of feasible interoperability of PHR, EHR and telemedicine systems with manageable data access right system. From the other side, due the increased demand for flexible data presentation standards led by telecare, wellness equipment manufacturers and end users, such interoperable UHR systems are more like to become available.

Current paper presents proposals how to integrate personal data from telemonitoring systems into Estonian nation-wide Electronic Health Record System – eTervis (eHealth) portal. For our analysis we rely on existing knowledge developing interoperable, semantics driven telemoitoring systems [8] to be used by East-Tallinn Central Hospital.

II. PROPOSED CENTRALIZED REPOSITORY FOR EHR AND TELECARE DATA

For most of the countries there exist several competing and typically incompatible legacy repositories for EHR and PHR data. However, in some countries, for example in Estonia, exists a public, state controlled and centrally maintained infrastructure for citizens’ EHR data. Such infrastructure offers (controlled) a single service to keep and access patient data. Since privacy and data retention issues for state driven data warehouses are carefully addressed and legally validated, such repositories are suitable for storing personal welfare information. Possible extension of centralized EHR system with telemoitoring capabilities is shown on Figure 1. Dashed lines present proposed data flows of telecare information.

Designed capable enough for storing high resolution image content and real time data access, the particular eTervis EHR repository can technically support telemonitoring services including recording narrow bandwidth (10kpbs) streaming data, e.g. ECGs. Context enriched ECG monitor-
ing can be considered as most demanding and modern practical telecare application for EHR/PHR systems to date [9].

![Diagram of eHealth EHR system extended with telecare and wellness monitoring functionality](image)

**III. REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPANDABLE PHR SYSTEM**

Despite the existence of many PHR systems there is a growing interest to expand centralized EHR infrastructures by accepting and keeping data coming directly from the patients. The motivation to manage PHR data alongside with the clinical data collected by the healthcare professionals in the same system is to provide physicians with better access to their patients’ nonclinical information. Because centralized EHR repositories are already responsible for keeping track of all medical data provided by different medical establishments, about one patient in the same place, they could as well concentrate private home-made measurements, training diary, drug taking history, etc.

However, if it is decided that PHR data has to be sent directly to EHR holder where the ordinary clinical data is, it cannot happen just out of the box. Typically, EHR systems have complex proprietary input protocols which do not suit well for PHRs. For example, eHealth has a large number of HL7 v3 XML message formats for storing and requesting predefined number of specific rather large and well-defined documents like medical case histories, ambulant cases, medical bills, referral letters, prescriptions, etc., while PHR data entries are usually small but vary from patient to patient.

The situation is similar with standalone PHR implementations in systems like described by [2], Google Health, Microsoft HealthVault [10], etc., which have actually very fixed formats for certain events, for example home-made blood pressure measurements. Even though many of them reference external vocabularies like SNOMED CT for creating interoperability on conceptual level, they fail to adapt great diversity of possible PHR entries beyond the given formats of a particular coding system.

The goal is to find the practical way to represent data gathered by the patient. The focus is to add expandability and refine-ability where fine-tuned formats and schemas lack certain flexibility and need considerable intervention when new data types are introduced or old ones require expansion. For example, when a patient uploads weight measurement data it is important in some cases to add meta-information, like the type of scale used, but if the current schema has no slot for this kind of information, there is no seamless solution to enable recording of such data. On the other hand, we cannot force every entry to have the device field. Therefore, some data organization methods will not fit the best. We must also not forget that data still has to be automatically manageable by expert systems and rule engines which are usually present in EHR systems (e.g. decision support algorithms Map of Medicine [11] in eHealth).

In the realm of PHR there are many different behavior models of users, some want to keep diary of physical activities, others track their health parameters like blood pressure daily, or at random times. In general, patients want to send not very precisely defined wellness data as well as results of medical measurements to their PHR. While clinical data is unanimous, PHR data can be medical as well as describing subjective wellness feeling, or data not even directly connected to the patient but rather contextual, like outdoor temperature at jogging time, etc.

As an example of volatile nature of PHR data schema we could consider the case of keeping workout diary. While one patient just logs the history of exercises taken at the gym with duration data, the other patient wants to enrich her training diary with data output by the pulse watch. Suppose the PHR repository is capable of accepting all that but if the person wants to add some conclusion of how she felt after the training session, this might not be possible to accomplish in the system. Additionally, in some cases person...
would like to add aggregated data of particular measurements to the PHR.

IV. DATA MODEL

Hereby the underlying core data structure has rather important role for effective connectivity of versatile data sources and platforms for creating expandable PHR ecosystem. Tightly fixed formats of recordable events can be relied on to some extent, but rather general and universal basic data schema could perform better for the patient’s point of view even if it poses inconveniences for technical side.

PHR builds up in a natural way as a diary of entries which are typically rather short and based on a single measurement, test, activity etc. In most of the cases complex HL7 v3 messages with lots of required field as regular in the EHR systems eHealth can be avoided but still easily introducible if necessary. There are not many fields in PHR entries that have to be present in every case, perhaps patient identification data and the timestamp of the entry are most common, still not omnipresent as the patient ID can be transmitted outside of the contents of the entry (already needed during the creation of communication channel and authentication) and the timestamp might be omitted with some static personal data (name, genetic information, disabilities). Therefore no compulsory fields are required on the general level. Also grouping entries to components or dividing them to certain number of subtypes is dropped.

According to the proposed data model a PHR entry shall be a list of key = value pairs, which is actually covering lots of possible cases of usage. The key is always terminal node and refers to an external ontology or vocabulary concept (SNOMED CT, LOINC, WordNet, etc.). As it is publicly accepted to use many coding systems simultaneously for enabling semantic interoperability all identifiers split to root and extension (HL7, Google Health, [2]). For example the key weight in pseudo code takes the form of

```xml
<key_extension = "36389009" root = "2.16.840.1.113883.6.96" codingSystemName = "SNOMED CT" displayName = "Weight"/>
```

in an arbitrary XML representation.

The value node can, however, be either a single terminal (string, number) as 42 or a list of elements as [element1, element2, element3] where a list element can be terminal node or another key = value pair, thus making the schema hierarchical. Still, the encoding is more intuitive than the core model of entity-role-participation-act from the HL7 v3 and compared to the <TestResult> node from Google Health it can express list of values, for example recorded data stream of a handheld ECG device (CardGuard SelfCheck ECG [12]) like

```java
1_lead_ECG={6918, 10246, 10246, 9734, ...}.
```

For better illustration we could consider a minimalistic example of an entry of how a patient could evaluate her current feeling in the following pseudo code:

```java
entry = {
    feeling = tired,
    timestamp = 14 Feb 2011 17:52
}
```

Another entry represents the usage of nested lists of key = value pairs and depicts the results of one blood pressure measurement. It is worth of noticing that as the measurement device outputs also the pulse rate reading besides the blood pressure, it is very natural and simple to encode that data into the same entry:

```java
entry = {
    type = measurement,
    blood_pressure = [{
        systolic = 120,
        diastolic = 80,
        unit = mmHg
    },
    pulse = [67, unit = ppm],
    timestamp = ..., user_comment = ...
    device = ...
    ...}
}
```

For considering the case of enriching data the following entry demonstrates a log of a training event where the patient got the data from a pulse watch:

```java
entry = {
    training = [burned calories = 570],
    device = [polar watch, model = 1]
}
```

But if the same patient uses different model of pulse watch later which outputs more parameters, the data stream of that patient could be enriched with backward compatibility and corresponding user applications adopt the new data schema with reasonable effort:

```java
entry = {
    training = {
        burned calories = 570,
        duration = [120, unit = minutes],
```

```
sport = [cycling, avg speed=25 km/h],
device = [suunto watch, model = 2]

V. PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS TO eHEALTH ECOSYSTEMS

For making use of the potential of eHealth system to accept PHR type data coming directly from patients either by inserted manually in dedicated web-applications or automatically from telemonitoring installations which connect (e.g. using Bluetooth) to physical sensor devices and process incoming sensor data, some additional development is needed to be done on the EHR’s side.

As soon as the concrete transferring carrier is picked for the proposed hierarchical entry format and authentication procedures are agreed on there are no major obstacles on uploading and saving the PHR data to eHealth. In general, access interfaces to the system do not have to be differently designed from the existing web-services used for managing ordinary clinical EHR data encoded in HL7 v3 XML messages.

The PHR entries could be expressed in XML and parsed into the tree of objects for accustomed processing and managing on the server side or be encoded into RDF triples and handled respectively. While precise storage or querying issues and displaying PHR data streams on the user interface are not in the scope of this paper, experiments show that it is feasible to encode the data given in the proposed schema into ordinary relational databases as well as into dedicated XML databases (e.g. [13]) for hierarchical records.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

PHR systems are quickly winning popularity among the competitive healthcare users. On the same time, vogue of different fitness and training data exchange services is increasing even more rapidly. It has been expected a breakthrough in telemedicine utilization to manage the aging Western populations. There are some attempts, even in large scale – for example eTervis (eHealth) in Estonia - to merge all such information into one public UHR cyberspace. However, present PHR data encoding standards developed from hospitals’ perspectives have insufficient flexibility to present quite loose and context dependent telecare or lifestyle information. We propose to extend existing CCR, CCD and proprietary PHR data formats with refinement potentiality for storing specific detailed records. Proposed data encoding solution was successfully tested with cardiological telecare data and context information to be fitted into strictly predefined schema of existing eTervis EHR system.
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